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Red Pine Fire Scars 

by Lee Frelich » Fri Aug 30, 2013 11:17 am  

ENTS: Recently graduated M.S. student Lane 

Johnson (Univ of MN Geography) gave me this slab 

of a red pine from the unlogged forests of the Lac 

LaCroix area of northern Minnesota's Boundary 

Waters Canoe Area Wilderness.                                    

                                        

As Lane put it, this is a 'new decorative element' for 

my office, and it will also be useful for classroom 

lectures. The rings date from 1706-1972 (the tree had 

fallen years ago), and there are 4 fire scars dating 

from 1774, 1785, 1846 and 1862. Scars are most 

visible in the upper right, which was the exposed face 

of the fire scars on the tree when it was standing. 

Probably these fire scars date from fires set by Native 

Americans and fur traders to keep the understory 

clear of fir trees and promote blueberries.  

 

The second slab comes from the remote part of the 

wilderness near Jasper Lake, and was taken from a 

fallen red pine on July 23, 1968 by forest ecologist 

Bud Heinselman--his handwriting appears on the 

slab. Rings date from about 1702 to the 1960s. Fire 

scars appear about 1815 and 1826. This slab had been 

in a bin with other slabs in Sigurd Olson's writing 

shack, where Olson wrote his books such as 'The 

Signing Wilderness', 'Listening Point', 'Open 

Horizons', 'Runes of the North' and others, near 

Olson's former house in Ely Minnesota. Current 

owner of the house Chuck Wick gave me the slab as 

a gift when I presented the Sigurd Olson Memorial 

Lecture a few years ago.  

                                         

                                        

This part of the wilderness was further from the fur 

trading route, and had a lower frequency of purposely 

set surface fires, and therefore fewer fire scars. The 

300 year old stand of red pines was totally leveled by 

120 mile per hour winds during the July 4, 1999 'Big 

Blow Down', and then burned in the exceptionally 

intense Cavity Lake Fire of 2006. The area is now 

part of our long-term study of forest recovery after 

multiple disturbances, and is occupied by young 

aspen and birch forest, rising above the charcoal-

covered logs of the old pine forest.  

 

Lee 

 

Re: Red Pine Fire Scars 

by Joe » Tue Sep 03, 2013 11:56 am  

Larry Tucei wrote:Lee-  Very interesting history on 

the fire scars. I have a question for you. After visiting 

Cathedral Pines last Nov. I wanted to know is that 

what most of Wisconsin, Minn area would have 

looked like before the great logging began?   Larry 

I'm sure Lee knows more than I'll ever know on the 

subject and I look forward to his reply. I've read that 

that region in pre colonial days consisted mostly of 

magnificent white and red pine forests- tens of 

millions of acres in the upper midwest- but that forest 

was growing on mostly sandy soils. After the 

logging, huge fires spread through the area burning 

what little topsoil was there, leaving it mostly bare 

sand again, as it was when the glaciers left- and now 

much of it can only grow poplar. Now the logging 

industry "manages" these forests with huge clearcuts- 

which just bring back more poplar. 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=174&t=5681#p25185
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=174&t=5681#p25245
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25185#p25185
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11908&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11909&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25245#p25245
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I've probably got this wrong and Lee and others will 

correct what I said. 

Joe 

 

 

Re: Red Pine Fire Scars 

by Lee Frelich » Tue Sep 03, 2013 2:30 pm  

Joe and Larry: 

 

Probably about 12% of the forested landscape in the 

Lake States (MN, WI, MI) was red and white pine 

forest, on sandy loam or rocky soils. Based on the 

frequency of stand-leveling disturbance, about 55% 

of that would have been old growth, with multiple 

ages of pines and very large trees, and the remaining 

45% younger even-aged stands. A lot of this land is 

currently second growth aspen-birch, in many cases 

mixed with pine, or bracken grassland (the ferns 

invaded after logging and burning). Only a few 

percent is currently occupied by pine forest.  

 

However, a lot of the original pine (especially white 

pine) was not in pine forests, but was mixed in with 

other forest types such as hemlock, sugar maple, 

cedar, tamarack or ash swamps, or in northern 

Minnesota in boreal jack pine or boreal spruce-fir-

birch-aspen forest. Just a few pines per acres over 

many millions of acres accounted for much of the 

total pine presence on the landscape. One can still see 

this pattern in Sylvania Wilderness and Porcupine 

Mountains State Park (MI) and the Boundary Waters 

Canoe Area Wilderness, MN, where there are a few 

white and red pine stands, but many pines mixed with 

other forest types. 

 

Lee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

World's tallest pine forest 

annihilated ? 

by M.W.Taylor » Sun Sep 01, 2013 12:33 am  

Bad news. 

 

The Yosemite Fire has penetrated North Crane Creek 

basin. The tallest sugar pines have either been 

swallowed up or are in the direct path of this 

monstrous wildfire. 

 

See attached KMZ file to show fire line as of 8-31. 

Then see attached pictures of tallest sugar pine 

location relative to fire line. These trees will likely 

not survive.  

 

I will get back in there this October to see what is 

left. I am not optimistic. Smokey Jack, the current 

American Forests Jeffrey Pine is also threatened and 

in the direct path of the fire. Highway 120 has 

apparently served as no significant impediment to 

this conflagaration. 

 

To get latest map of fire line and updates see this link 

 

http://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/3660 

 

Lastly, this fire was supposedly started by an illegal 

marijuana garden. campfire under the brush  ?  I hope 

they catch the knuckleheads that started this 

 

Sorry to be the bearer of such bad news. 

 

Michael Taylor 

 

WNTS VP 

American Forests N.California Big Trees 

Coordinator 

http://www.landmarktrees.net 

Attachments  

yosemite fire 8-31-2013.kmz  

click n' launch KMZ file for Google Earth  

  

 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=174&t=5681#p25249
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5688#p25205
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5688#p25205
http://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/3660
http://www.landmarktrees.net/
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11915
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25249#p25249
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25205#p25205
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fire line as of 8-31 and tallest known sugar pines 

 

 
 

enormous yosemite fire boundary as of 8-31

   

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11914&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11913&sid=b8fcea2849984ed7538447b51ce5a893&mode=view
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Re: World's tallest pine forest 

annihilated ? 

by M.W.Taylor » Thu Sep 05, 2013 3:32 pm  

I have some possible good news to report.  The fire at 

Hodgdon meadow did not completely crown out. The 

wet dogwood understory apparently slowed the fire 

down. However the entire area is still burning and 

could crown out due to extremely dry and windy 

conditions.  The fire officials are now aware of the 

tall sugar pine there. 

 

I have forward the GPS of the all tallest sugar pines 

in that forest to fire officials who are now sending 

fire crews to each of these trees to try save them.  

 

Will update soon on the situation.  

 

There may still be hope for saving these sugar pines 

!! 

 

Michael Taylor 

 

 

Re: World's tallest pine forest 

annihilated ? 

by Don » Thu Sep 05, 2013 6:06 pm  

Good move Michael, it's cool that they are 

responding to your alert ! We're keeping our fingers 

crossed.  

 

Hopefully the crowning out time of the fire is 

passed...ground fires can still be a problem, as my 

research on o-g ponderosas showed that if wildfires 

were infrequent, duff around the ponderosas would 

build up, deep and compressed enough over time that 

the duff would continue to burn deeper, not needing 

oxygen to keep coals going, instead running on 

nitrogen that the excessive heat of the debris "coals" 

would feed off of.  Those trees we treated by 

shoveling duff away from the trees base, survived 

'wfurbs' (WildFire Used for Resource Benefit) better 

than those untreated.  

 

Bottom line, the treatment reduced mortality from 

medium to high burn severity levels. 

Last edited by Don on Thu Sep 05, 2013 6:22 pm, 

edited 4 times in total.  

Don Bertolette - President/Moderator, WNTS BBS 

Hemlock wound scars 

by RayA » Mon Sep 02, 2013 6:38 pm  

I've noticed vertically oriented "squiggly" scars on a 

number of hemlock trunks in various locations over 

the years. Here are two photos of one in-forest tree 

that has such a scar. I'd like to know what the likely 

cause might be.  

 

On this tree, the scar is about 7 feet long, near the 

base of the tree. At first I thought it might be a 

lightning strike (and maybe it is), but there doesn't 

appear to be any evidence of it higher up on the tree. 

I just noticed that, in the photo showing the very base 

of the tree, it looks like the scar runs into the ground 

along the right side of the V-shaped hollow, so 

maybe that does indicate a lightning strike. 

 

Might it be a frost crack?  Or possibly a physical 

bruise from another falling tree? I don't recall 

noticing any fallen tree or limb near it. Any ideas? 

                                         

                                        

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5688#p25280
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5688#p25280
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=361&sid=b8fcea2849984ed7538447b51ce5a893
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5688#p25282
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5688#p25282
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56&sid=b8fcea2849984ed7538447b51ce5a893
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56&sid=b8fcea2849984ed7538447b51ce5a893
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=5692#p25229
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=771
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25280&sid=b8fcea2849984ed7538447b51ce5a893#p25280
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25282&sid=b8fcea2849984ed7538447b51ce5a893#p25282
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25229#p25229
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11918&mode=view
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Ray Asselin 

www.Bowlwood.com 

 

 

Re: American chestnut 

by Rand » Tue Sep 03, 2013 7:39 pm  

Update on the Tar Hollow chestnuts.  All but one of 

the chestnuts I posted previously have died back to 

the roots and resprouted.  The best have grown 4'-5' 

feet for the last two seasons, so they'll be back where 

they started in another two years or so. 

 

 

However there is a second clearcut I finally got back 

to.  It was cut three years younger than the other and 

now has a couple of promising looking trees: 

 

                                         

                         

Yeah, that's a good 2' of growth this year       

          

                

 

                                         

http://www.bowlwood.com/
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=2566&start=10#p25256
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=113
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11917&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25256#p25256
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11928&mode=view
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Squinting closer.  Yes there are nuts on that thing! 

                                         

                                        

                

 

 

However this tree does have several cankers on it.  It 

appears the blight is temporarily contained, 

evidenced by the swelling around the canker margins. 

 The previous trees did this too, to a certain extent, 

but it didn't hold .  According to the ACF literature, 

cool summers favor the trees over the blight.  2011 & 

2013 have both been fairly cool and wet here in 

central Ohio, so it might just be a quirk of the 

weather that is allow these trees to stay ahead (2010 

had a hot dry spell). 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11929&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11930&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11931&mode=view
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Rand Brown                

 

Update on Tall Trees Threatened By 

Rim Fire 

by M.W.Taylor » Fri Sep 06, 2013 8:57 pm  

Just In From the Front LInes, As relayed to me by 

Robert Van Pelt. 

 

 

"They visited nearly all of the 250+ douglas fir, sugar 

pine, and ponderosa pine. They raked bark away 

from the trunks (if it wasn't already too late).  A 

couple of the trees are in areas still too hot to visit. 

 

The Carlon area was spared.  The Hodgdon area 

burned - parts of it crowned out. 

 

The tallest sugar pine lives. 

 

At least two 250+ ponderosa and one250+ sugar pine 

are dead. 

 

All the tallest douglas fir lived. 

 

More details to follow. 

 

Kinda good news - although the beetle populations 

following this fire are going to be off the charts... 

 

Cheers, 

- BVP" 

 

Dissection of red maple fusion 

by Will Blozan » Sun Aug 25, 2013 1:48 pm  

NTS, 

 

As promised here are a series of photos illustrating 

the process of fusion between two separate stems. It 

follows the fusion process over about 2 feet from 

where the piths were separated by an inch or so to 

where they "emerge" as two stems. Envision over 

time the fusion interface moving up the stems as each 

gain diameter. I have seen this happen for more than 

26' in tuliptree (yes, I did laser measure it!). 

 

First, the uncut section. Note the distinct bulge 

between the stems. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5704#p25303
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5704#p25303
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=361
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666#p25127
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=64
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11932&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25303#p25303
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25127#p25127
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A pith trace of the section. Clearly they are not joined 

within the sample. 

                                         

                                        

          

 

 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11856&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11857&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11858&mode=view
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The sections in order 

                                         

                                        

                

 

I sliced the sample at ~1.5 inch intervals to allow the 

sequence of fusion to be seen. I would guess the piths 

diverged (i.e. a fork) about 8 inches lower than the 

first cut. This photo has details noted that will be easy 

to follow in subsequent photos. Note how the former 

bulge as recorded in the rings is more or less diffused 

into a concentric or more cylindrical surface as the 

tree grows. It's simple; a cylinder is the strongest 

shape so the sooner the form is recovered the better. 

Trees are smart! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1st cut 

                                         

                                                 

2nd cut 

                                         

                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11859&mode=view
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3rd cut                                         

 
 

4th cut                                         

                                                 

5th cut- note a third stem has joined the group... 

          

6th cut                                       

 
 

7th cut                                         

                                                 

8th cut                                         
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9th cut                                        

 
 

10th cut 

                                                 

Two stems!                                         

                                                 

Imagine a tree growing up against an object that 

limits its outward growth, like a rock or sidewalk 

edge. This is what is happening when the two stems 

push on each other as they grow in diameter. This 

wood needs to go somewhere so it bulges outwards. 

How the stems know to fuse is the mystery here. 

There is a lot of pressure and perhaps this indicates to 

the tree to fuse. Also, the pressure would seriously 

limit the outward growth of bark so I imagine the 

bark would get compressed and become thin allowing 

the cambial surfaces to be close enough to conjoin. If 

you think about it, when the stems first contact the 

bark is whatever age the stem is. Older stems have 

older, thicker bark (in most species). As the bulge 

expands it is with new, younger wood and thinner 

bark. Thus, this process should allow the cambium to 

be as close as they can get and fuse as easily as a one-

year old stem. If they don't join the tree is likely to 

fail at that point. 

 

And finally, a pitch pine below illustrates the same 

process and bulge. This fusion is 20' off the ground. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11871&mode=view
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Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by mdvaden » Thu Sep 05, 2013 11:05 am  

Will Blozan wrote: 

Imagine a tree growing up against an object that 

limits its outward growth, like a rock or sidewalk 

edge. This is what is happening when the two stems 

push on each other as they grow in diameter. This 

wood needs to go somewhere so it bulges outwards. 

How the stems know to fuse is the mystery here.  

 

 

That is one possibility of "a tree" that is imagined. 

Because there are two possibilities. Nice to see a 

dissected version of a genuine fused stem, as there 

seem few to find online. 

 

When we imagine a tree growing against an object ... 

including another stem, there are two ways it can 

happen, and two ways to imagine it. Sometimes 

there is an apparent bulge or accumulation of growth. 

Other times there is the inclusion or restriction of 

growth. 

 

The sample below, had multiple stems pressing, and 

that flowering plum tree had only inclusions or 

indented areas ... not one bulge. Of course there was 

zero fusion ... so the illustration is related to how we 

imagine tree stems growing when pressed against 

something. 

 

 
 

Here's another tree ... this one is closer to Will's 

example ... This is not two fused trees, but two co-

dominant stems, but follows the same general theme. 

And on the side toward the lens, there is a  slight 

bulge. 

 

That bulge being one of at least two options for what 

is available and what we can imagine and expect. 

 

 

 

Here is another twin stem that never fused ... an 

example of inclusion. There is a distinct line of 

inclusion that takes a slight curve down to the 

indented area. That's the yellow arrow. 

 

The green arrow is some crack-like mark in the bark. 

The protruding areas of this tree at ground level were 

where the trunk flared to roots. The man is actually 

standing on one of the more visible roots. 

 

So it's clear there are at least two possibilities with 

multiple stems or trunks growing against something. 

 

1. Bulge outward 

 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=10#p25273
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25273&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d#p25273
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11939&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11940&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d&mode=view
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2. Indentation or inclusion

 

 

This Deodar Cedar is just beginning to show a slight 

hint of what Will posted in the OP. 

 

There is an apparent bulge ...  the stems above the 

bulge have not fused yet and still have included bark. 

There is a distinct line stemming from  included bark 

running vertically through the bulge ... but there is a 

distinct bulge at least. Or two bulges near one 

another. 

 

NOTE 
 

Regardless of whether this Cedar fuses or not ... it's a 

perfect example of a single tree. This was a 

landscape specimen that was a single tree when 

planted, with a single root system. The extra stem 

emerged from the main tree. It was planted, it's been 

observed, it's been tended to. And from planting up 

until this photo, it has remained one tree, not two 

trees at any point in time. It will have two pith lines 

for quite some distance, but regardless of where the 

pith is located or ends, it was a single tree from the 

nursery. 

 

So the point here is ... to know for a fact whether 

what looks like a fused trunk was one or two trees, 

may literally require cutting it down. And if you can't 

cut it down ... then there may be no way to know. 

 

NOTE: 
 

What may be most important about whether a tree is 

a single tree, has nothing to do with two piths, 

although that's worth considering. The most realistic 

approach may be whether the tree (both stems) were 

from a single seed and from a single root system 

 

 

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by edfrank » Thu Sep 05, 2013 1:42 pm  

mdvaden wrote: 

NOTE 
 

Regardless of whether this Cedar fuses or not ... it's a 

perfect example of a single tree. This was a 

landscape specimen that was a single tree when 

planted, with a single root system.  

 

What may be most important about whether a tree is 

a single tree, has nothing to do with two piths, 

although that's worth considering. The most realistic 

approach may be whether the tree (both stems) were 

from a single seed and from a single root system. 

 

 

Mario, 

 

That is the point.  How do you define a single tree? If 

you define a tree as having a single trunk then this is 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=10#p25279
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11941&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11942&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25279&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d#p25279
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not a single tree not matter how you rephrase it. 

 Nobody misunderstands what you are saying, they 

simply disagree with your basic premise.  I 

personally do not have a problem with the argument 

that this is a single tree growing from a single root 

system.  I still do not believe that multitrunk trees and 

single trunk trees should be mixed on a champion 

tree list as they are different growth forms.  I want 

there to be a listing for both growth forms, but if 

there is to be just one form included, it should be 

single trunk forms.  

 

Therefore, the most realistic and pragmatic approach 

is to decide for champion tree point purposes only 

single trunks will be considered.  This method does 

not address the question of whether this is a single 

tree or not, it just defines a specific subset of trees 

that will be considered as champions.  The question 

isn't whether a single pith or double pith specimen is 

a single tree, but whether they should be on the same 

champion tree list. 

 

Ed Frank 

 

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by Will Blozan » Thu Sep 05, 2013 4:25 pm  

Mario, 

 

Excellent photos! I like the two-way cut to show 

more than one angle. I can't believe that plum had not 

failed yet... Redbud does that a lot here. The first 

slice of the tree you asked about was not near the 

ground. It was a fused section of the tree higher up. I 

cut it simply for the purpose presented. 

 

Like Ed, I would not call the cedar a single tree for 

measurement purposes. There is an eight-stemmed 

silver maple here in my town (current NC State 

Champion) that was planted by the late owner. He 

bought it at a nursery and brought it home in the 

trunk of his car. Apparently he planted it too deep or 

something and it died but sent up root sprouts. Now it 

is a "forest" of large stems fused (and some not) into 

a 7 foot diameter mass. Single root system, same seed 

or cutting, but not a single stem. It is an imposter, and 

the other trees he planted the same day are single 

stem and barely 2.5 feet diameter. The fused beast 

clearly shows what happens as a collective effort. 

Each individual stem of the fused beast is smaller 

than the individual trees planted the same day. 

 

Are cedars rooted from cuttings? Is it possible there 

was more than one cutting (or seed) put in a pot to 

help ensure success? I ask this since when I see 

multi-trunked plantings of some non-fertile varieties 

(Chaemacyparis, etc.) I KNOW they did not fork. 

 

Like Ed said, we are simply perceiving trees 

differently. I am a purist. 

 

Will 

 

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by Don » Thu Sep 05, 2013 6:47 pm  

Mario/Will- 

You've brought forward some really excellent 

examples of single- versus multi-stemmed issues. 

 While we're temporarily on hold at AF's MGWG on 

this issue, we should be addressing as soon as next 

month, and your examples will be likely to undergo 

considerable scrutiny. 

There's a part of me that remains detached, as that 

part of me is very pleased to see our MGWG paying 

close attention, and more likely to result in an 

informed decision. 

That said, the rest of me wishes to fan the fire. When 

trees such as your examples are viewed, they are 

small enough to make some good guesses.  When 

attaining 'giant' sizes, and the mythical middle of the 

bole pithlines are 7-10' apart, I have a real hard time 

keeping my mind open.  

The thing that makes it difficult for all of us is when 

the tree(s) have managed to "cover up" the bulging 

and approach a round appearing cross-section. But 

hey, that's what they pay us the big money for! 

Kudos to both of you for your cross-sections, both 

different, both informative!   

-Don 

Don Bertolette  

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by mdvaden » Thu Sep 05, 2013 9:36 pm  

Will ... Yes, I agree, the Cedar would not at all fit for 

measurement purposes to qualify. Or at least if it got 

huge, the largest stem only would be measured. 

 

The more I think through all this stuff though, the 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=10#p25281
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=64&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=20#p25285
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=20#p25287
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25281&sid=602d39fe47b7ba9aee370f4b63c84a8d#p25281
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25285&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd#p25285
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25287&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd#p25287
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more sense it makes to me whether a tree is a single 

trunk for measurement purposes would depend on 

whether all of it germinated from one seed, and grew 

on one root system. 

 

Then, whether it was one trunk or fused ( from one 

seed and root system) it's measurement would depend 

on where the stems parted ... at what height and how 

that fits American Forest's criteria for measuring. 

 

I'm amazed that trees like that flowering plum did not 

fail sooner. Heck ... that bigger stem was wedged-

down to a mere few inches of size and attachment, 

pinched and hidden inside the wood. 

 

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by mdvaden » Thu Sep 05, 2013 9:43 pm  

Don wrote: 

Mario/Will- 

You've brought forward some really excellent 

examples of single- versus multi-stemmed issues. 

 While we're temporarily on hold at AF's MGWG on 

this issue, we should be addressing as soon as next 

month, and your examples will be likely to undergo 

considerable scrutiny. 

There's a part of me that remains detached, as that 

part of me is very pleased to see our MGWG paying 

close attention, and more likely to result in an 

informed decision. 

That said, the rest of me wishes to fan the fire. When 

trees such as your examples are viewed, they are 

small enough to make some good guesses.  When 

attaining 'giant' sizes, and the mythical middle of 

the bole pithlines are 7-10' apart, I have a real hard 

time keeping my mind open.  
The thing that makes it difficult for all of us is when 

the tree(s) have managed to "cover up" the bulging 

and approach a round appearing cross-section. But 

hey, that's what they pay us the big money for! 

Kudos to both of you for your cross-sections, both 

different, both informative!   

-Don 

If I understand you correctly ... what you shared is 

why my mind thinks that if there's a huge tree ... and 

it's possible it''s form or state could be from more 

than one way of developing, we should measure and 

go with what we see, if it's not possible to dissect the 

tree and prove that a certain change happened and 

resides within that could disqualify it. 

 

In other words, if there's a 50% suspicion, but it can't 

be proved, then the case ain't been proved. 

 

If there is proof, then by all means go with the proof. 

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by mdvaden » Thu Sep 05, 2013 9:45 pm  

Hee ... hee ... 

 

One tree with two roots that grew downward into 

stems ... or two trees that fused ... ?? 

 

Only a couple of hundred feet from the Klootchy 

Spruce, Oregon's previous champion Sitka Spruce 

that broke a few years ago. 
 

 

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by Don » Fri Sep 06, 2013 1:51 am  

Mario- 

That's probably as good of job of putting words in my 

mouth as it gets...:>) 

Short of destructive sampling (felling the tree and 

slicing off cookies until the scenario is clear), it's a by 

god guess on the monster trees.  I could select a 

bunch of registry trees between 500 and 1000 AF 

point scores that I would comfortably describe as 

multi-stemmed. That is to say, two trees.  They 

would have two piths emerging from the groundline 

(if the original groundline can still be determined), 

each of which display distinct concentric annual ring 

sets. The fact that they kept growing closer together 

until making contact, then bulged out as the pressure 

displaced the contact area, then over time grew over 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=20#p25289
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=20#p25290
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=20#p25291
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25289&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd#p25289
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25290&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd#p25290
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11943&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25291&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd#p25291
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with a seemingly single sheath of bark...what is my 

failsafe decision maker?  If they were two separate 

genus/species would you say they are one? Neither 

would I. You have my answer I guess. 

 

Do they belong in the registry, to my way of 

thinking?  Yes and no.  It's not fair to single-stemmed 

trees to compete with two-, three-, and more-

stemmed monsters.  So I favor separate but equal 

categories, or as a compromise, a single column entry 

for single-stemmed species champs and asterisked 

multi-stemmed champs.  I mean, they're big, what 

part of Big Trees aren't we understanding? 

 

So I suppose I might have been able to respond to 

your question in a shorter fashion, but there you have 

it...what are your thoughts? 

 

Until show otherwise, I have my doubts that two 

trees, with two separate pithlines and each having 

their own set of concentric annual ring sets at the 

groundline, can fuse into one pithline with one 

concentric ringset. I think your first supposition is 

closer to the mark...what a weird thing...is there any 

reasonable excuse for the depression the kid is 

standing in?  Could there have been a nurse tree that 

eventually rotted and eroded away? 

Belongs to "Trees of Mystery" down the road a 

piece! 

 

-Don 

 

 

Re: Dissection of red maple fusion 

by mdvaden » Sat Sep 07, 2013 12:19 am  

Knowing how much nurse tree stuff is in the area ... 

my guess leans heavily toward a nurse tree and the 

log or stump decayed and vanished. 

 

Actually, the Klootchy Creek tree had to be a nurse 

tree too. Virtually no mention of it is written in 

articles. But it's very obvious from looking at the 

lower trunk that it had to have germinated about 12 

feet above the ground centuries ago. There are still 

the tell-tall creases up and down the lower trunk. It's 

just so old, that the long roots have grown fat and 

developed to look a lot like as if one trunk grew from 

ground up. 

 

 

 

Pleistocene Chestnut Woodlands 

by samson'sseed » Tue Aug 27, 2013 8:20 am  

I wrote a blog article about Pleistocene Chestnut 

Woodlands. 

 

http://markgelbart.wordpress.com/2013/08/25/pleisto

cene-chestnut-woodlands/  

 

For my article I found a couple of astounding old 

photos of chestnut trees.  Chestnut trees formerly 

were reported to grow to 100 feet tall and 5 feet in 

diameter, but some of the trees in these photographs 

look bigger than that. 

 

Several studies of pollen in sediment found that 

during the mid=Wisconsinian Interstadial (~60,000 

BP-~30,000 BP) chestnut trees grew throughout the 

coastal plain of the southeast and were even common 

at 1 site in north Florida, but they were absent from 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5666&start=20#p25305
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=30&t=5673#p25152
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=450
http://markgelbart.wordpress.com/2013/08/25/pleistocene-chestnut-woodlands/
http://markgelbart.wordpress.com/2013/08/25/pleistocene-chestnut-woodlands/
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25305&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd#p25305
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11955&sid=29d96dd216551938ddcc64dc701f63cd&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25152#p25152
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Florida and the rest of the coastal plain (aside from a 

few relic populations) by pre-settlement times. 

 

Chestnut trees disappeared from Florida when 

climate deteriorated at the height of the Ice Age and 

they never returned there. 

 

Oak and chestnut woodlands must have co-occurred 

with open pine savanna in the coastal plain during the 

mid-Wisconsinian Interstadial because the latter is an 

ancient ecosystem with many endemic species, and 

it's not likely to have developed in just a few 

thousand years. 

 

Re: Pleistocene Chestnut Woodlands 

by Rand » Sat Aug 31, 2013 1:13 pm  

This month's ACF Journal has an interesting article 

chronicling the hypovirulent treatment efforts in the 

West Salem stand: 

 

The blight was first noticed in 1987.  At first they 

tried to control the blight by cutting and burying 

individual infected trees.  This didn't work and they 

next tried treating cankers with a hypovirulent strain 

from Michigan in 1992.  However, the spores 

produced by a Hypovirulent canker don't all produce 

hypovirulent cankers.  In this case only 3% of the 

spores were hypovirulent. 

 

They next tried a hypovirulent strain from Europe 

from 1995-97.  While this strain weakened the fungus 

less than the Michigan strain, 95% of the spores 

transmitted hypovirulence.  By 1997, there more then 

400 cankers on 62 trees, and then effort to treat all 

the cankers they could find became prohibitive. 

 From 1998-2004 no canker treatment was done. 

 However, they did establish permanent study plots 

where they discovered that only ~14% of the trees 

that never received manual treatment became infected 

with hypovirulent strains.  From 2004 to present they 

reinstated manual treatment, but only in the limited 

study plots. 

 

It was only in 2008-2009 that they noticed individual 

trees in the disease center begin to recover.  Even 

though the crowns had been killed back, new 

branches sprouted from the trunks began to grow 

again.  Also the trees began to wall off the cankers 

with abundant callus growth.  This time, 78% of the 

cankers on untreated trees were hypovirulent.  They 

aren't sure why the change occurred, but they 

speculate it just takes time for the slow spreading 

hypo virus to 'catch up' to the fast spreading fungus. 

 

The Ash Search Has Begun, MTSF 

by dbhguru » Mon Sep 06, 2010 8:27 am  

ENTS,  As those of you who endure my frequent 

posts on white pine searches know, I am obsessed 

with finding and measuring the trees of a species that 

reach some dimensional threshold that I, or someone 

else, has arbitrarily established. With me, white pines 

are a primary focus - the ones either over 12 feet in 

girth, 150 feet in height, or 500 feet of trunk volume. 

Well folks, the search is not limited to white pines. 

Another species that doesn't escape my exercised eye 

is the white ash. In Massachusetts, Fraxinus 

americana is our tallest hardwood species. Nothing, 

not even the tuliptree, can compete with it in the 

Baystate, and the center of its development lies in the 

Berkshires and Taconics of western Massachusetts. I 

have no idea why this is the case, but until we find in 

other areas trees that match the numbers coming out 

of the river corridors in the Berkshire country, the 

center of height development is here. 

 

    On Saturday, I kicked off the hunt to update the 

inventory of tall white ash trees in Massachusetts. 

The threshold height is 130 feet and there is no place 

in Massachusetts that we've found where so many 

trees meeting this threshold can be found than MTSF. 

So, on Saturday, Monica, Glen Ayers, his lady friend 

Patrice , and I headed to two sites on Clark Mountain 

that have been big producers in the past. They are 

Indian Flats and Ash Flats. These sites are on the 

opposite side of the Cold River to Route #2, with its 

steady flow of tuned-out travelers. Once across the 

Cold, you have it all to yourselves.  

 

   After rock hopping across the Cold with less 

balance than once possessed in my case, we 

scrambled up a steep ravine and onto Indian Flats. 

The Flats covers only about an acre, maybe an acre 

and a half, but what it lacks in area, it makes up in 

quality. Here is an image of a splendid slender white 

ash that measures 7.6 feet around, but an eye-popping 

140.3 feet in height. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=30&t=5673#p25200
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     A nearby tree was the real target of my search - 

the Indian Flats Ash. It measures a more substantial 

8.6 feet in girth and reaches to 142.5 feet in height. 

Here is a shot looking up the trunk. The sun created 

glare, so the shot isn't as clear as I'd hoped, but I 

think it conveys the idea. 

                                         

                                        

Here is a close up of the Indian Flats Ash. 

                                         

                                        

                

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=1909&sid=65872ce12cf6aa21f999faba5e387d80&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=1910&sid=65872ce12cf6aa21f999faba5e387d80&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=1911&sid=65872ce12cf6aa21f999faba5e387d80&mode=view
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     The white snakeroot in this rich woods area is 

extraordinary. Here is an image of the snakeroot. A 

number of years ago, a botanist friend and I did a 

plant inventory in Indian Flats. The species count 

impressed my expert friend. It is a rich woods site. 

                                        

     The dense canopy made further measuring in the 

Indian Flats area unproductive, so we moved on 

toward Ash Flats. The terrain is rough and there is 

little hint of what lies beyond Indian Flats about a 

half mile up river. Monica had been wanting to see 

Ash Flats, so that is where we headed. I saw a few 

fairly tall northern red oaks along the way, but 

nothing extraordinary. The canopy generally varies 

from 85 to 105 feet -- nothing to get excited about. 

And then something happens. Wow! The canopy of 

Ash Flats is even more impressive than in Indian 

Flats. Many of the ash trees don't branch for 70 to 80 

feet. Remember, this is Massachusetts -- not the 

Smokies. Here is a shot looking aloft into the crowns 

of 130+ feet white ash trees. 

                                         

                                        

     I wasn't able to verify any heights of the ashes in 

Ash Flats through the dense hardwood canopy, which 

ranges from 120 to 140 feet based on past 

measurements. I'll return when the leaves have fallen. 

Here is a shot looking into soaring trunks followed by 

an image of the Ash Flats Ash. I am reasonably sure 

it is over 140. It has been in the past. All these trees 

are between 115- and 140 years in age. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=1912&sid=65872ce12cf6aa21f999faba5e387d80&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=1913&sid=65872ce12cf6aa21f999faba5e387d80&mode=view
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My first measurements of the 140-foot ashes was 

through crown cross-triangulation and the tangent 

method. I had about 7 or 8 measured that way, all on 

Clark Ridge in MTSF. With the laser rangefinder, I 

tried to confirm all the initial 140s, but couldn't. So, 

the final count became a little muddled. However, I'm 

confident of 15 and fairly likely, there are 20, with 

the absolute tallest at 152.5 feet in Trout Brook, in 

MTAF. John Eichholz found a second 150-footer in a 

place we call Ash Flats. However, on a return trip, he 

couldn't confirm the second 150. So, to be 

conservative, we stay at one. The third tallest is the 

Ash Queen on Clark Ridge at 147.0 feet.  

 

  The 140s are located in 7 locations, or ash 

concentrations. All but one of the trees are in MTSF. 

The single outsider is in Ice Glen, which is in 

Stockbridge, MA. There are at least four other 

locations with 130-foot ash trees, and I expect a few 

more. 

 

  East of the Connecticut River, the white ash likely 

reaches a maximum of 125 feet, and that is west of 

Worcester. I think Joe's description of the geology of 

Massachusetts is spot on, and the complexity of 

western mass's geology seems to reveal itself through 

tree heights. We could develop maps of maximum 

heights for around a dozen species profiled across the 

state and correlate to bed rock and moisture. 

Unfortunately, we can't do that now because the only 

show in town that can do the job right is NTS, and 

we're a little short-handed. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Short visit to Mammuth Cave 

National Park 

by tsharp » Mon Sep 09, 2013 11:00 am  

NTS:  

On March 19th while returning east from a trip to the 

western United States several in our group thought it 

would be nice to stop for a short  visit to Mammoth 

Cave National Park in south central Kentucky. I 

elected to take a couple of short hikes while the rest 

 decided to take the short underground tour. I saw 

nothing of interest concerning trees until I got back 

near a foot path leading from a camping area to a 

parking lot to the new lodge. There I spied a grove of 

trees that needed measuring. 

The largest of the following species were measured 

at: 

Eastern Redcedar(Juniperus virginiana) 82.0' x 7.3', 

75.4' x 9.1' 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=82&t=5710#p25334
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=82&t=5710#p25334
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=98
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=1914&sid=65872ce12cf6aa21f999faba5e387d80&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=1915&sid=65872ce12cf6aa21f999faba5e387d80&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25334#p25334
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Virginia Pine (Pinus virginiana)) 68.4' x 9.0' 

Persimmon (Diospyros virginiana) 61.5' x 5.8' 

 

A complete listing of trees can be found on the Trees 

Database at: 

 

http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/1701/D

etails 

 

Re: Hemlock Wooly Adelgid found 

at Cook Forest SP, PA 

by sjhalow » Sun Aug 11, 2013 8:07 pm  

After an overnight stay at Cherry Springs State Park, 

to watch the Perseids, we drove through Colton Point 

State Park and found HWA at an overlook of the Pine 

Creek Gorge (PA Grand Canyon). We weren't even 

looking for it, so it's likely that the park is already 

extensively infested. 

 

 

Re: Hemlock Wooly Adelgid found 

at Cook Forest SP, PA 

by PAwildernessadvocate » Sat Aug 17, 2013 

11:16 am  

I think I may have unfortunately identified an 

infested hemlock tree last night in a part of the 

Allegheny National Forest where HWA had not been 

known to be present. 

 

The lighting wasn't great for these photos because it 

was late evening, but you should be able to make out 

the white cottony tufts if you look close. 

 

What do you think? HWA? 

                                         

                                        

                                        

 
  

http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/1701/Details
http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/1701/Details
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252#p24982
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252#p24982
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=70
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252#p25063
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252#p25063
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=76
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=24982#p24982
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25063#p25063
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11810&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11809&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11811&mode=view
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Re: Hemlock Wooly Adelgid found 

at Cook Forest SP, PA 

by Will Blozan » Sat Aug 17, 2013 5:17 pm  

That's it.............. unfortunately... 

 

 

Re: Hemlock Wooly Adelgid found 

at Cook Forest SP, PA 

by PAwildernessadvocate » Sat Aug 17, 2013 

6:52 pm  

It's a real nice tree too, about 32" dbh. Not an old-

growth area, but certainly predates the ANF's 

ownership of the land for this area. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

   

 

Re: Hemlock Wooly Adelgid found 

at Cook Forest SP, PA 

by PAwildernessadvocate » Sat Aug 31, 2013 

7:48 pm  

Fyi, HWA is unfortunately confirmed in Warren 

County, Pennsylvania: 

 

http://www.timesobserver.com/page/conte ... 

ounty.html 

 

Location is the Allegheny National Forest, west side 

of the Allegheny Reservoir within the north end of 

the proposed Cornplanter Wilderness Area: 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25064
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25064
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=64
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25066
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25066
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=76
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25202
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25202
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=76
http://www.timesobserver.com/page/content.detail/id/566371/Confirmed-In-County.html
http://www.timesobserver.com/page/content.detail/id/566371/Confirmed-In-County.html
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25064#p25064
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25066#p25066
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11813&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11814&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25202#p25202
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Re: Hemlock Wooly Adelgid found 

at Cook Forest SP, PA 

by PAwildernessadvocate » Fri Sep 13, 2013 8:29 

am  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBBz_3n5RXI&

feature=player_embedded  

 

Huge Cathedral Redwood / Fairy 

Ring 

by mdvaden » Fri Sep 13, 2013 8:14 am  

May have shared this tree before with a narrow 

frame. Did a test print at 20 x 30 of this image I 

tweaked yesterday as a potential to put on my 

photography site.  One of the biggest Cathedral trees 

I'm aware of, at Prairie Creek Redwoods State Park. 

 

BTW ... anyone know of other species that form 

substantial "fairy ring" clusters? 
 

 
________________________ 

 

M. D. Vaden of Oregon 

Re: Huge Cathedral Redwood / Fairy 

Ring 

by mdvaden » Fri Sep 13, 2013 1:17 pm  

Joe wrote:wow--- by any chance, did that group start 

from a single stump? 

 

Definitely a single group. The biggest bole is tucked 

somewhat hidden in the midst. That alone was a 

massive trunk. The rest should all be sprouts on the 

same root system, all one organism as a whole. The 

"parent" tree in the midst, is far more giant than any 

of the stems visible. I think the model is leaning on 

the edge of the main trunk ... but most of it is hidden 

from view. 

 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25381
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=116&t=5252&start=10#p25381
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=76
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBBz_3n5RXI&feature=player_embedded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBBz_3n5RXI&feature=player_embedded
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=5720#p25380
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=5720#p25380
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=5720#p25386
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=5720#p25386
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25381#p25381
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aBBz_3n5RXI&feature=player_embedded
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25380#p25380
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11986&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25386#p25386
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Re: Huge Cathedral Redwood / Fairy 

Ring 

by tsharp » Sat Sep 14, 2013 1:23 pm  

Mario, NTS: 

A somewhat smaller scale "fairy ring" is pictured 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Chioanthus virginicus - White Fringetree located in 

the front yard of home in Parkersburg, WV. 16 stems 

counted. 

Photos taken April 2013 

TS 

Measuring Equipment Modification 

Ideas 

by Matt Markworth » Fri Sep 13, 2013 9:34 pm  

Hi All, 

 

It's amazing how much of a difference a slight 

modification can make. Here are some things that 

have helped me. The velcro idea and the wallhanger 

idea came from Steve Galehouse (thanks Steve!). I'd 

be interested to hear about other ideas too, even if it's 

on other equipment. 

 

Attaching the Suunto Clinometer to the Nikon 440 

makes the measuring process a little more efficient 

for me. If I find some trees that I want to take some 

extra time on with the tripod, then having the two 

together makes it a lot easier so that I'm not 

constantly switching them in and out. There's a slight 

bevel on the side of the Nikon 440, so I built that 

small section up with a little bit of electrical tape so 

that it's a flat surface. I attached them with Velcro, 

with the fuzzy sided piece on the clinometer. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=5720#p25400
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=56&t=5720#p25400
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=98
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5721#p25392
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5721#p25392
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25400#p25400
http://straycat.smugmug.com/Trees/Chionanthus-virginicus/22886263_27mnq8#!i=2473331801&k=ZdHKkzS&lb=1&s=A
http://straycat.smugmug.com/Trees/Chionanthus-virginicus/22886263_27mnq8#!i=2473334299&k=MZDrnBB&lb=1&s=A
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25392&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a#p25392
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11987&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
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Some tape measures don't have a hook on the end, 

but this wallhanger does the trick . . .  

                                         

                                        

Nikon 440 attached to the tripod plate with electrical 

tape . . . 

                                         

 
 

The part on the tripod head that holds the tripod plate 

has been flipped, so that the handle is pointing away 

from the measurer. When it points towards the 

measurer, it can get in the way. I'm sure there are 

other tripod heads that allow the handle to be 

attached to either side. This modification on this 

particular tripod head makes it more difficult to 

attach a camera, but that's a secondary concern for 

me. 

                                        

                

 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11988&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11989&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11990&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11991&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
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Re: Measuring Equipment Modification Ideas 

by M.W.Taylor » Sun Sep 15, 2013 10:05 pm  

Hey Matt, 

 

Check out these similar gadgets I've made over the 

years.  My favorite is the Bosch850-with scope and 

digital inclinometer. I like using digital inclinometers 

because they are less expesnive, accurate and for me, 

easier to read angles than on that Suunto .  The 

slopeview digital inclinometer reads directly to 

1/100th a degree and has a built in laser level with 

RS-232 output option. You just mount it and calibrate 

the digital readout such that zero degrees is level.  

 

When mounted to a laser ranger-finder, you can press 

the hold button while putting laser crosshair on the 

target. This will store the correct angle reading....so 

you can use hand-held..  You'll lose that angle 

reading when moving to the new eye-piece, while 

being handheld. 

 

Michael Taylor 

 

 
 

macroscope with digital inclinometer that dispays 

directly to .05 degrees  

 
 

slopeview on 40x scope and inclinometer on 

Bosch850 laser rangefinder with 20x scope 

 

 
 

slopeview on vortex with centralized pivot  

 

 
 

first digital transit. Works great ! Cost $40  

 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5721#p25422
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=361&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25422&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a#p25422
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12019&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12018&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12017&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12016&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&mode=view
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Re: Measuring Equipment 

Modification Ideas 

by Don » Tue Sep 17, 2013 2:41 am  

Matt- 

I'd been trying to attach a pen-sized telescope (Zeiss 

has a nice one, search on Zeiss MiniQuick 5x10) to 

my iPhone 4S to serve as a targeting mechanism, to 

take advantage of the Apple App called Clinometer, 

an accelerometer-based clinometer with surprisingly 

sensitive measuring capacity...superior to the Suunto, 

Brunton, etc. liquid filled gravity based clinometers. 

I've actually been in contact with their engineers and 

suggested the use of the low volume button as a 

locking mechanism once you had the bottom or top 

lined up. 

That's still worth fooling with, but I have just 

committed myself to another direction tonight...I'd 

been looking at another Apple App called Theodolite 

($3.99, https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/theodol ... 

56242?mt=8). It's incredible, and I encourage you to 

check it out. It has but one weekness as I see it, it 

relies on the iPhone camera for it's viewfinder, and 

trying to identify twigs 150' away wasn't going to 

happen.   

 

Serendipitously, I ran into a new Sony (DSC 

QX10,$250), well it's part camera, mostly lens...a 

'tweener'.  It is a 25mm to 250mm (10x) telephoto, 

essentially 2/3rds of the Sony DSC W300.  It mounts 

onto an iPhone, or just about any smartphone, and 

connects to the iPhone by Wifi (or if your 

smartphone has NFC, it just takes a 'bump').  You 

look into your iPhone screen and see what the Sony 

QX10 sees, zoom in, zoom out, with included 

software to control the numerous features it retains 

from the W300. 

Point is, it works with Theodolite, and now I'll be 

looking with a 10x telephoto at tree tip top 

twigs...Theodolite has an accelerometer-based 

clinometer (based on iPhone's three accelerometers), 

a flux gate compass, a GPS (iPhone's) to display 

lat/longs, and get this>>>>>>>>>> 

it can log all the data from the above features, and 

email it, send to a printer...and should you want to 

capture the twig that you're measuring, it can capture 

an image, and save it either to the QX10's storage, or 

the iPhones.  

 

Or just be a camera taking stills and videos while on 

vacation... Okay, enough already, I'm jazzed... 

It is cool though. 

Re: Measuring Equipment 

Modification Ideas 

by Don » Tue Sep 17, 2013 11:54 pm  

Matt- 

The planets must be aligning!  I saw that my iPhone's 

Clinometer App was prompting me for to upgrade, 

and after I'd done so I opened up the App to see what 

had changed...don't know if you have it yet (it's very 

cheap for the quality app it is!), it'll be hard to 

explain, but here goes: 

 

Looking at the Clinometer screen held in your hand, 

the "circle" that was the 'clinometer wheel' is now 

transparent and if you were standing in one of your 

nearby parks you would be looking through the 

camera field at a tree with a variation of a reticle 

ready for you to 'move' the reticle up by tilting the 

iPhone to the tree top, and read this fine 

accelerometer-based Clinometer (to .1 degree, if 

you're good)...all you gotta do is: 

 

Upgrade App 

Touch the 'movie' icon in upper left quadrant of 

Clinometer screen 

 

Cool! 

Don 

 

 

Camp Creek, GA LiDAR 

by Jess Riddle » Sat Sep 21, 2013 9:21 pm  

Ents, 

 

LiDAR data for northeast Georgia shows one of the 

greatest concentrations of high hits near the mouth of 

Camp Creek on the Chattooga River.  That location is 

not surprising given that the next watershed to the 

north is Cliff Creek, home to the tallest known trees 

in Georgia, and the general abundance of tall conifers 

in the Chattooga River watershed.  Most of the high 

hits are on a steep, north-facing slope.  White pines 

on such topography often produce very high LiDAR 

hits as they lean slightly down-hill leading to the 

canopy height (which is what LiDAR actually 

measures) significantly exceeding the tree height. 

 However, my dad and I visited Camp Creek in 2005, 

and found trees up to 165’ (see 

http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldt ... _creek.htm 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5721#p25426
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5721#p25426
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/theodolite-hd/id425456242?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/theodolite-hd/id425456242?mt=8
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5721&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&start=10#p25434
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5721&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a&start=10#p25434
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=73&t=5736#p25515
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://www.nativetreesociety.org/fieldtrips/georgia/camp_creek.htm
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25426&sid=a88021327270df41302b3abd98754a0a#p25426
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25434#p25434
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25515#p25515
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for site description and measurements).  So we knew 

a trip back to Camp Creek wouldn’t be a complete 

wild goose chase.  Also, a 207’ hit demanded 

checking, even if suspect. 

 

Last September we returned to Camp Creek.  The 

gently rolling terrain of the surrounding Appalachian 

foothills and alternating bands of oaks and pine give 

little hint of the dark, moist, hemlock filled ravines 

that line the Chattooga River.  After measuring a high 

LiDAR hit in an adjacent ravine and in the process 

stumbling into a small grove of tall, but frustratingly 

difficult to measure, shortleaf pines, we arrived at the 

creek.  Liverworts cover ever boulder in the stream 

and add to the sense of moisture that pervades the 

shaded area.  High on north facing slope, scattered 

white pines thrust their crowns out of the shade and 

into the sky.  Below them, hemlocks and an 

understory of rhododendron cloak the 30 to over 40 

degree slope. 

 

We headed straight up the slope to the highest 

LiDAR hit, and when we arrived 100’ above the 

elevation of the stream we found a trio of pines that 

appeared slightly older than most on the slope. 

 Unfortunately, a terrain error appears to have 

exaggerated the height of these trees.  To add injury 

to insult, recent droughts (probably) damaged the 

trees.  The crown of the tallest of the three had died 

back and broken off at ~130’, where it was about a 

foot in diameter.  The tree was never close to 207’, 

but might have surpassed 160’.  Other high hits on 

that slope were free from data errors and healthier, 

but all of the ones we visited leaned downhill enough 

to exaggerate canopy height relative to tree height. 

 However, Camp Creek also has one alluvial flat 

dominated by white pines, and LiDAR heights better 

reflected tree height in this area.  The previously 

measured 165’ white pine grows at the edge of that 

flat, but forest in the flat was unmeasured. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

Camp Creek is now the forth site in Georgia known 

to support trees over 170’ tall.  The mockernut 

hickory, dogwood, hophornbeam, and shortleaf pine 

are all within six feet of their respective state height 

records.  The silverbell, though dwarfed by the 170’ 

pines that it grows directly underneath, is a new state 

height record. 

 

Many LiDAR hits in Georgia over 170’ remain to be 

ground-truthed, but almost all are on steep slopes 

along large streams.  Cliff Creek and Camp Creek are 

nearly unique in containing alluvial flats that support 

productive, white pine dominated forest, and the 

extra nutrients and water in those flats may explain 

the greater height of trees along these two streams. 

 However, I am somewhat surprised the height 

difference isn’t even greater.  The 166.7’ pine may 

impress me the most of any tree we measured that 

day.  It grows above the alluvial flat on a somewhat 

gentler (perhaps 20 degree), but apparently much 

drier section of slope.  Rather than hemlocks, that 

tree shoots out of a perhaps 100’ high canopy of 

drought tolerant hardwoods.  If a pine can exceed 

160’ on a site with regular drought stress, why don’t 

they regularly exceed 180’ on moister sites?  White 

pine height seems to vary much less with topography 

than most tall species in the southern Appalachians. 

 

Jess 

 

 

Smith Falls State Park, Nebraska 

by Jess Riddle » Sat Sep 14, 2013 6:11 pm  

They say a squirrel could cross the primeval forest 

from the Atlantic to the Mississippi without touching 

the ground.  Either the squirrels of the primeval forest 

were a lost species that could fly, or that charming 

saying ignores a host smaller rivers, blow-downs, and 

savannahs that added heterogeneity and biodiversity 

to the pre-European forests.  Similarly, the prairie 

does not stretch as an unbroken sea of grass and forbs 

from the Mississippi to the Rockies.  Eastern 

deciduous forests follow narrow, steep side river 

valleys deep into the prairie. 

 

        I recently had an opportunity to help out with 

some research on a disjuct population of quaking 

aspen trees at Smith Falls State Park in north-central 

Nebraska.  The park and surrounding area are 

uniquely positioned at the intersection of several 

major landforms, which allows an unusual mixing of 

eastern and western flora.  To the northwest lies the 

Pine Ridge; to the south lie the Nebraska sandhills, a 

sparsely populated region now occupied mostly by 

low-density rangeland; and the park itself occupies 

the Niobrara River valley, a tributary of the Missouri 

http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12035&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25402&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3#p25402
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River and popular canoeing destination; to the east is 

a broad swath of rangeland, then hundreds of miles of 

corn and soybean fields.  In addition to that unique 

setting, cliffs and spring-fed narrow ravines, with 

slopes often exceeding 45 degrees, create additional 

cool, moist microclimates. 

                                         

                         

Looking south from Smith Falls State Park 

towards the northern edge of the Nebraska 

Sandhills                 

                

 

       The first hint of the Niobrara valley’s forests, 

Ponderosa pines grow scattered on the moderate 

slopes north of the river and on the fridges of the 

adjacent plateau.  They also occupy the upper slopes 

and ridges of the short, steep southern wall of the 

valley.  That north facing slope and adjacent river 

terraces contain enough moisture to also support 

broadleaf trees and closed canopy forest.  Bur oak 

mixes with the pines on the drier slopes, but is absent 

from the most extreme topographic positions.  Lower 

slopes and ravines contain a broader mix of species 

with American elms, green ash, eastern 

hophornbeam, paper birch, and occasionally quaking 

aspen, oak, and pine.  Closer to the river, black 

walnut, cottonwood, hackberry, and especially box 

elder become common, and a few basswood grow 

scattered in the ravine bottoms.  On all slope 

positions and aspects, eastern red cedar is common, 

sometimes as a dense midstory and sometimes mixed 

in the overstory.  The ponderosa pine, paper birch, 

quaking aspen, basswood, black walnut, and 

hophornbeam are all near the edge of their ranges 

creating a striking mix of species. 

                                         

                         

The north side of the Niobrara River valley   

              

                

                         

North facing slopes along the Niobrara 

River in Smith Falls State Park.                 

                

 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11999&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11997&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12000&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
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       Fires sweeping in from the prairies historically 

maintained the upper slopes as pine or pine-oak 

savannahs.  100 years of fire suppression has allowed 

the canopies to close and red cedar to proliferate 

throughout the area, though trees over 100 years old 

are still common.  Browsing, by both deer and cattle, 

has altered the forests.  Exclosures recently erected 

by the park have created islands of greater aspen 

sapling growth and survival, and refuges for large 

forbs like goldenrod and raspberry. 

Outside those exclosures, bedstraw, virginia 

stickseed, and Pennsylvania pellitory commonly 

grow underneath the hardwoods.  In areas where the 

park has cleared the red cedars, virginia wild rye and 

smooth brome form dense ground covers on the 

slopes and stream terraces respectively.  Many prairie 

species, like big bluestem, grow on the highest ridges 

while asters and scouring rush grow at the bottom of 

ravines.  Young red cedars form the understory on 

the drier slopes, and mix with chokecherries and 

young hophornbeams on the more mesic slopes. 

                                         

                         

Gorge below Smith Falls                 

                

 

       I call the aspens quaking, but much of the 

literature surrounding the park refers to them as 

hybrids between quaking aspen and bigtooth aspen, 

Populus x smithii.  As far as I know, that 

identification is based primarily on the relatively 

large teeth found in this population.  However, the 

bark color and leaf size are consistent with quaking 

aspen rather than intermediate between the putative 

parent species.  The other interesting thing about this 

aspen population is that they are all the same genetic 

individual.  Though there are now about a dozen 

stands, ranging from two to a couple dozen 

individuals, scattered along a half mile of river, they 

spread from a single seed.  The stands appear likely 

to contract still further as snags are common in all of 

them and browsing and increased competition has 

severely limited regeneration in recent decades. 

 However, recent clearing of surrounding cedars and 

a few oaks and the small exclosures may increase 

regeneration. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12004&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12001&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
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Aspens with surrounding woody vegetation 

cleared away                 

                

 

                                         

                         

Smith Falls                 

                

 

       I had limited time to measure trees, so I know I 

did not find the largest individuals of some species, 

especially red cedar and aspen.  Additionally, the 

nearby Niobrara National Scenic River and Fort 

Niobrara National Wildlife Refuge likely have larger 

individuals of some of the locally widespread species 

like ponderosa pine and green ash.  Still, all of these 

individuals are large for the region.  Most of them 

were at the base of the slopes, but aspen and 

basswood definitely reached larger sizes in the 

ravines.  Unfortunately, the largest aspens may have 

recently died, and the tops are dying back in most of 

the paper birch. 

                                         

                                        

 Jess Riddle 

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12002&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12003&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11998&sid=da329bd221c5bdad94854c62c8cab4c3&mode=view
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  Saheda Pine Climb, Mohawk Trail 

State Forest, MA 

by Will Blozan » Sat Sep 21, 2013 9:35 pm  

Saheda Pine Climb,  Mohawk Trail State Forest, MA 

by Will Blozan 

 

I posted it as a celebration of Saheda reaching 169' as 

well as the difficulty this tree has posed with regard 

to height measurement. This particular climb was for 

a volume modeling and tape drop. At the time Saheda 

was 695 cubic feet and 163.4 feet tall. All five tops 

where above 161' high.  Listen to the narrative and 

enjoy the scene high in the canopy of Mohawk Trail 

SF. 

Will 

The tallest tree of Germany 

by KoutaR » Thu Sep 26, 2013 4:32 am  

The tallest tree of Germany, a Douglas-fir in 

Freiburg, has been measured again on the 21th of 

August. The measurement was made with a 

theodolite by the surveying office of the Freiburg 

municipality. They did not measure the distance to 

the top but they measured angles from two positions. 

Thus, the method is essentially the same as Bob's 

"external baseline method". The new result is 65.61 

m (215.3 ft). The previous result from November 

2012 was 64.83 m (212.7 ft). The difference (78 cm = 

2.6 ft) may be a bit too much for the growth of one 

season as the average growth between 2006 and 2012 

has been 32 cm (1 ft). Thus, the 2012 result may be a 

bit too low, the new result a bit too high or both. 

Apparently the accuracy of the method does not 

exceed our Nikon measurements even if made with 

high-precision theodolites. 

 

The used methods are apparently not accurate enough 

to give answer, which one is taller - the Freiburg 

Doug-fir or the new find in Wales (65.4 m = 214.6 

ft). These are also the tallest reliably measured 

conifers in Europe. 

 

Kouta 

 

UPDATE DECEMBER 2013: The tallest conifer of 

Europe is now 66.4 m tall: 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/gbr/scotland/in

verness/7375_reeligglenmoniack/15298/  

 

 

Re: The tallest tree of Germany 

by dbhguru » Thu Sep 26, 2013 9:26 pm  

Kouta, 

 

 I never ceased to be amazed at what grows in 

Europe. Do you have an idea of the ages of those two 

competing Doug firs? 

On rare occasion, I see a planted Doug fir in the East, 

but none have been impressive. Europe seems to have 

areas that suit that species much better than the 

eastern U.S., although I have no hard proof of that. 

 

Bob 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: The tallest tree of Germany 

by KoutaR » Fri Sep 27, 2013 5:25 am  

Bob, 

 

The Freiburg tree is about 100 years old. The growth 

of Douglas-fir in the UK, France and southern 

Germany does apparently not fall behind that in 

western North America. The seed origin is probably 

in the Washington Cascades. There is one photo here: 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/db/06/full/06590.j

pg 

 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=87&t=5737#p25516
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=87&t=5737#p25516
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25516#p25516
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=64
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5749#p25580
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/gbr/scotland/inverness/7375_reeligglenmoniack/15298/
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/gbr/scotland/inverness/7375_reeligglenmoniack/15298/
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5749#p25604
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5749#p25614
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/db/06/full/06590.jpg
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/db/06/full/06590.jpg
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12036
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25580&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9#p25580
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25604&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9#p25604
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25614&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9#p25614
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About the Douglas-fir in Wales, I don't know its age 

or origin. 

 

Another species from the western US, that does 

extremely well in Europe, is giant sequoia. Check 

this photo of 140-year-old giant sequoias over young 

European native broadleafs. The central tree is 53.5 

m (176 ft) tall, the others are almost as tall. 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/db/22/full/22048.j

pg 

In a few hundred years, the tallest giant sequoias in 

the world may be in Europe! 

 

Kouta 

 

 

 

Re: The tallest tree of Germany 

by dbhguru » Sat Sep 28, 2013 10:03 pm  

Kouta, 

 

 I'm trying to get a picture of how prevalent these fine 

European trees, native and non-native are. Are there 

numerous places with trees, say over 150 feet? Which 

countries seems to have the most? How far up 

elevation wise do tall trees grow in northern Europe 

versus southern Europe. Anything in the Pyrenees? 

So much to learn. You guys are just the best. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: The tallest tree of Germany 

by KoutaR » Sun Sep 29, 2013 4:22 am  

Bob, 

 

My knowledge about many regions of Europe is 

rather poor, but I try to answer as well as I can. 

Below a tree over 150 ft is called "tall tree". 

 

Island: No tall trees. 

 

Scandinavia, Finland, the Baltic Countries and the 

adjacent Russia: No tall broadleaf trees, tall conifers 

extremely rare. 

 

Russia further to the east: I don't know. 

 

UK: Tall broadleafs extremely rare, tall conifers 

(western NA species) relatively common. 

 

France, Germany, Czech and adjacent areas: Tall 

broadleafs very rare, tall conifers (e.g. Norway 

spruce, Douglas-fir) not uncommon. 

 

Iberian Peninsula: Tall eucalypts common in the 

northwest. (Planted) tall trees rare in the rest of the 

peninsula. 

 

Italy, Balkans: Tall broadleafts very rare, tall conifers 

(Norway spruce, silver fir) relatively common in the 

mountains. 

 

For the rest of Europe I cannot say anything. I guess 

the UK and northwestern Spain & Portugal have the 

most tall trees. Western NA conifers and eucalypts, 

respectively. I cannot give any elevation limits. I 

cannot also say much about the Pyrenees. I have been 

in the French Pyrenees but did not measure trees at 

the time. I saw quite tall silver firs (Abies alba), I 

guess there are trees over 150 ft. Norway spruce does 

not occur in the Pyrenees (at least by nature). 

Furthermore, I guess there are no tall trees in the 

Spanish Pyrenees because it is much drier in the 

southern side. 

 

The text above is partly speculation only. It would be 

nice to get Jeroen's opinion. He is probably already 

back from the Balkans. 

 

Kouta 

 

Re: The tallest tree of Germany 

by Jeroen Philippona » Mon Sep 30, 2013 5:32 

pm  

Kouta,  

 

I agree with your overview. Native broadleaves over 

150 feet are very rare anywere in Europe, we know 

only of some grooves with European beech and 

European ash in Germany and Sessile oak in France 

of over 150 feet.  

Rarely Platanus x hispanica and probably Platanus 

orientalis will grow above 150 feet.  

Of native conifers Pice abies, Abies alba and rarely 

Larix decidua grow to above150 feet.  

Of course in the Caucasian forests Abied 

nordmanniana and Picea otiëntalis are reported to 

grow above 150 feet, Picea orientalis reported to 

around 180 feet and Abies nordmanniana to 200 feet 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/db/22/full/22048.jpg
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/db/22/full/22048.jpg
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5749#p25634
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5749#p25635
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5749#p25643
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=114&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25634&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9#p25634
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25635&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9#p25635
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25643&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9#p25643
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or more. Pinus canariensis seems to grow to over 150 

ft at6 the Canaty Isles.  

I don't know about the other native conifers.  

 

Jeroen 

 

 

Re: The tallest tree of Germany 

by KoutaR » Tue Oct 01, 2013 2:01 am  

Of course, we have also laser-measured Pinus nigra 

over 150 ft. Other species that may get over 150 ft 

tall: Abies borisii-regis (eastern Balkan), Larix 

sibirica (at least south from the native range) and 

Fagus orientalis (Caucasus). 

 

Kouta 

 

 

Volunteers needed for big tree 

certification 

by dbhguru » Thu Sep 19, 2013 12:35 pm  

Hi Everybody, 

 

  The proceedings of the American Forests Measuring 

Guidelines Work Group are moving along. Don and I 

are not lacking for challenges, but so far everything 

appears to be on track. The primary ideas being 

pushed is the concept of Tree-Aj, measuring 

guidelines that support Tree-Aj, a cadre of super 

measures that can be called upon as needed, and a 

measuring certification program. Don, have I missed 

anything? 

 

  We are currently working on Don's idea of 

establishing a cadre of highly qualified measurers 

who can be called upon by the AF coordinator to 

measure trees for American Forests National 

Register. Cadre members would undergo certification 

by some process not yet established. Obviously, Don 

and I see NTS as a primary source for cadre 

members. However, we need to determine actual 

interest. We don't want to throw a party where 

nobody shows up. So, we would greatly appreciate 

all of you who are interested in being a member of 

the cadre of AF super measurers to let us know. 

Hopefully, at some future point, American Forests 

would be able to defray traveling expenses for cadre 

members, but that cannot be counted on. It has to be 

seen as a labor of love, but then I think that is what 

NTS is all about.  

 

   Current members I am hoping would be interested 

(some definitely are) include the following: 

 

   Will Blozan       (confirmed) 

   Bob Leverett     (confirmed) 

   Don Bertolette  (confirmed) 

   Dale Luthringer 

   Turner Sharp 

   Eli Dickerson 

   Don Bragg 

   Ed Frank 

   John Eichholz 

   Jess Riddle 

   Zane Moore 

   Mario Vaden 

   Carl harting 

   Michael Taylor 

   Larry Tucei Jr. 

   Eli Dickerson 

   Matt Markworth 

   Brian Beduhn 

   Carl Harting 

   Michael Davie 

   Gary Beluzo 

   George Fieo 

   Andrew Joslin 

   Doug Bidlack 

   Steve Galehouse 

   Rand Brown 

   Mark Rouw 

   Tom Howard 

   James Parton 

 

   There are others. If your name is not on the above 

list, it isn't because we don't think you would be 

interested or qualified with training. The individuals 

above have a track record with respect to measuring 

and submitting posts on results.  

 

   Qualified people who have dropped out of sight 

include Darian Copiz from Maryland, Tom Diggins 

from Ohio, and Scott Wade from PA. In Scott's case, 

he is the PA big tree coordinator, so he'd likely be 

involved. We'd like to have all once standout 

performers back, but of course, we don't know their 

work schedules or personal situations.  

 

   Darn, I wish Kouta Rasanen, Jeroen Philiponea, 

Michael Spraggon, and Karlheinz were living on this 

side of the pond.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=198&t=5749#p25651
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5734#p25459
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5734#p25459
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25651&sid=6bddcb6de1e023323bbc75cd7f9a6aa9#p25651
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25459#p25459
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Re: Volunteers needed for big tree 

certification 

by dbhguru » Sat Sep 21, 2013 12:02 pm  

NTS, 

 

 Hey folks. Anyone willing to officially go on record 

as volunteering to be an American Forests big tree 

super cadre certifier? The certification program is 

conceptual now, but it will very likely become a 

reality. I hope NTS will stand firmly behind it.  

 

  Not to spend too much time on the soapbox, but this 

is the real deal. For decades, American Forests 

accepted pretty much whatever nominators 

submitted. The National Register was just a list. Then 

came the era of certifications, but certifications by 

unqualified certifiers. That situation was not clear to 

AF then, and regardless, the AF coordinator was not 

in a position to pass judgement on the qualifications 

of the state-level certifiers. Understandably, AF 

coordinators were reluctant to challenge submissions 

especially when the certifications were from  state 

officials. That was then.Then along came NTS. I'd 

like to think that we pointed the way.  Regardless, the 

current AF coordinator is all business. She means to 

make the National Register the envy of the tree-

measuring world. She is a person with a vision and is 

a skilled communicator. And what is so important, 

when it comes to understanding what has been 

substandard performance with respect to the National 

Register and the causes, she gets it.  

 

  Back in 1996 when we established the Eastern 

Native Tree Society, we embraced all the goals in our 

mission statement. However, our actual focus was 

predominately tree measuring, and remained so until 

recently. While we were pushing the envelope in 

terms of measuring, there was never a collective 

desire to compete with state champion tree programs 

or the National Register. I personally discouraged 

that. I saw us as functioning as a behind the scenes 

power to help settle measuring disputes, train, 

innovate, etc. Alas, we weren't swamped with takers 

from either the state programs or the national one and 

trees continued to be mis-measured in those programs 

with no clear recognition that that was happening by 

the coordinators, often administrative people with no 

background in measuring. Meanwhile we in NTS 

continued to innovate. Will developed the idea of the 

TDI as an alternative to the regular big tree formula. 

We developed Rucker analysis and new methods of 

height, diameter (reticle), and crown spread 

 measuring.  

 

 Courtesy of AF's coordinator, the focus of that 

venerable organization is improving the quality of 

measurements, the sophistication and efficacy of the 

measuring processes, and how to treat multi-stemmed 

trees. The AF MGWG is submerged in those issues. 

Don's innovative Tree-Aj addresses the first two. 

Tree-Aj has a lot of traction. However, the multi-

stem issue is a long way from being resolved. I know 

what others of you think about the comparison 

process, e.g. Will and Ed on single versus multi-

stemmed trees, but how it will play out remains to be 

seen. The single versus multi-stem issue is simply 

much more subjective. 

 

  So with all the above hype for your truly, who is 

willing to step up to the plate? 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: Tallest three eastern sites 

compared 

by Jess Riddle » Sat Oct 05, 2013 10:00 pm  

Will, All; 

 

This is great to see.  The up to date numbers are nice, 

and the comparison is very interesting.  Not 

surprising, but still interesting.  These numbers seem 

like a great launching point for a discussion of how to 

describe sites. 

 

To put the comparison of ranking systems another 

way, we are simply talking about absolute height 

versus relative height.  The Rucker Index averages 

the absolute heights of the tallest species.  TDI, when 

reduced to only the height component, is simply 

relative height. As Will points out, state height 

records are a special case of relative height.  They 

take the state height record as the standard and 

express height on a binary scale; a tree is either the 

record or it isn’t. 

 

Relative height definitely offers some advantages for 

comparing sites in very different environments.  The 

standard could be also defined by many criteria 

beyond ecoregion or political boundaries.  For 

instance, we could compare sites with forests of 

different ages.  Some fantastic sites may be 

languishing in obscurity, because the absolute height 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5734#p25504
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5734#p25504
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=3696#p25706
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of the trees are not yet as great as those of more 

mature sites.  We are limited only by the variety of 

sites we have collected data on. 

 

As Ed has implied, unless I’m mis-interpreting his 

comments, many of the decisions about how to 

choose categories and groups for analysis should be 

dictated by our goals.  Looking at sites within the 

context of the eco-region where they occur might be 

most appropriate for a scientific analysis, while using 

political boundaries would be better suited for a 

report to managers.  Similarly, only the tallest species 

would be included if we were considering impression 

of height a site creates (not quite the right phrase), 

while all species would be included for other goals. 

 If we do sum comparisons using all species, the sum 

of heights might have more intuitive appeal than the 

average. 

 

I hope this discussion continues as I’m sure others 

have more good ideas about how to numerically 

describe tall tree sites. 

 

Jess 

 

 

 

Cosine method 

by morgan » Tue Oct 01, 2013 1:34 pm  

You see a tree and all you have is your laser 

rangefinder. You have no clinometer, theodolite or 

transit with you. Can you still measure the height 

without knowing any angle? Yes. Use the cosine 

method.  

 

If the ground is flat and the top is directly above the 

base, use the laser to measure the distance to the top, 

and the distance to the base. Divide the second 

measurement by the first and you get a fraction. On 

the calculator, hit inverse and cosine and you get the 

angle you would have gotten with the clinometer. Hit 

sine and then multiply by the distance to the top, you 

get the height of the tree. 

 

If the ground is flat and the top is not directly above 

the base, have somebody stand directly under the top, 

or place an object there that the laser can measure to. 

Or, go to a spot that is equidistant from the base and 

the spot under the top. Do the same method as above. 

 

If the ground is not flat and the base is below you, 

and the top is directly above the base, measure to an 

arbitrary point on the tree as close to the horizontal as 

you can, and measure to the top. Divide the first 

measurement by the second and do an arc-cosine, you 

get the upper part of the height. Then measure to the 

base and divide the horizontal measurement from 

before by this measurement, do an arc-cosine and you 

get the lower part of the height, add that to the upper 

part of the height from before. 

 

If the ground is not flat and the base is below you, 

and the top is not directly above the base, have 

somebody stand under the top with his hand up or 

holding a pole so you can get a measurement on the 

horizontal. Divide that by the measurement to the top 

and do an arc cosine. Divide that same horizontal 

measurement by the measurement to the the guy's 

feet and do an arc cosine. Add the two. 

 

If the ground is not flat and the base is above you, 

you can't use the cosine method. 

 

Re: Cosine method 

by dbhguru » Tue Oct 01, 2013 8:15 pm  

NTS, 

 

   I'm pretty weighted down with the upcoming 

Atlanta event, the American Forests initiative, and 

other projects, but I'll try to make some time to 

present a set of diagrams that show what works 

provided the assumptions behind the diagrams are 

met. 

 

   What would work as a height measurement if you 

have a laser rangefinder, but not a clinometer, 

assuming the ground is level and the tree's top is 

vertically positioned over the base? Let's look at the 

diagram. 
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   If the baseline is level, or reasonably so, and the top 

is vertically over the base, then you can simply apply 

the Pathagorean Theorem to get height above eye 

level and then add your height. Since you have a laser 

rangefinder, you can measure the hypotenuse and 

adjacent side of the right triangle that goes from your 

eye level to the trunk and vertically up to the top and 

back to your eye. Alternatively, you can use the 

adjacent side and hypotenuse to calculate the angle to 

the top using the inverse or arc cosine function. 

However, all that does is give you an angle, not a 

height. But, you then take the sine of the angle times 

the hypotenuse to get the height above eye level and 

add your height. Or you could take the adjacent side 

times the tangent of the angle plus your height. I re-

emphasize that in this first diagram that the ground is 

level and the top is positioned vertically over the base 

(and obviously visible). The strategy here is that 

although you don't have a clinometer to determine 

eye level on the trunk, you can go to the trunk and 

mark eye level on it and shoot from your vantage 

point to the marked point on the trunk.  

 

  I'll address a more complicated (and realistic) 

scenario tomorrow and what can and cannot be done 

in terms of height measurements. This stuff is not 

rocket science, but you do have to know the 

mathematics. As a minimum, to handle just about any 

thing that can be thrown at you, you need to 

understand: 

 

1. Types of plane triangles, e.g., acute, right, obtuse, 

isosceles, equilateral 

 

2. Laws that govern plane triangles, e.g. sum of angle 

equal 180 degrees. 

 

3. Right triangle trigonometry (sine, cosine, tangent, 

arcsine, arccosine, arctangent) 

 

4. Law of cosines 

 

5. Law of sines 

 

6. Pathagorean theorem 

 

7. Principle of similar triangles 

 

  You also need to be able to algebraically solve for 

unknowns in equations that may not be set up as 

convenient formulas with a variable on the left side 

and knowns on the right. Many practical problems 

require algebraic manipulation, or some one who can 

set up the final formulas for you. Finally, any plane 

triangle can be solved if you know: 

 

1. Two sides and an angle 

2. One side and two angles 

3. Three sides 

 

    If your triangle doesn't fit one of these three 

scenarios, it can't be solved in terms of determining 

all sides and angles. In the example in the diagram, 

the assumption is that the triangle is a right triangle. 

That means we know one angle. Since two sides were 

measured (adjacent and hypotenuse), we meet the 

conditions of scenario #1. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

 

Re: Cosine method 

by dbhguru » Wed Oct 02, 2013 9:49 am  

Morgan, Ed, et. al. 

 

 Here is the next step. We'll keep the assumption that 

the tree is vertical, but that the ground is not. So, we 

have slope to contend with. There is a solution. The 

diagram shows one way to solve the problem. We 

look for the shortest distance from eye to the trunk 

from our vantage point. So, we would be scanning up 

and down the trunk until we settle on the spot on the 

trunk that is closest. Bear in mind, we hold on to the 

assumption that the top is vertical over the base and 

that the trunk is also straight and vertical. 
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   I realize that these laser only methods are not ideal, 

but if we have only the one instrument, what can we 

do to measure the tree using other tricks of the trade? 

This is really what Morgan is getting at, and it opens 

up a whole new line of investigation. There are 

plenty of geometrical constructions that we could 

employ that would allow us to solve a problem with 

minimum instruments. We can go along way in this 

direction. Let's face it, ancient civilizations did a lot 

of this sort of measuring. And the mathematical 

constructions are in most basic plane geometry 

books.  

 

 When it comes to mathematics, people often move 

away from it as rapidly as they can when they leave 

high school or even college. That branch of science is 

then left to those with special aptitudes who create 

wizardry beyond the interests and capabilities of 

ordinary folks. However, Morgan has pointed to 

basically a new direction. We can apply ourselves 

and develop novel, minimal equipment-based 

solutions using fairly basic mathematics. 

 

  What we have to do is be willing to recognize the 

assumptions behind each approach. The one size fits 

all approach because it is convenient or is tradition 

has no place in NTS. Viva la innovation. More stuff 

coming as I can squeeze out some time. Oh yes, 

because the displays for most laser rangefinders only  

 

read to the yard or half yard, one needs to apply the 

point of change-over technique when getting the 

distance to the point that is presumed to be close to 

level.   

 

Robert Leverett  

 

 

#10)  Re: Cosine method 

by dbhguru » Thu Oct 03, 2013 5:38 pm  

NTS, 

 

  In getting ready for the measuring classes 

(beginning, intermediate, and advanced) that Will 

Blozan and I will be presenting at the TCI-NTS 

rendezvous on Oct 10-12, I've been assembling 

materials. I expect that Images speak loudest. Any 

comments on the one below? Thanks in advance. Be 

sure to double click on the image to expand it so that 

it is readable. 

Robert T. Leverett 
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Re: 2013 Tree Climbers 

International/NTS Event October 9-

14 

by Matt Markworth » Mon Oct 14, 2013 9:42 pm  

Hi All, 

 

Here are a couple photos from the measuring 

workshops. Trying out the LTI equipment (including 

the 200x!) and learning about measuring volume 

were the biggest takeaways for me. It was fun letting 

others use my laser/clinometer and explaining the 

basic math. It was also fun watching the tapedrop. 

 

Big crowd at the first Measuring Basics workshop . . .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         

 

 

                                        

                

 

 

Will in the tree demonstrating a tape drop at the 

Advanced workshop . . . 
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- Matt 

 

 

American Hornbeam 

by morgan » Thu Sep 19, 2013 8:38 am  

I discovered an American Hornbeam in Milton, NY 

in the 1960's that was finally measured in 1975 and 

became national champion that year, according to the 

American Forestry Association (now called 

American Forests). It remained undisputed champion 

on the national list for 25 years until the "10 year 

rule" kicked it off because the last time it had been 

measured before then was the 1980's.  

 

NY DEC again measured it in 2010 and not only was 

it still by far the largest, but it had grown by a LOT! 

 

DEC never filed the report with the people in Albany 

responsible for making the list, or they lost the report. 

Never got on the list 

 

Time to get a new report in? I think it's probably 

grown since 2010 and the current "champion" is a 

dinky little thing. The Milton tree is 86 feet tall and 

has a giant trunk, I forget the girth or crown. Around 

140 inches maybe 

 

I have the details. Who wants to measure it? 

 

  

Re: American Hornbeam 

by morgan » Sat Sep 21, 2013 2:47 am  

                                         

                                        

                

 #13)  Re: American Hornbeam 

by morgan » Sat Sep 21, 2013 2:53 am  
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The first pic is from 2009 and the bark is dark 

because it was raining. This is from 2010 when it 

wasn't raining. See blue bark typical of American 

Hornbeam. 

 

  

 

Re: American Hornbeam 

by morgan » Sun Sep 22, 2013 6:20 pm  

This plaque was sent in 1982 to the current owners of 

the house. We moved out in 1968. This is the second 

set of measurements, it went from 65 to 69 feet and 

from 7 foot 2 to 7 foot 11 between 1975 and 1982. 

 

The AFA sent me a letter in 1982 asking that I make 

a new measurement, because there was a candidate 

for champion in Ohio that was bigger than the Milton 

tree. So I went there and measured the girth, from 

that they sent a forester to measure it officially. It was 

still the biggest. 

 

It's obviously much bigger now. 

 

MUCH bigger. 
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Re: American Hornbeam 

by morgan » Sun Sep 22, 2013 7:01 pm  

This is what started the whole thing. I have a stack of these letters 

going on for 45 years from 1968 to now. Before the internet or email or 

facebook we had to write actual letters. On typewriters.  

 
Remember those? 

 

 

Re: American Hornbeam 

by edfrank » Thu Sep 26, 2013 7:35 am  

Really the girth should be taken below the major 

branching and not that high in the tree.  The idea is to 

get the full measure of the girth of the tree with a 

balance of measuring it above most of the basal flare. 

 The 4.5 feet is to avoid some proportion of the basal 

flare, but in the case of major branching it should be 

measured lower - at the narrowest point below the 

lowest major branching,  Great Tree! 

                                         

  

  

Ok but there's a multi stem problem at the lower 

location. Another hornbeam is growing behind it and 

fused with the big tree (not another stem, it's a 

different tree). I wonder if there is room to slip the 

tape measure between the two trees, or around the 

other tree below the fused area. Surprisingly, that 

little fused hornbeam is almost as tall as the big one. 

Check it out, the little tree is near the girl's head here. 

 

Anyway, you can see the girth is greater at the lower 

location. When I was a kid these were two separate 

trees but over the past 40 years they have fused. 
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 Re: American Hornbeam 

by edfrank » Thu Sep 26, 2013 10:48 pm  

Morgan, 

 

If you can't separate the two trees at the lower point, 

then perhaps the spot where you measured is the best 

bet.  You do what you need to do to get the best girth 

possible.  I don't know what else to tell you. 

 

Ed 

  

Re: American Hornbeam 

by morgan » Sun Oct 06, 2013 9:14 am  

Just an old photo from around 1980. The Milton 

hornbeam is easily seen in the back yard. To the left  

 

 

of the hornbeam is an old 120 foot spruce which has 

since died and been removed. On the far left was a 

white ash which was also near-champion size, but 

died of old age and is gone. This plantation was 

settled in 1742 and the house was built then and 

reached its current size around 1825, most of the 

trees date from then which is why so many are in 

decline or gone. The sugar maples around the 

property are around maximum age and are also dying 

of old age. There were some giant elms also, but they 

died in the 60s. Not sure if the hornbeam is that old, 

but I think it probably is. No sign of decline 

whatsoever! 
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Re: American Hornbeam 

by Don » Sun Oct 06, 2013 11:39 am  

Morgan- 

Basically Ed is right. Not knowing the height of the 

fetching lass standing next to the hornbeam, I'm 

guessing that 4.5' would involve a large part of the 

tree's forking, in which case the smallest girth 

measurement obtainable below 4.5' is the rule.  Ours, 

and American Forests' as well.  To include the fused 

sapling (or unassociated sapling) in the measurement 

would be falsely inflating the height.  Rather than 

trying to inflate the measurement, which is a an 

ethics problem all big tree hunter face, we try to 

measure in a manner that we may righteously face 

our accusers...: > } 

-Don 

PS:A lovely setting for the Hornbeam, and how nice 

to have so much historical data easily at hand! 

Don Bertolette 

  

 

Re: American Hornbeam 

by Will Blozan » Sun Oct 06, 2013 4:25 pm  

Morgan, Nice photo! In looking at the other photos of 

the trunk it appears the point measured (with you in 

the photo) would be around two stems of the main 

tree right? In that case you would HAVE to drop 

down lower on the trunk. 

 

Will 

Re: American Hornbeam 

by morgan » Sun Oct 06, 2013 10:39 pm  

I'm glad to measure it lower on the trunk because it 

will only add to the girth. It's bigger on the lower 

trunk. Would never measure around the second tree, 

don't worry. 

 

I'm going to go take an "after" picture from the same 

spot tomorrow. And I'll take a preliminary height 

from the road using my Nikon 440 and a surveyers 

transit.  Now that I think about the 86 foot height the 

forester got in 2010 and look at the pic, I think 86 

feet was the height before subtracting the base height. 

The back yard is slightly elevated compared to the 

front, and the forester was in the front yard way over 

to the left, about 200 feet from the tree, when he 

sighted it. Probably 6 feet or so, so......guessing 80 

feet high for the tree. We'll see. But the house is 4 

stories high not counting the basement, with 12 foot 

ceilings on each floor, and the tree is way taller than 

the house 

  

 

West Chazy NY cottonwoods 

by dbhguru » Mon Sep 23, 2013 8:36 pm  

Hi Everybody. 

 

 Today it was cottonwood city in West Chazy NY. 

First beauty is 18.2 feet around and 102.5 feet. The 

second is 19.5 feet around and 103.5 feet. The third is 

20.4 feet around and 105.0 feet tall. The Lake 

Champlain Valley continues to produce for us. Most 

of the huge ones appear to be multi-stem, but they are 

fused for 15 to 30 feet.  
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We have lots of trees up here to document. This place 

is sooooo awesome. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

  

 

tree climbing in the Tionesta old-

growth 

by PAwildernessadvocate » Fri Oct 11, 2013 

10:36 am  

Are there any tree climbers out there who might be 

interested in climbing some old-growth hemlock 

trees in the Tionesta Research Natural Area to help 

gather viable cones? 

 

Not sure this is the route we'll be going yet (Tionesta) 

but wanted to get the idea out there on the 'radar 

screen' to see if there would be any interest. 

 

Thank you! 

 

 

Some photos from Wednesday: 
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Re: tree climbing in the Tionesta old-

growth 

by fungi » Mon Oct 14, 2013 9:29 am  

Hello! 

 

My name is T.C. Mazar.  Myself and my associate 

Alan Krieg studied this weekend in Georgia with 

Will and Bob in the subjects of ground based 

measurement and aerial measurement/crown 

mapping.  We'd love the opportunity to collect viable 

seeds in the old growth of PA.  In fact, any type of 

old-growth canopy access in Pennsylvania is what we 

are looking for with regards to any type of research 

mission.  We are climber technicians, we are both 

insured and we are both looking to become a big part 

of this cause in canopy access and research.  Any 

contact information would be greatly appreciated. 
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TCI-NTS Event - After Thoughts 

by dbhguru » Wed Oct 16, 2013 7:34 pm  

NTS, 

 

 Well, the 2013 TCI-NTS rendezvous in Norcross, 

GA enters the realm of memory for those of us who 

attended. I'll eventually write an essay on the event, 

but want to reflect a while longer before committing 

to that project. I can say that the vent was spectacular 

in every way. Our eternal gratitude to Patty and Peter 

Jenkins for the enormous effort that they made. Patty 

and Peter, the two of you were magnificent.  

 

  What this event demonstrated is that there is a 

natural partnership to be forged between TCI and 

NTS. I'll have more to say later on this. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

  

 

Re: TCI-NTS Event - After Thoughts 

by pattyjenkins1 » Fri Oct 18, 2013 12:07 pm  

Ditto Bob's thanks to Andrew for his first suggestions 

to me about getting involved with NTS in some way. 

I never would have known.  

 

HATS OFF to BOB and WILL for being the cement 

that held the Rendezvous together. I wasn't able to 

attend the measuring workshops, but from what I 

hear they were amazing. And already paying off in 

spades in the activity of Rendezvous attendees. I have 

a friend who was able to attend most but not all of the 

Introductory Workshop before he had to go off to 

California for a family wedding. He took his sine 

method training up to the Redwoods and began 

practicing. And who knew that TC would come out 

of the woodwork and be so enthused about this work! 

You guys hit homers in everything you did to make 

the Rendezvous successful, and we are awfully 

grateful. THANKS. 

 

We've had international visitors since the 

Rendezvous, and the last (two Japanese climbers) 

went home this morning. I've got some serious 

catching up to do. Part of that will be thinking 

through how to deepen the connection between NTS 

and TCI/tree climbers. Your ideas are invited! 

 

Patty Jenkins 

 Re: TCI-NTS Event - After 

Thoughts 

by Matt Markworth » Sun Oct 20, 2013 9:39 pm  

Hi All, 

 

I went to the rendezvous to learn more about trees 

and now I realize that I learned so much more, both 

about trees and about this crazy thing we call life. 

Thanks to you all and my apologies to anyone that I 

missed. I realize that this post may not reach every 

single person that I mention, however maybe it will 

in due time. 

 

Allen – That was a monster Loblolly, wasn’t it!? 

Thanks for helping with the measurement. Wow, we 

really had some beautiful days in Georgia. 

 

Andrew – What an amazing community you’re a part 

of. I feel most at home when I’m out in the woods, 

and I must admit that I felt just as much at home 

when surrounded by the wonderful people of TCI. 

 

Bart – Thanks for sharing what you’ve learned in 

South/Central America and congratulations on hitting 

200ft! I’m very much looking forward to future posts 

and seeing those amazing photos. 

 

Bob – You brought NTS to the forefront and made it 

a true joint rendezvous. Your efforts cannot be 

overstated. I learned a lot about measuring volume 

and hope to employ the techniques that I learned.  

 

Chuck – I will look you up if I’m ever in Northern 

CA, and hope to enjoy some ice cream! There were 

awesome people at the rendezvous, weren’t there?! 

 

D’Arcy – You are pushing the boundaries of 

technology and have a severe case of GAD (Gear 

Acquisition Disorder):) You are a Citizen Scientist in 

every sense. Keep pushing the envelope! The trees 

and future generations will thank you. 

 

Joan – I’ll be looking around Warren County, OH for 

any forests that are protected from logging. I hope to 

uncover something that will suitable for the OGFN. 

The kids in our school district can recognize strip 

malls, parking lots, football fields, interstate 

highways, and even steel roller coasters, but they 

currently don’t have a chance at recognizing a mature 

forest. 

 

John - I regret that I may have missed the best 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=390&t=5781#p25820
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=390&t=5781#p25829
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=582
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=390&t=5781#p25856
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=390&t=5781#p25856
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25820#p25820
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25829#p25829
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25856#p25856
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presentation of all! Many others told me how 

inspirational it was. 

 

Landon – It’s awesome to have someone local that is 

as crazy about trees as I am. We’ll have to get out 

this winter and put up some numbers for Ohio! 

 

Michael G. – Your composition written specifically 

for the rendezvous was quite an experience. The 

crowd was hushed and as I closed my eyes, I was 

lulled into another world. I think everyone else 

traveled there with me. My arms felt as if they were 

very, very heavy as I entered a type of meditation.  

 

Michael S. – I wasn’t able to attend your climbing 

workshop, however the presentation on European 

trees was fabulous. And, I agree, that is not a one 

hour topic! I have newfound respect for what the 

continent can produce and I’m happy to say that now 

I know the difference between a coppice and a 

pollard. 

 

Monica – Your performance was the highlight of the 

night and it was both beautiful and enlightening. 

Such a great pairing of compositions and musician! 

 

Patty – What can I say? If I had one tenth of your 

energy I would have already measured every 

significant forest across the Midwest. I’ll never forget 

the hospitality on display at the 2013 Rendezvous. 

 

Peter – I can’t remember the last time that I laughed 

so hard. Are all those stories about the early days of 

recreational tree climbing really true?:) I heard many 

more stories full of reverence from others, and it’s 

clear you’ve left a legacy that will live on and on. 

 

Richard – You have a gift as a storyteller and your 

presentation was unlike anything I’ve experienced. I 

watched your TED talk when I got home and I 

realized that you shared so much more detail with us. 

Thanks! 

 

Sheri – It was fun chatting during the measuring 

workshops. I hear that you have found a champion? 

That’s awesome! Here’s to many more adventures 

across this great land of ours. Thanks for everything 

you’re doing. 

 

Steve – Can I borrow one of everything that you 

brought to the rendezvous? Just kidding:) The lasers 

were very impressive and at some point I will be the 

proud owner of one of them! 

 

Susan – I think we found the true top of that 

Loblolly. That was fun! As your life’s path continues, 

please let us help if tree measuring is a part of it! 

 

T.C. – We didn’t really get to talk at the Rendezvous, 

but I envy your boundless energy. I plan on getting 

into the trees myself, although I’m not sure I’ll climb 

those skinny Loblollies:) 

 

Will – You have a way with trees and I doubt that 

anyone can verbalize it or really put their finger on it. 

One thing is for sure, the trees welcome your 

presence and they are so much better for it. 

 

The presentations by Tim Kovar, Kim Coder, Meg 

Lowman and Cameron Williams were all extremely 

enlightening and I could do them (or any of the 

presenters listed above) zero justice by trying to 

summarize them here. There were many others that I 

wasn't able to attend.  

 

Honestly folks, I'm not sure how the quality of 

speakers and overall passion by everyone involved 

can ever be matched. I can speak for myself and say 

that this was an unforgettable experience and that in 

addition to everything that I learned, I plan on getting 

myself up into the trees to see what all the fuss is 

about! 

                                        

- Matt 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12174&mode=view
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Sequoia with unusual base structure 

by F.Jakobsson » Thu Oct 17, 2013 5:53 pm  

I recently revisited this remarkable tree. This time I 

climbed down to see what the base looks like from 

below. 

Lobster claws and Popeye’s forearms came into my 

mind… 

Fredrik 

 

  

 

Popeye’s forearm… 

 
 

Tree and base from below

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5138#p25827
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Lobster claw… 

 

 
Base up close  

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12168&mode=view
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Shingle nailed to trunk. Possibly same shingle as Flint writes about.  

 

 
Big Base Tree aka Day Tree aka Waterfall Tree  

 

 

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12164&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12163&mode=view
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Soundcard: Stone pine, Sicily 

by michael gatonska » Sat Oct 26, 2013 9:45 am  

A treescape of Stone pines recorded nearby the 

Teatro Greco, a UNESCO World Heritage site 

located in Palazzolo Acreide, Sicily. 

 

Location: Palazzolo Acriede 

Date: September 30, 2013 

Time: 11:30 p.m. 

State: Sicily 

Description: nighttime at Teatro Greco 

Habitat: coniferous/deciduous/agricultural 

VoxType: nightime 

Category: soundscape 

Recorder: H2next 

Mics: H2next 

Sample rate: 48k 24 bit 

Microphone pattern: Double MS stereo-2 channel; 

150 ° 

Take# 1 

Anthrophony:  

Geophony: insects/sparse stands of conifer and 

deciduous trees 

Biophony:  

Weather: clear conditions 

Temp: 15° C 

Humidity:  

Wind: 7-15 km/h 

GPS: Lat/Lon: 37° N 14° E   Elevation: 693 meters 

Recordist: Michael Gatonska 

Notes: homemade parabolic dish with Mic 

suspension with windjammer and gitzo 

tripod/monitored with headphones 

 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUSG6_-

zJFcSOQp-

Euz4UPXQ&feature=player_embedded&v=0Ak2zsz

TpVM  

American Forests MGWG 

by dbhguru » Fri Aug 30, 2013 5:02 pm  

Hi All, 

 

  Well, we just had our monthly meeting of the 

American Forests Measuring Guidelines Work 

Group. It went very well. We are going to develop 

measuring guidelines for all techniques in the form of 

one-page diagrams. This is where Don and I could 

use help. My diagrams tend to emphasize the 

mathematics too much. We need truly 

comprehensible diagrams. We can also have 

diagrams that illustrate common errors associated 

with each technique. We will have a primer on 

trigonometry. Ideas are welcome on all fronts. 

American Forests is cooking with gas. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: American Forests MGWG 

by dbhguru » Mon Sep 02, 2013 9:19 am  

Joe, 

 

     I like your characterization of what we do as 

precise tree measurement (PTM), and as a separate 

field, if only informal at this time. I frequently make 

the point that measuring well-behaved trees for 

commercial purposes and developing a discipline to 

standardize the measurements is a different animal 

from measuring the behemoths that make it into 

champion tree lists. Some of the champs have crown 

spreads of 120 to 160 feet, possess a short lower 

trunk, and exhibit multiple, competing tops that are 

literally spread over an area as large as 1,000 square 

feet. What a different animal from the simple tree 

diagrams that show a well-behaved form with its 

highest point positioned vertically over its base. 

Witness the Pinchot Sycamore in Simsbury CT. and 

many of the trees that Larry Tucei Jr. measurers, to 

say nothing of the west coast deciduous giants. Those 

forms are about as far removed from a plantation 

Norway spruce as it gets. And measuring them 

sensibly requires that we think outside of the 

proverbial box, which of course, is what we've been 

doing. 

 

     I do respect the different objectives of tree 

measuring when viewed from a forestry perspective. 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=246&t=5798#p25917
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=87
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&feature=player_embedded&v=0Ak2zszTpVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&feature=player_embedded&v=0Ak2zszTpVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&feature=player_embedded&v=0Ak2zszTpVM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&feature=player_embedded&v=0Ak2zszTpVM
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5685#p25194
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5685#p25217
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25917#p25917
https://www.youtube.com/watch?list=UUSG6_-zJFcSOQp-Euz4UPXQ&feature=player_embedded&v=0Ak2zszTpVM
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25194#p25194
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Since my background is not forestry, I hesitate to go 

very far into characterizations, but I do see that 

within academic circles, there are now a few 

mensurationists who are seriously examining our 

methods. We have a foot in the door. Of course, 

others are not budging with respect to the older 

methods. That is being human.  

 

     I'm more philosophical and pragmatic about 

changing minds than I used to be. I believe that over 

the next few years we can bring aboard a good 

representation of forest mensurationists, and that will 

speed up the acceptance of our more advanced 

measurement methods. More to the immediate 

situation, I have to accept that American Forests, as 

an organization, will continue to be influenced by 

input from traditional sources, i.e. field foresters and 

academic forest mensurationists. So, every step 

forward in this environment may be accompanied by 

half a step back, but we are gaining ground. 

 

     I'll close by presenting the results of a recent 

photo-measuring exercise. Note that the photo-

measurement came within 0.8 inches of the 

circumference measurement using a tape. Jake is 

about as round as we're going to see.  

 

    The photo method requires a tape (or rangefinder), 

a digital camera, a foot ruler, and the free software 

ImageJ, which was suggested by fooman (Matt) in 

Australia. Darn good recommendation, Matt. Many 

thanks.  

 

   To take multiple measurements from one photo, 

ideally, the measurer chooses a location, positions a 

foot ruler 90 degrees to the line of sight near the 

center of the photo, records the straight line distance 

to the center of the ruler, and then shoots to points on 

tree trunks that can be at varying distances, and 

records each distance. All targets should be within 

the center half (Don Bertolette's suggestion is one 

third) of the image. This method is low tech, low 

cost, but amazingly accurate.It competes with the use 

of a reticle and the expensive LTI Criterion RD1000 

Dendrometer, at a pricey $1,500. 

 

    Don and I are hoping to get the photo method 

accepted by AF as part of the evolving guidelines to 

measure trunk thickness and compute girth for trees 

where the measurer cannot reach the point of 

measurement with a tape. It happens. 

 

JakeSwampDiamByImageJ.xlsx  

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 Long Live Saheda 

by dbhguru » Wed Sep 18, 2013 8:59 pm  

Hi All, 

 

  Today Ray Asselin and I along with several others 

went to MTSF. One of the missions was to re-

measure Saheda, the big pine in the Elders Grove that 

was 167.8 feet as of the past April 25th. Well, Saheda 

had a banner growing season. Using my TruPulse 

360, I confirmed a solid 169.0 feet. Take a look at the 

new growth in the image below.  

                                         

                                        
                

   So far as we know, Saheda is the second tallest tree 

in New England. At 172.5 feet, the Jake Swamp pine 

is number one. Saheda measurers 11.8 feet in girth. 

Later when the leaves have fallen, I'll measurer 

Tecumseh, which should be slightly above 166.0 feet.  

 

   The group went up into the boulder field on Clark 

Ridge. The forest is a mix of mature second growth 

that becomes old growth at slightly over half way up 

the ridge. White ash, yellow birch, and sugar maple 

dominate. Here are some images. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=11916
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=86&t=5731#p25444
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   The tallest tree in the Clark Ridge forest that I 

measured today was a white ash at 137.0 feet. The 

largest girth was a white ash at 12.4 feet. I got a sugar 

maple to 127.5 feet. When the leaves fall, Ray 

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12025&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12026&mode=view
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Asselin and I will spend time updating old 

measurement. Overall, the Clark Ridge hardwoods 

form one of the tallest forests ridge-side forests in 

new England. In the past, I measured an ash to 147.5 

feet, but today I didn't relocate that tree. I hope it 

hasn't fallen.  

 

   The challenge of Clark Ridge is its boulder field 

that has to be negotiated. You can break an ankle or 

leg pretty easily. It is no place to lose your 

concentration, but the forest is very special. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

  

Nov 3 & 7 Hemlock Project: New 

Music & Environmental Science 

by michael gatonska » Mon Oct 28, 2013 7:01 pm  

We hope that some of the NTS may be able to make 

one of these presentations! 

 

The Hemlock Project: Connecting New Music & 

Environmental Science 
 

November 3, 2013  at  3PM 

The Litchfield Community Center  

421 Bantam Road, Litchfield, Connecticut 

(nearby to the White Memorial Conservation Center) 

 

November 7, 2013  at  6PM 

Capital Community College 

Centinal Hill Hall Auditorium, 11th Floor 

950 Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut 

 

PROGRAM OUTLINE 

Robert T. Leverett, guest speaker 

Michael Gatonska, composer 

The New Frontiers Cello Quartet 

 

Eastern Hemlock: The  Passing of a Forest Icon 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Soundscapes and the Songs of Trees 

Michael Gatonska 

 

A performance of Beneath Hemlock Tabernacles 

 

The New Frontiers Cello Quartet are: 

Jeffrey Krieger 

Han-Wei Lu 

Pablo Issa 

David Sims 

 

Questions and answers will follow the performance. 

 

PROGRAM NOTES 

Beneath Hemlock Tabernacles is a 10’ composition 

for violoncello quartet and pre-recorded soundscape. 

The idea to compose this work originated with a 

soundscape recording of hemlock trees that I 

captured in Litchfield, CT, and the recording reveals 

the song of the delicate, flat sprays of one of our most 

beautiful eastern native trees.  The ambient, if not 

ghostly sonorities of the hemlocks are intermittently 

punctuated by the ‘groanings’ of one dead trunk – 

caught leaning against another hemlock trunk that 

still lives, and this particular sound world of the 

forest is the one that the cello quartet ‘performs’ 

with.  Instrumental effects, soft bowings, and other 

white noise effects are meant to interact with and 

imitate the habitat and acoustic of the hemlock grove. 

The form of this composition follows the amplitude 

map of the hemlock soundscape – a musical form 

made up of building and receding intensities created 

by Nature herself. 

 

 

BIOGRAPHIES 

The music of Michael Gatonska has been performed 

by the Minnesota Orchestra, the Cabrillo Festival 

Orchestra, the American Composers Orchestra, the 

Pacific Symphony, the Hartford Symphony, the 

Krakow Radio Symphony Orchestra, the Chicago 

Chamber Musicians, Talea Ensemble, the LOCRIAN 

chamber players, and SONYC (String Orchestra of 

New York City) among others.  His music has been 

performed at festivals around the world, and he has 

received numerous awards for his compositions 

including the 2012 American Prize for Orchestra 

Composition, the Chicago Symphony First Hearing 

Award, four ASCAP Morton Gould Young 

Composer Awards, fellowship and grant awards from 

the Kosciuszko Foundation, the American Music 

Center, Meet the Composer, and the American 

Composers Forum. His music has been recorded on 

the Albany Records label, Major Who Media, the 

American Composers Orchestra Digital Downloads 

Series Volume I, and the Einstein Records label. 

 http://www.michaelgatonska.com/ 

As a result of his membership in the Native Tree 

Society, his work has evolved to include capturing 

soundscapes in an effort to both present and inspire 

audiences with a deep listening experience, and to 

advance the development of a personal artistic vision 

which is to combine the things in life that he is most 

passionate about – music composition, trees, and 

nature’s acoustics. 
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Robert T. Leverett is the cofounder and Executive 

Director of the Native Tree Society and the 

cofounder and President of Friends of Mohawk Trail 

State Forest. He is coauthor of the Sierra Club Guide 

to Ancient Forests of the Northeast and a coauthor of 

Island Press’s Eastern Old Growth Forests, Prospects 

for Rediscovery and Recovery.  He is a coauthor of 

several other books on old growth forests and the art 

and science of measuring trees. He is the principal 

architect of the Ancient Eastern Forest Conference 

Series held at various eastern universities during the 

period from 1993 through 2007. Leverett has written 

and been the subject of many articles on tree 

measuring and the science and aesthetics of old 

growth forests. He is currently the Chairman of the 

Forest Reserves Scientific Advisory Committee for 

the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and 

Recreation. He leads interpretive walks for a variety 

of environmental organizations including the 

Massachusetts Audubon Society, Sierra Club, Walnut 

Hill Programs in Nature and Tracking. 

 

Jeffrey Krieger has been principal cellist of the 

Hartford Symphony Orchestra, chamber musician 

and soloist since 1979. He has also been for more 

than two decades among the new generation of solo 

recitalists who have incorporated technology - the 

computer and video - as well as an electric cello built 

by Vermont craftsman, Tucker Barrett into 

performance. He has received numerous national 

awards for this work among which a prestigious 1993 

Solo Recitalist Fellowship from the National 

Endowment for the Arts which allowed extensive 

touring in the USA, a 1996 State of Connecticut 

Commission on the Arts Artist Fellowship for work 

in multi-media, as well as awards from the Canada 

Council, the Roberts Foundation Creation of New 

Work Initiative, New England Foundation for the 

Arts, and American Composers Forum. 

Mr. Krieger has performed at prestigious venues, 

music schools and conservatories, museums, and 

international music festivals across the US and 

abroad. Past performances of note have been as 

featured soloist with the New York City Ballet at 

Lincoln Center's New York State Theater and the 

Saratoga Festival, a solo recital of music by 

Lithuanian composer, Osvaldas Balakauskas 

sponsored by the American-Lithuanian Society of 

New York at Merkin Concert Hall, and a 

performance of Videocello at the Kennedy Center. 

He has been a frequent performer and guest lecturer 

at educational institutions such as the Cincinnati 

Conservatory, San Francisco Conservatory, Peabody 

Conservatory, Yale University, the Cleveland 

Institute of Music, and the Conservatorium of Music, 

Hobart, Tasmania. Performances at international 

music festivals have included the Boston Cyberarts 

Festival; International Festival of Electronic Art at 

the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; 

International Festival of Arts and Ideas, New Haven; 

Subtropics Festival, Miami International University; 

New Directions Cello Festival at the Knitting 

Factory, New York City; Ebeltoft Festival, 

Denmarck. In 2000 he was soloist on the electric 

cello with the Anchorage Symphony Orchestra, and 

in 2001 performed composer, Robert Carl’s A Wide 

Open Field for electric cello with the Hartford 

Symphony Orchestra at the Bushnell Center for the 

Performing Arts. In 2007 and 2008 he served as 

Cultural Ambassador to India performing concerts of 

American music sponsored by the US Embassy 

which included performances at the American Center 

Auditoriums of New Delhi and Mumbai. 

 

 
 

Mr. Krieger has recorded numerous electric cello 

works for New World Records, Vienna Modern 

Masters, Capstone, Innova, O.O. Discs and Ablaze 

Records. A recording of the late Donald Erb’s 

Suddenly It’s Evening on New World Records 

received rave reviews from the Cleveland Plain 

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12196&mode=view
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Dealer and Fanfare Magazine. His most recent 

recorded work, Night Chains and Night Canticle by 

Douglas Knehans, available on Ablaze Records, has 

received critical acclaim from the Audiophile 

Audition Web Magazine. CDs and downloads are 

available at Amazon and iTunes, and can also be 

heard on Pandora. 

 

 

 
 

Michael Gatonska 

 

Defining crown spread 

by dbhguru » Mon Oct 28, 2013 9:14 am  

NTS,    Don Bertolette and I are starting to work on 

the crown-spread dimension for the AFs National 

Register. We have been thinking about the traditional 

method of measuring average crown spread. Using 

present AF guidelines, the measurer attempts to 

locate and measure the longest spread. This creates a 

long crown-spread axis. Then the measurer attempts 

to locate the narrowest spread at 90 degrees to the 

long axis. An average is taken of the two 

measurements to arrive at an average crown-spread. 

This method is problematic if the crown shape, 

looking down from above, is roughly circular or 

elliptical. Spreads at right angles to the long axis 

become parallel secant lines that grow narrower and 

narrower as the ends of the long axis are approached. 

The minimum spread is theoretically zero at the ends 

of the long diameter. Well, that obviously makes no 

sense. 

 

  If the rule were changed to take the longest crown-

spread to establish the long axis and then the longest 

spread at right angles to the absolute longest, that 

method works for circular and elliptical crown 

shapes. It is debatable what the average means in the 

case of an elliptical shape, but it is a better statistic 

than the first method. But the second method isn't the 

AF rule. 

 

   The NTS method for determining average crosn 

spread is the basically spoke method. It is better than 

either of the preceding methods, but by how much 

better remains to be determined if time spent 

becomes an issue.  

 

   An important question is: What do we really mean 

by average crown spread? If we think of a tree as 

seen from a distance, the tree's silhouette provides us 

with a sense of the crown-spread. If we circle the tree 

observing the silhouetted form, some kind of average 

of these spreads of the silhouettes seems to make 

sense as an overall crown average as seen by for the 

onlooker. This latter point is important. If a 

measurement is taken for which the measurer has no 

visual cues in judging a champion, the purpose of the 

big tree program would seem to be questionable. The 

appearance of big becomes as important as a 

complicated measurement of big. 

 

   Can we measure the silhouetted form? Yes, but not 

simply, and the result is a different kind of measure 

from the spoke method. Then there is Google Earth. 

It has possibilities where photos are clear.  

 

     Well, as you can see, we have our challenges. For 

the advanced measurer, I expect that we will stay will 

the spoke method. We'll have some diagrams with 

questions in the coming weeks as we explore the 

concept of average crown spread. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5802#p25946
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Hemlocks at Calli Nature Preserve 

(IN) 

by Matt Markworth » Sun Nov 03, 2013 12:34 

pm  

Wander Indiana, Wander Indiana . . .  

 

Hi All, 

 

This marks the fourth location in Indiana that I've 

visited native Eastern Hemlocks: 

 

1) Pine Hills Nature Preserve 

2) Hemlock Bluff Nature Preserve 

3) Hemlock Cliffs in Hoosier National Forest 

4) Calli Nature Preserve 

(http://www.in.gov/dnr/naturepreserve/files/Calli.pdf) 

 

I noticed two Hemlock groves, one on the west 

facing slope above the Muscatatuck River and one on 

the north facing slope. The trees on the west facing 

slope were concentrated in a stretch of about 500 ft, 

with many trees in the 1' - 2' CBH range up to a CBH 

of 5' 1 3/4". The trees on the north facing slope were 

more scattered, but they were bigger. 

 

3 largest Hemlocks measured: 

 

Ht: 98.5', CBH: 6' (north facing slope) 

Ht: 83.3', CBH: 5' 5" (north facing slope) 

Ht: 58.5', CBH: 5' 1 3/4" (west facing slope) 

                                         

                         

Ht: 98.5', CBH: 6' (north facing slope)           

      
                                                       

                         

Ht: 98.5', CBH: 6' (north facing slope)                 
                

 

Re: Hemlocks at Calli Nature 

Preserve (IN) 

by Matt Markworth » Mon Nov 04, 2013 9:35 

pm  

Beth, 

 

Thanks for your original post from a few years ago! I 

remember reading it along with the historical info 

that Ed posted.  

 

My trip to Hemlock Cliffs was very impromptu and 

quite comical. Armed with nothing more than an 

iPhone, I made my way down the trail in dress 

clothes and dress shoes. Upon entering the box 

canyon, I noticed a wasp (or hornets) nest that had 

recently fallen right into the middle of the trail. I 

skirted around that and then a little ways further 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=79&t=5814#p26022
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=79&t=5814#p26022
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://www.in.gov/dnr/naturepreserve/files/Calli.pdf
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=79&t=5814#p26070
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=79&t=5814#p26070
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26022#p26022
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12234&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12235&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26070#p26070
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something kept buzzing my head. I ended up tying 

my white undershirt around my head to shield it.  

 

Despite all that, I was able to get photos of a few 

Hemlocks with my iPhone that are shown below. I 

definitely want to go back, maybe even to backpack 

in and camp above the canyon away from the 

Hemlocks. The next time I'm there I'll get some 

measurements. I'll look for the 7'2" girth tree named 

after Will and get a height measurement on it. 

                                         

                         

Tree 1                 
                
 

                                         

 Tree 1                 
                

Tree 1                 

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12293&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12294&mode=view
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Tree 2                 

                

Tree 2                 

                

 

Tree 3                 

   

                         

Tree 3                 

                                    

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12296&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12297&mode=view
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Hemlocks (west facing slope)  

                                         

                         

Twisted Hemlock (west facing slope)             

    

                

 

                                         

                         

Hemlock that is the farthest north in the west facing 

slope grove - looking south                 

                

 

- Matt 

 

Re: Hemlocks at Calli Nature 

Preserve (IN) 

by Jess Riddle » Mon Nov 04, 2013 10:28 pm  

Matt, I think measurements from these populations 

on the fringes could eventually prove very valuable 

for understanding what controls species' heights. 

 Keep the numbers coming. 

 

Jess 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=79&t=5814#p26071
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=79&t=5814#p26071
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12237&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12236&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12238&mode=view
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Largest elm in NY 

by morgan » Wed Sep 18, 2013 4:10 am  

The DEC of NY lists the largest American Elm in the 

state as being a 285 pointer, but the one on the corner 

of Fulton and Perry in Johnstown is much bigger. 

 

Bob Leverett just measured the height at 84.5 feet 

and I measured the girth at 188 inches 2 years ago 

and I'm sure it's grown, probably 190. Guessing a 

crown of 90 feet gives it way over 285 points. 

 

Now to get the DEC to update their list. Here is the 

DEC's current list: 

 

http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/lands_forest ... 

061413.pdf 

 

They actually list 3 co-champions but this one will 

knock all 3 off the list 

 

Re: Largest elm in NY 

by dbhguru » Fri Sep 20, 2013 12:41 pm  

Joe, 

 

  I'll save Morgan some trouble. Attached is an image 

of the tree that Morgan sent me. It is a very fine elm.  

 

  DEC's champion tree list is far out of date and the 

agency is often very slow to respond to requests. In 

this case, I'll submit the numbers on the elm to them. 

They accept my measurements directly. I don't have 

to work through one of their certifiers. Hopefully, 

that will allow us to update some of the champion 

tree entries. It already has worked for the Pine Plains 

sycamore. 

 

   Don Bertolette has done extensive research on the 

status of the state champion tree programs. He finds 

the programs often hit or miss propositions. A few 

states have excellent programs (Alaska, 

Pennsylvania, Washington State, etc.). But most 

programs leave a lot to be desired and that includes 

Massachusetts. Ooh, did I say that?  

 

   Keeping lists current is a major challenge. I expect 

it usually devolves to priorities. The programs need 

periodic shots in the arm and raised visibility to the 

public. Along those lines, I believe that the work 

we're doing as part of the AF MGWG will have a 

positive impact on state programs in the long run. 
 

 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Blue Church, Prescott, On Sept. 19, 

2013 

by tomhoward » Sun Nov 03, 2013 2:57 pm  

NTS: 

 

On this warm sunny day Jack Howard and I visited 

this beautiful site near the St. Lawrence River just 

west of Prescott, Ontario on our way back to North 

Syracuse for our trip to Quebec. This site is an open 

collection of large White Pines (in an area that does 

not have many White Pines) in a 200-year-old 

cemetery surrounding the small Blue Church, which 

was built about 1845. It is comparable to a similar 

(but denser) collection of big rather old White Pines 

in Greenwood Cemetery in Morristown, NY, which 

is just across the St. Lawrence River. The White 

Pines near the Blue Church seem to be about 150-200 

years old. I measured the largest trees with the NTS 

method, using laser rangefinder, clinometer, 

scientific calculator (sine method – multiplying 

distance by sine of angle – heights are in feet. I got 

heights on the following trees: 

 

One of 2 White Pines west of Blue Church, with old, 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5729#p25436
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1014&sid=bb4004a3990e4e1754a19ecbcc6ae8e5
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/lands_forests_pdf/treechampcom061413.pdf
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/lands_forests_pdf/treechampcom061413.pdf
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5729#p25476
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54&sid=bb4004a3990e4e1754a19ecbcc6ae8e5
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=113&t=5815&p=26026#p26026
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=113&t=5815&p=26026#p26026
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=151
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25436&sid=bb4004a3990e4e1754a19ecbcc6ae8e5#p25436
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25476&sid=bb4004a3990e4e1754a19ecbcc6ae8e5#p25476
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12030&sid=bb4004a3990e4e1754a19ecbcc6ae8e5&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26026#p26026
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platy bark, 49” dbh: 

Height                103.71  

 

White Pine just to north of above tree, 37” dbh:  

Height         104                 tallest tree I have 

measured in Ontario (there are many taller ones, but 

this is the tallest I have measured) 

 

These White Pines are quite picturesque, and one of 

the most picturesque is a battered White Pine 48.6” 

dbh that used to have 2 trunks, with one trunk 

broken. I counted 115 rings on a 5” radius cross-

section of a broken branch from that trunk. The 

following is the height of the surviving part of this 

White Pine:  

Height          88.5  

                                         

                         

Blue Church and tallest White Pines                 

                

 

                                         

                         

Tallest White Pines                 

                

 

Tom Howard 

 

Vine identification 

by ElijahW » Sat Nov 02, 2013 8:07 pm  

Hello Ents, 

 

I'd like some help identifying a vine I came across 

today (photos below).  I can pick out poison ivy and 

grape vines pretty well, but this I do not know.  I've 

not noticed vines with ridged bark before, but I also 

don't pay much attention to forest plants other than 

trees (which I'm trying to change).  The vine 

measures about 2.5 inches in diameter at its largest 

point, and climbs pretty much to the top of this bur 

oak.  The soil in this spot is well-drained, and canopy 

trees in the immediate vicinity include black cherry, 

beech, cucumber magnolia, yellow birch, sugar 

maple, tulip tree, and hemlock.  The location is 

Wayne County, NY, on Howland's Island. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=5812#p26006
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=371&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12243&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12244&mode=view
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Thanks, 

 

Elijah 

 

Re: Vine identification 

by Will Blozan » Sat Nov 02, 2013 8:12 pm  

E- 

 

What about Virginia creeper? They get crazy thick, 

furrowed bark. It is also the highest climbing vine 

documented in the east (on trees). 167' in a tuliptree- 

1/4 inch diameter!!! 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=5812#p26008
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=64&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12227&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12228&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12229&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12230&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12231&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d&mode=view
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VA creeper Congaree NP, SC              

 

Re: Vine identification 

by ElijahW » Sun Nov 03, 2013 6:45 pm  

Hey Tom, 

 

This area is not old growth, and perhaps not even 

second growth.  My guess is that the oldest trees can 

get in the 150 year-old range, however, and in a few 

places, "pit and mound" topography is pretty obvious. 

 A road traveled through this particular spot as 

recently as the 1940s, and is still useful as a trail. 

 Trees seem to grow very well on this part of the 

Island, presumably due to the quality of soil and 

drainage.  If you'd like to accompany me sometime, 

I'd welcome that, though it would have to wait until 

after hunting season and involves much walking, 

probably close to an hour in to the good stuff and an 

hour back.  As for the willows, here's a couple of 

pictures, using my wallet for perspective:             

                                        

 
                                         

                                        

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=38&t=5812#p26036
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=371&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d
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http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12255&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d&mode=view
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Elijah 

 

N P Dodge Memorial Park, NE 

by Jess Riddle » Sun Nov 03, 2013 7:54 pm  

NTS, 

 

I recently stopped to follow up on a couple of trees I 

saw during field work this summer at N P Dodge 

Memorial Park.  The park, operated by the city of 

Omaha, lies in the Missouri River floodplain, and has 

been developed with open lawns, a campground, and 

a marina. 

 

The park also contains a couple tracts of native 

forest.  Part of one tract was bulldozed, bare ground 

in 1983, but now supports a dense cottonwood stand, 

with some trees over 100’ tall.  Mixed in with those 

cottonwoods are a few peachleaf willows that have 

been forced to grow tall by the competition.  The 

tallest I could find was a new height record at 4’8” x 

88.8’. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

The other tree I wanted to return to was the largest 

cottonwood I saw in visiting over two dozen sites 

along the Missouri River this summer.  The tree 

stands in a diverse patch of older forest near the 

bluffs.  Common upland species like hackberry and 

basswood had colonized this stand during the period 

following dam construction and flow regulation. 

 However, those upland species were all killed by a 

2011 flood lasting over two months.  The cottonwood 

turned out to be a nice 15’10” x 120.6’. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=98&t=5819#p26042
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12257&sid=29d068138eeed4b4d899fa3ab413ee0d&mode=view
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Flood line on cottonwood                 

                                                       

15'10" cbh x 120.6' tall cottonwood in center               

  

                

                         

A forest of pokeweed grows underneath the forest 

canopy                 

                

Jess 

 

A nice basswood near Omaha 

by Jess Riddle » Sun Nov 03, 2013 8:00 pm  

NTS, 

 

I was driving through the suburbs of Omaha recently, 

and saw this basswood. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=98&t=5820#p26043
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
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13.3’ x 86.5’, the tree grows in Washington Park in 

Bellevue, NE.  At the time, I was in a rush and just 

assumed it was American basswood without looking 

closely, but all the American basswoods in the 

surrounding forests had already dropped their leaves. 

 It could still be an American from much farther 

south, but the leaves look rather small. 

 

I also almost wrecked my car in a different suburb 

when I saw what looked like a 15’ cbh pin oak in 

someone’s front yard.  I later found out the tree is the 

state champion and listed at 15’2”. 

 

Jess 

 

River Valley OHV Area, IA 

by Jess Riddle » Sun Nov 03, 2013 8:20 pm  

NTS, The River Valley OHV area is tucked between 

Omaha, NE and Council Bluffs, IA in the Missouri 

River Floodplain.  ATV trails crisscross through two 

broad strips of forest separated by a mostly filled-in 

backwater.  The strip of forest farther away from the 

river is over 60 years old and dark from a dense white 

mulberry midstory.  Above them tower large 

cottonwoods, up to around 120’ according to LiDAR, 

and silver maples and sycamores are widely 

scattered.  The younger forest is lower and more 

open.  The mix of species is similar though mulberry 

is restricted to a narrow band near the river and silver 

maple is more common.  Sand, often over three feet 

deep, covers the forest floor near the river while reed 

canary grass outcompetes all herbs except Japanese 

hops adjacent to the open backwater area.  In 

between those stands the backwater area grades into 

an open area dominated by dirt bikes then a willow 

forest.  In order of decreasing abundance, peachleaf, 

sandbar, and black willow form the open forest over 

dense reed canary grass. 

 

During repeated visits to the site fork work, the 

willows stood out as exceptional.  One peachleaf 

willow along the edge of the older stand stood out as 

the largest diameter I saw all summer.  Sandbar 

willow is typically a shrubby clonal species, but tree 

sized individuals were common in the mixed willow 

forest.  When I was visiting the Omaha area, I made 

measuring those sandbar willows a priority, because 

NTS has no data on the species.  Unfortunately, that 

did not leave time for measuring the cottonwood 

saplings.  After less than two full growing seasons, 

the largest samplings were around 14’ tall. 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=80&t=5821#p26045
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12267&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12268&mode=view
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Cottonwood seedlings that germinated in 2012 

photographed early August 2013                 

                

  

                                        

Most of the larger sandbar willows are in decline. 

 They seem to have reached their age/size limit.  The 

largest sandbar willow grows in an open area at the 

end of the backwater surrounded by nothing but 

Japanese hops vines. 

                                         

                         

15'1" x 108.8' cottonwood                 

                

 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12274&mode=view
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The tallest sandbar willow, 17" x 47.3'           

       

The tallest sandbar willow with a live top, 17" x 46.2' 

                

                

 

                                         

                         

The largest diameter sandbar willow, 28" 

circumference below the upper fork                 

                

Jess 
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Last Days of a Noble Bur Oak, 

Delaware, OH 

by Rand » Sun May 23, 2010 8:46 pm  

Blundered into this massive Burr Oak at the Front of 

Gallant Woods Metropark located NE of Delaware 

Ohio.  Perhaps the largest I've personally seen.   Not 

sure what is killing it.  Typically large isolated trees 

die from lightening strikes here in Ohio, but there 

doesn't appear to be a recent lightening score going 

down the trunk.  Ssome care is being taken (pruning 

off dead limbs, guard rail around the trunk) but it 

appears to be in vain.  The old tree has died back to a 

few big limbs: 

                                        

                

 

                                         

                                        

                                        

                                        

I had my laser, but not my diameter tape.  The 

highest dead limb is ~78' tall and the cbh is perhaps 

~16'-18'.  The bole is pretty strongly ovoid, and the 

picture axis is the largest direction. 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=789#p2505
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=789#p2505
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=113&sid=6cbf8318a6c45049563dff1a612c11fa
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=2505&sid=6cbf8318a6c45049563dff1a612c11fa#p2505
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12277&sid=6cbf8318a6c45049563dff1a612c11fa&mode=view
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Re: Last Days of a Noble Bur Oak, 

Delaware, OH 

by Rand » Mon Nov 04, 2013 3:01 pm  

I returned to Gallant woods this weekend, and 

unfortunately this tree has died.  They had an 

interpretive sigh up with a little more information. 

 Apparently this tree was nicknamed 'Big Troy' and 

was once listed by AF as the second largest bur oak 

in Ohio.  They left a big slug of its bole behind (I'm 5' 

10"): 

                                         

                                        

A quick and dirty ring count on the small end gave 

~220 rings (the large end was hollow).  However this 

was probably 20'-30' feet in the air, and the inner 2" 

of the tree contained achingly small rings, so I'd 

guess the actual tree was 30-50 years older than that: 

     

 

 

Gold fall foliage 

by Lee Frelich » Sat Nov 02, 2013 10:35 am  

NTS: 

 

While most people concentrate on red fall colors, 

here are two images of fall gold. 

First, very metallic-looking gold on leaves of the 

native shrub Diervilla lonicera (Bush honeysuckle). 

An unusual sequence of weather, very warm 

followed by colder than average, has led to this 

metallic look, which is more pronounced this year 

than usual. 

                                         

                                        

Second, tamarack in late fall. Sigurd Olson wrote an 

essay entitled 'Smoky Gold' in his 1956 book, The 

Singing Wilderness, in which he described the last 

fall color retained in the boreal forest--the smoky 

gold of tamarack. Here is such a tamarack from my 

recent visit to northern MN to speak at the National 

Extension Climate Science Initiative Conference, in 

Cloquet MN. Its a somber scene of muted colors and 

gray skies that occurs each year in early November as 

the boreal forest awaits the arrival of snow.  

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=789#p26060
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=789#p26060
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=113&sid=6cbf8318a6c45049563dff1a612c11fa
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=369&t=5810#p25997
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=102
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26060&sid=6cbf8318a6c45049563dff1a612c11fa#p26060
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12281&sid=6cbf8318a6c45049563dff1a612c11fa&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12282&sid=6cbf8318a6c45049563dff1a612c11fa&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25997#p25997
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12217&mode=view
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Lee Frelich 

 

Re: Gold fall foliage 

by Rand » Mon Nov 04, 2013 8:23 pm  

The fall colors peaked in central Ohio over the last 

week.  Lots of golds from maples and hickories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         

                                        

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=369&t=5810#p26067
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Charleston Ashley River Plantations 

Rucker 

by bbeduhn » Fri Nov 08, 2013 12:20 pm  

The individual plantation Rucker index is less than 

impressive but taken as a whole, it gets a little more 

impressive.  This covers the three most visited 

plantations on the Ashley River, Middleton Place, 

Magnolia Plantation and Drayton Hall. 

 

 

Pinus taeda        loblolly pine            120.4'     

Middleton 

Lirio. tulipfera    tuliptree                115.5'     

Middleton 

Quercus shumardii   shumard oak     114.2'     

Drayton 

Taxodium distichum  baldcypress      113.8'     

Middleton 

Liquid. styraci.     sweetgum             106.8'   

 Middleton 

Platinus occidentalis   sycamore         103.3'   

 Magnolia 

Pinus echinata     shortleaf pine          95.9'   

 Magnolia 

Quercus phellos    willow oak              95.9'     

Magnolia 

Carya glabra        pignut hickory         95.6'     

Middleton 

Pinus glabra         spruce pine             85.5'     

Middleton 

 

RI 10 = 104.69 

 

This has been updated with the change of the 120.4' 

tree from shortleaf to loblolly. 

 

 

The Treasures of Upstate New York 

by dbhguru » Wed Oct 30, 2013 5:37 pm  

Hi All, 

 

  Monica and I just returned from a trip to upstate 

New York where we spent time at Point Au Roche 

and in Essex, Dannemora, and Schuylerville with two 

hikes in the Adirondacks thrown in for good measure. 

Basically, beyond visiting my son and grandson in 

Danemorra, this trip was a time for reconnecting with 

old friends and making new ones.  

 

  After 3 nights at Point Au Roche, we spent a night 

with John Davis and wife Denise in Essex where 

John and I revisited our shared memories of our time 

when the Wild Earth Journal was an avant garde 

ecological publication. John was the editor and I 

wrote articles on old growth and individual tree 

species. We talked about past eastern old growth 

conferences and our camping times together in the 

Adirondacks. John took us for a hike and I measured 

a large eastern cottonwood on the Boquet River, that 

measured 17.1 feet around, but its crown had been 

pared back to 85 feet. 

 

  Leaving Lake Champlain and the Dacks, Monica 

then visited David Bullard and classical Welch 

composer Hillary Tahn in Schuylerville. David's 

house, the Marshall House is very historic, and David 

is a fountain of information. He paints vivid pictures 

of the history and culture of the region. The Marshall 

House is just a short distance form the banks of the 

Hudson river.  

 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5836#p26135
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5836#p26135
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=300
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http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12292&mode=view
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  This trip provided us with another series of 

emotional highs following on the heals of the super 

high of the TCI-NTS Atlanta conference. There is so 

much to talk about. My minds skips all over the 

place, but first things first. Yesterday we visited a 

spot in the Dacks near Schroon Lake that had some 

noteworthy white pines. The Schroon Lake area was 

a region that produced white pine timber of the 

highest quality, but that was then. I didn't hold much 

hope of special trees in 2013. Well, I had a lesson 

coming. Take a look at the beauty below. Please be 

sure to double click on each image below to expand 

them for full effect. 

                                         

                                         

This hefty pine measures 13 feet in girth and 151.7 

feet in height. It becomes another in the club of super 

pines: the 13 x 150 Club. The people in the image 

from left to right are internationally famous scientist 

and Gorilla researcher Dr. Amy Vedder (what a 

honor to have made her acquaintance), next is 

Monica, followed by yours truly, the John Davis and 

botanist Evelyn Greene, daughter of Paul Schaefer. 

Schaefer is considered to be one of the 100 greatest 

conservationists in the country. He was the champion 

of the Adirondack park. He passed away in 1996. His 

daughter Evelyn, herself, is an accomplished botanist 

and Adirondack expert.  

 

  Evelyn and Amy were elated that the pines they 

took me to were winners. A second fine tree 

measured 10.8 feet around and 145 feet in height. 

Several of equal dimensions had blown down. I don't 

know of off-trail jaunts would lead to discoveries, but 

I have a feeling that there are plenty more noteworthy 

pines in the Schroon Lake region. 

 

  The next image shows a fading fall scene at Point 

Au Roche. Monica and I love to hike in the park. 

There is a small section of old growth in the 

peninsula consisting of sugar maple, N. red oak, 

northern white cedar, yellow birch, hemlock, and 

other species.

 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12199&mode=view
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On Monday, John took Monica and I on a hike along a ridge looking across Champlain Valley and into Vermont's 

Green Mountains. Here is a photo f what we saw.                                         

                                      

  

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12200&mode=view
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And now to the keeper. Here is a shot of the Camel's Hump, a 4010-foot peak in the Greens, which has a small area 

of tundra at the summit. 

                                         

   

 

Reaching the Adirondacks from the east, I took this shot along Route 74. Traveling east to west, one is introduced to 

the outlier areas of the Dacks, an area of nice scenery, but nothing overpowering.  
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 Passing beyond the outlier region, one reaches the vicinity of the High Peaks and it is here that the Adirondacks 

assert their full power. Here is a distant view of 4,626-foot Giant Mountain, looking east to west. From the east, the 

Giant rives a full 4,000 feet above its immediate base.                                         

  

 Now, for a closer look.                                         

                                        

                

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12204&mode=view
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And as a final tidbit of news, John and I are talking 

about reviving the eastern old growth conference 

series and holding an event in the Adirondacks in 

2015. But before we get down to planning, John has 

several sites with standout white pines to share with 

me. We both agree that the story of the Adirondack's 

superlative pines is yet to be told. The time has come. 

This is when we really need Will up here to find 

them. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

Re: The Treasures of Upstate New 

York 

by dbhguru » Thu Oct 31, 2013 9:43 am  

Will and Robert, 

 

 Thanks. More and more,  the Adirondacks reveal 

themselves to me s the other gem of the East. The 

Smokies and the Dacks. But what is sooo satisfying 

about the Dacks is there is no population center 

around them. There are plenty of summer visitors, 

but the Adirondack Park covers 6 million acres, so 

you can lose yourself quickly in forests, lakes, and 

mountains in any direction you go. Avoiding the big 

tourist spots like Lake George and Lake Placid is the 

best prescription to be able to stay in the spirit of the 

North Country.  

 

 On a positive theme, I now have confidence that 

there are hidden areas with clusters of big pines that 

will change our perception of what survived. I recall 

a road sign that touts the Cathedral Pines between 7th 

and 8th Lakes as the best example of surviving big 

Adirondack pines. Well, that statement gives a very 

misleading picture. At present, we have: 

 

  The Elders Grove 

  Pack Forest 

  Orchard Pines 

  Schroon Lake Pines (until a better identifier is 

adopted) 

  Cathedral Pines 

  Small stand near Upper St. Regis Lake 

  Stand near Hudson River that I will be taken to 

  Feris Wild Forest Stand that I will be taken to 

   

  Here are two more images form the Dacks. The first 

is of the 10.8-ft girth, 145-ft tall pine that first got my 

attention. A blown-down had taken down 3 or 4 trees 

of similar size. Bummer.  

                                         

                                        

  As for scenery, from the vantage point that John 

Davis took us to, here is a look at distant Mount 

Mansfield, Vermont's highest summit. The peak has a 

sizable swath of tundra on top because of its long 

ridge that stays above 4,000 feet. 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=105&t=5805#p25983
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Yes, Vermont is better now at protecting the summit 

of Camel's Hump, but in general, Vermont is not as 

much a wilderness advocate as people might believe. 

Vermont is about skiing. The amount of real old 

growth in the Greens and Taconics is tiny. By 

contrast, the Adirondacks have somewhere between 

350,000 and 500,000 acres, the largest acreage in the 

East.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Loblolly Pines at Simpsonwood (GA) 

by Matt Markworth » Fri Nov 08, 2013 9:28 pm  

Hi All, 

 

Between all the awesome presentations/workshops 

and hanging out with new friends, I was still able to 

measure some trees at the Rendezvous. There were 

many impressive species there, among them was the 

Loblolly Pine and that's what I gravitated to. We 

don't have them up here and I don't get to spend very 

much time among pines. This fact sheet shows the 

range of the Loblolly Pine: 

http://dendro.cnre.vt.edu/dendrology/syllabus/factshe

et.cfm?ID=34. 

 

There is a low area a short distance from the 

campground where the tallest ones that I found are 

located. The main test tree for the workshops was a 

Loblolly in the parking lot area. It was on this tree 

that I got to test out the Trupulse 200x, Trupulse 360 

and the Criterion RD 1000. Very cool. It was also on 

a Loblolly that Will demonstrated a tape drop during 

the Advanced class. After he came down from the 

tree, other climbers ascended it and other skinny 

Loblollies nearby.  

 

Loblolly Pines 

 

Ht: 132.8' CBH: 7' 10" 

Ht: 127.1' CBH: 6' 10" 

Ht: 122.8' CBH: 7' 5 1/2" 

Ht: 119.9' 

Ht: 119.6' CBH: 5' 6 1/2" 

Ht: 117.8' CBH: 10' 5 1/2" 

Ht: 112.9' CBH: 7' 5 1/2"  

                                         

                         

132.8' Loblolly                 

                

 

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=73&t=5837#p26143
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127.1' Loblolly       

  

127.1' Loblolly                 

Loblolly that Will tape dropped, HT: 88.3' CBH: 3' 5 

1/2"                 

                

                         

Skinny Loblollies that climbers climbed                 

                

Matt 

  

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12361&mode=view
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Return to the Glen 

by dbhguru » Sun Nov 10, 2013 10:34 am  

Hi Folks, 

 

   Yesterday, I did an interpretive nature walk for 

Walnut Hill Tracking. The location was Ice Glen in 

Stockbridge, MA. There is a small area of old 

growth, (20 to 25 acres) in the Glen. It is the 

showpiece of the Glen. However, on the north end, a 

large area of old field pines dominates. Many people 

think they are old growth. But while trees in the Glen 

are 250 to approaching 400 years old, the old field 

pines are 140 to 190 years old and hardwoods include 

New England's second largest known collection of 

130+ foot white ashes and hemlocks in New England.  

 

   One tree at the south end of the Glen stands 

supreme - the Ice Glen Pine, probably over 300 years 

old. I re-measured it yesterday. Its stats are : Girth = 

13.25 feet, Height = 156.6 feet, and Average Spread 

of approximately 52 feet. Its maximum spread is 

around 56 or 57 feet. The average spread gives the 

big pine 329 points on the current AF formula. If we 

were to drop the 1/4th weighting on crown spread, 

the pine's total number of points would jump to 381. 

Of course, the point totals of competitors would also 

jump up were the weighting dropped. So a few 

comparisons are in order. 

 

   Let's take the huge Grandfather Pine in Monroe SF. 

I think its average spread is about 48 feet. Its girth is 

14.2 feet and its height is 146. Its regular points add 

up to 328. If crown weighting is removed, we get 

376. The change in point totals for the two pines is 

not dramatic based on my crude crown 

measurements. But here is what is most significant. 

In the unweighted measurement, Grandfather moves 

downward relative to Ice Glen, so that it just makes 

co-champion status, were that involved here. This 

illustrates the need to for tightening crown 

measurement accuracy. As the impact of the crown 

spread increases from changing the weighting, it 

behooves us to tighten our measurement discipline. 

 

  Here are some shots of the Ice Glen Pine. 
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  I also re-measured the big Monarch Pine at the north 

end just outside the Glen proper. It its stats are 

G=12.4 ft, Height = 150.0 feet. It now joins 4 other 

pines in Ice Glen in the 150 Club. So we have the 

following totals: 

  

  Location                   # Pines in 150 Class    Position 

in of Massachusetts Site within Entire Northeast 

 

  MTSF                                130                             #1 

 

  Bryant Homestead               20                             #4 

 

  Ice Glen                               5                               #8 

(I think) 

 

  Monroe SF                             1 

 

  Kenneth M. Dubuque SF       1 

 

  Savoy Mtn SF                         1 

 

  Monterey Fish Hatchery          1 

 

Total                                       159 

 

  That's it folks for Massachusetts. Is the list of sites 

with 5 or more 150s in the Northeast sufficiently 

complete? No. I expect that Fairmount Park and other 

southern PA sites have clusters of 150-foot tuliptrees. 

We only have the tallest measured for those sites. So, 

to be fair, the above list should be applied only to 

white pines. And, for small Massachusetts, the 3rd 

most densely populated, to have 3 sites ranking in the 

top 10 is extremely impressive - or unlikely. Could it 

be that the numbers reflect my concentrated efforts in 

Massachusetts? Well partly, but Dale Luthringer and 

the PA A-Team have not been idle. So I expect that 

we have a pretty good handle on the Keystone State 

as well.  

 

   Elsewhere, I believe that there is another stray site 

or two in New Hampshire, and somewhere in 

Connecticut, there has to be a 150-foot white pine 

left. Rhode Island? Probably not. Vermont? Well 

maybe, but I don't see much when I travel across the 

Green Mountain State. Maine? Forget it. That leaves 

New York. Ah yes, New York. The possibilities are 

unlimited for widely scattered sites with one or two 

150s in the Empire State, and of course, there is the 

vast Adirondack Park. I hope to concentrate much 

more time in the future looking around up there. The 

recent discovery of the 13-foot girth, 151.6-foot 

Evelyn Greene Pine really got my attention. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

Magnolia Plantation, Charleston, SC 

by bbeduhn » Fri Nov 08, 2013 11:52 am  

Magnolia Plantation is next door to Drayton Hall and 

close to Middleton Place.  I stopped here before I 

visited Drayton.  This place has many forest types 

and is laid out similarly to Middleton Place.  The 

grounds are loaded with big live oaks but very few 

really large live oaks.  12'+ live oaks must number 

well beyond 60 but 20'+ live oaks were tough to find. 

 

Quercus michauxii   swamp chestnut oak   56.5' 

 

Quercus phellos       willow oak                  81.0'  95.9' 

 

Quercus falcata    southern red oak           78.3' 

 

Fraxinus pennsylvanica   green ash            65.3' 

 

Platinus occidentalis    sycamore               86.5' 

 103.3' 

 

Magnolia grandiflora   southern magnolia   64.2' 

 72.1' 

 

Carpinus caroliniana    Am hornbeam         43.0' 

 

Pinus echinata       shortleaf pine              95.9'   8'4" 

cir 

 

Pinus taeda           loblolly pine                 94.8'  9'9" 

cir   103.0'  85.5' cir 8'9"  cir 9'6" 

 

Liquidambar styraciflua    sweetgum         95.8'   92.3' 

  93.5'   99.4'   104.8'  84.0' 

 

Taxodium distichum   baldcypress            105.0'   

105.2'   104.7'   107.8'   104.3'    

                                                             97.1'   93.4'   

99.4'   109.9'    

 

Quercus virginiana   live oak                     70.6'   70.5' 

18'9" cir   

                                            19'4"  19'7"  18'5"  20'10"  
                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5835#p26134
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19'4"                 

19'4"              

    

19'7"                 

                

19'7"                 
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19'7"                 

                

                                         

20'10"                 

                

                                         

20'10"                 

                

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12351&mode=view
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20'10"                 

                

20'10"                 

                

                                         

enormous sik spider                 
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Drayton Hall, Charleston, SC 

by bbeduhn » Thu Nov 07, 2013 5:37 pm  

While on vacation in Charleston, I continued my 

pursuit of plantation gardens.  Drayton Hall is the 

only plantation house that has not been restored.  An 

enormous live oak greeted me on the way to the 

parking lot. 

 

Carya ovata var. australis            84.8' 

 

Pinus taeda    loblolly                   118.5'    

                                                 110.7'   8'3" cir 

                                                 107.4' 

 

Pinus echinata   shortleaf pine       83.3'    7'1"  cir 

 

Quercus shumardii   shumard oak  114.2' 

 

Taxodium distichum  baldcypress   82.1' 

 

Juniperus virginiana  redcedar                  8'6" cir 

 

Quercus virginiana   live oak                     20'5" cir 

                                                              18'7" cir 

                                                              18'7" cir 

double trunk 

                                                              16'6" cir 

                                                   59.7'    30'5.5" cir 

 single or double?  spread 129.6' x 108.6'  avg 119.1' 

                                         

                         

Drayton Hall                 

                

                                         

live oak a                 

                

                                         

                         

live oak a2                 

                

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5831#p26122
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=300&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26122&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c#p26122
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30'5.5" live oak BIG DADDY                 

                

                                         

                         

BIG DADDY 2                 

                

                                         

                         

BIG DADDY 3                 

                

                                         

                         

BIG DADDY 4                 

                

                                         

http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12326&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12327&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12328&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12329&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c&mode=view
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BIG DADDY 5                 

                

Is it a double like it appears so obviously in the first 

three photos or is it a single like it appears in the last 

two photos? 

 

Larry, I know you appreciate it either way. 

 

There are seams that make it look like a double but 

the Angel Oak and Middleton Oak also have seams. 

 
 

Re: Drayton Hall, Charleston, SC 

by bbeduhn » Mon Nov 11, 2013 10:49 am  

Jess, 

I agree the live oak looks more like a double but it 

does resemble the Middleton Oak and the Angel Oak 

to a degree.  The angle of branching in those two is 

certainly not as severe as in the Drayton Oak. 

 

I may have mis id'd the big shortleaf at Middleton 

Place.  I had it as shortleaf when I now think it's a 

loblolly.  I don't have a picture of the crown but here 

is the trunk.  Opinions?  

                                         

                         

120.4'   9'3"                          

            

Most loblollies I've seen on the coast are more 

blocky.  This one has the same pattern as a shortleaf 

but it appears to have more depth in the bark.  I'm 

fairly certain all of the trees at Middleton I had as 

shortleaf are actually loblolly.  That explains the 

anomaly of a 120' shortleaf on the coast.  Lobs top 

110' at almost every garden of plantation on the 

coast.  It looks like 95.9' is the actual tallest shortleaf 

on the coast of SC so far. 

 

The juniper may well be the southern variation. 

Brian 

 

[Jess Riddle replies that this is loblolly] 

 

Climate info for database trees 

by Jess Riddle » Mon Nov 11, 2013 9:38 pm  

NTS, 

 

Just in case anyone was wondering, I've gathered 

climate data for all trees currently in the database that 

have location information.  The attached spreadsheet 

has all the regular variables for trees in the database 

plus mean January temperature, mean July 

temperature, precipitation for each month, and annual 

precipitation.  All of the climate data is from 

http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/.  They have 

interpolated the climate between weather stations 

down to a 4km grid while accounting for orographic 

effect, cold air drainage, and distance from 

http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5831#p26204
http://ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=300&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=15&t=5847#p26213
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu/
http://ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12330&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c&mode=view
http://ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26204&sid=459eb0cbb43b3f504871f4b9fc500b5c#p26204
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26213#p26213
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coastlines.  All of the climate info I downloaded are 

average values for 1980-2010.  Temperature is in 

Celsius and precipitation in mm. 

 

Jess 

Attachments  

AllTreesClimate.xlsx  

 

Buried Leaves Reveal Precolonial 

Eastern U.S. Forests 

by edfrank » Wed Nov 13, 2013 11:06 pm  

Buried Leaves Reveal Precolonial Eastern U.S. 

Forests and Guide Stream Restoration 

 

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/11/13111

3182545.htm 

Nov. 13, 2013 — Sediment behind milldams in 

Pennsylvania preserved leaves deposited just before 

European contact that provide a glimpse of the 

ancient forests, according to a team of geoscientists, 

who note that neither the forests nor the streams were 

what they are today 

 

 

http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1

371%2Fjournal.pone.0079317 

 

Quetico Provincial Park 

by KoutaR » Fri Nov 08, 2013 4:22 am  

NTS, 

 

On August, I did a canoeing & hiking trip to Ontario. 

My first destination was Quetico Provincial Park, 

adjacent to the Boundary Waters Canoe Area 

Wilderness (BWCAW), the latter being a place 

where Lee Frelich has done much research. Like its 

U.S. counterpart, Quetico is known as a canoeist’s 

paradise: 1838 square miles total area, clean-water 

lakes, lovely small rivers, no motorboats, no cottages, 

no logging or hunting (but hunting allowed in the 

BWCAW) – and 600–800 sq mi of virgin forest. As 

many members likely know the region better than I, 

and Lee has often written about it, I will not describe 

the park in detail but tell about my experiences. I also 

have two possible record trees to report. 

 

After flying to Thunder Bay through Toronto, I 

stayed a night in a motel and headed immediately to 

the bus station and towards Atikokan, which is one of 

the main entry points into Quetico. I knew that in the 

area there are a lot of people of Finnish origin, but I 

was still surprised to see Finnish names from bus 

window: Ilkka Drive, Oikonen Road, Teitto Road, 

Wiljala Drive, etc. Rolling hills, bogs, low forest: 

tamarack, spruces, jack pine, aspen… 

 

Jim Clark from Canoe Canada Outfitters met me at 

the bus stop. He had already prepared everything for 

my canoeing trip. After checking the gear he took me 

to Stanton Bay and I started to paddle toward the 

central parts of the park. In addition to paddling, my 

goal was, of course, to do some hiking in virgin 

forest. Unfortunately, there is no map of the virgin 

forest areas of Quetico, the earlier logged areas being 

apparently not documented well enough, but a 375 sq 

mi tract known as Hunter Island (not a true island) 

should be almost totally untouched. There are also 

other sizable unlogged areas but their location was 

unclear to me. I also planned to check some old-

growth white and red pine stands described in 

“Ontario’s Old-Growth Forests” by Henry & Quinby. 

 

The first part went through Pickerel Lake, where 

there had been big fires some years ago. These areas 

were now covered with incredibly dense young jack 

pine – “dense like dog-hair” as books describe it. 

 

On the second day I reached the first of Henry & 

Quinby’s old-growth stands between Dore and Twin 

Lakes and at the northern end of Sturgeon Lake. I had 

expected cathedral like dense groves of tall pines 

with sparse understory. I was a bit disappointed to 

see that the groves were not that dense, the trees not 

particularly big and, above all, the understory was 

dense with balsam fir saplings & seedlings and 

shrubs like beaked hazel and mountain maple. Near 

these stands I saw the last human beings for many 

days. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12440
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5854#p26238
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=144&t=5854#p26238
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=2
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/11/131113182545.htm
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/11/131113182545.htm
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0079317
http://www.plosone.org/article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.pone.0079317
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=113&t=5832#p26128
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26238#p26238
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26128#p26128
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Old-growth red pine stand, northern end of 

Sturgeon Lake. Also balsam fir (foreground) 

and black spruce (extreme left).                 

                

 

I had quite a strong headwind and paddling was slow. 

I saw forests that were apparently logged in the past 

(logging ceased in 1973), forests that had burned 

recently and forests that had apparently burned a long 

time ago now having more or less even-aged jack 

pine and black spruce. Red and white pines were also 

common near shorelines. Many books tell that 

because they often grow on the shorelines they 

appear to be more abundant than is actually the case. 

Now they comprise about 8% of the forested areas 

but about 25% prior to logging and fire suppression 

(the best white and red pine forests were logged 

first). 

                                         

                         

I stayed my second night at Sturgeon 

Narrows.                 

                

 

I reached Hunter Island on the third day. Jack pine 

and black spruce everywhere. The characteristic 

crown of tall white pine emerging from the canopy 

here and there. 

                                         

                         

Fred Lake. Mainly jack pine and black 

spruce. Also some white pines, background 

center.                 

                

 

The park is in the transitional zone between the 

temperate deciduous forests to the south and the 

boreal forests to the north but so close to the northern 

limit of the zone that the vegetation is 

overwhelmingly boreal in nature. However, there are 

southern elements, more or less rare, which point to 

the temperate zone, like maples, oaks, red ash, large-

tooth aspen and yellow birch. Jack pine is the most 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12333&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12334&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12335&mode=view
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important tree, followed by black spruce. Quaking 

aspen and paper birch are very abundant, too. Due to 

the scarcity of wildfires in recent decades, balsam fir 

is now very common in the understory. The conifer 

diversity is remarkable, at least from the European 

perspective; there are 10 conifer species altogether (3 

pines, 2 spruces, fir, larch, white-cedar, juniper and 

yew) and I sometimes saw 8 species at one glance 

around me – I wonder if it is possible to see more 

conifers even in the Sierra Nevada in one place? (Of 

course, there are more conifer species in the Sierra 

but they are located in different altitudes.) In the 

majority of Quetico, the bedrock is granitic and soils 

low in nutrients; consequently, the productivity is 

low. There are small areas of metamorphic, 

sedimentary and volcanic rocks; forests on these 

bedrocks are more productive and diverse. 

                                         

                         

Black spruce dominated forest. Also thicker 

jack pine (left), paper birch (right) and small 

balsam fir (right center).                 

                

 

As off-trail hiking is easy in Finland, I was surprised 

how hard it was in Quetico. In older forests there is 

dense balsam fir regeneration almost everywhere, 

fallen trunks derived from post-fire dense jack pine 

and black spruce regeneration are numerous and bogs 

are common, too. Presence/absence of conifers with 

serotinous cones (jack pine and black spruce) is a 

remarkable difference between the North American 

and European boreal forests. If a fire burns all the 

trees in European boreal forest, broadleaf trees with 

light seeds occupy it (if left to itself), but in North 

America the serotinous cones result in impenetrable 

conifer thickets. There is a fir species in boreal 

European Russia (Siberian fir, A. sibirica) but I don’t 

know if it too forms as dense regeneration under 

other trees. There is no equivalent for short-lived and 

shade-tolerant balsam fir in Finland and Scandinavia. 

As a landscape, there is a similar large lake-land in 

eastern Finland but the climate is a bit different, more 

oceanic. The climatic European equivalent for the 

Quetico-Superior forest region could be in European 

Russia, somewhere between southern Finland and the 

Ural Mountains. 

 

I returned by another route because there were further 

old-growth stands of Henry & Quinby. This route had 

very nice lakes and creeks but more portages. 

                                         

                         

Lonely Creek. White pine, red pine, black 

spruce, paper birch and speckled alder.         

        

                

 

The wind had turned, so I had headwind again. I saw 

many red pine groves, even forests. At Walter Lake I 

saw the first canoeists after many days. Along the 

portage between Walter and Elizabeth Lakes, I 

encountered a jack pine that looked remarkably tall 

for the species. It was growing in fertile-looking 

ground and was surrounded by red pines, quaking 

aspens and some red maples, black spruces and 

balsam fir saplings. My measurement gave 26.4 m 

(86.6 ft) and 125 cm (49”). I am not sure if that is 

exceptionally tall for the species. Most identification 

guides I possess say jack pine is up to 20 m. 

Wikipedia says up to 22 m. “Michigan Trees” says 

up to 25 m. “Trees and Shrubs of Minnesota” even 

says up to 31 m. Anyway, if you don’t have laser 

measurements yet, you can write my measurement in 

your records. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12336&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12337&mode=view
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26.4-meter jack pine.                 

                

 

Two of the old-growth stands of Henry & Quinby are 

located at Elizabeth Lake. I paddled the north shore 

searching for an old-growth red pine grove. There 

were red pines but not anything that would surpass 

the red pine forests I had seen in regions not 

described in the book. After paddling along the shore 

forth and back I became convinced that this was the 

grove Henry & Quinby meant. Red pines here and 

there and very dense bush between. 

                                         

                         

White and red pine at Elisabeth lake. Behind 

the balsam fir thicket there are some further 

red pines.                 

                

 

At the next portage, between Elizabeth and Jesse 

Lakes, I measured a few tall-looking black spruces. 

The tallest may be the tallest laser-measured so far. It 

was 25.5 m (83.7 ft) and 95 cm (37”). It was 

surrounded by black spruces, jack pines and quaking 

aspens. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12338&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12339&mode=view
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25.5-meter black spruce.                 

                

 

Jesse Lake had clearly been logged in the past. There 

were a lot of white pines but all were relatively 

young. I had still one day to paddle towards Nym 

Lake where my outfitter picked me up. As I came 

closer to the park boundary there were more and 

more paddlers. 

 

I must say that I did very little tree measuring. There 

are probably taller black spruces and jack pines in the 

park, maybe even remarkably taller. The purpose of 

this trip was simply to enjoy wild lake-land, study 

forests, take photos etc., not to measure trees. 

 

I would like to thank Lee Frelich who, as I prepared 

my trip, answered my every question, which I 

consider rather noteworthy as I am only an amateur 

and he a first class professional. 

 

The story continues here: 

viewtopic.php?f=113&t=5856 

 

Kouta 

Large Atlantic White Cedar found 

today. 

by JohnnyDJersey » Mon Sep 30, 2013 3:29 pm  

With all the old growth exploring I've been doing, 

you would think that this tree would have been found 

in a cedar swamp somewhere or a remote location. 

Instead I located it in the back yard of a house in 

Collingswood NJ.  

 

10'6" CBH, 75' tall, crown 25'.   

 

According to New Jerseys Big Tree website, this 

should be a new state champ. The old champ was 

9'2" CBH, 70' tall, 19' spread. However on the 

National Register of Big Trees it lists a 17'5" CBH, 

88' tall giant also in Jersey as the national champ. 

Both mentioned trees were located by a guy named 

Steve Finley. I didn't even know they could get that 

big. Anyhow, a little confusion there. Here is a post 

that refers to the NJ champ according to the state 

website.  http://forums.njpinebarrens.com/threads ... 

dars.2011/ 

 

I've posted three photos of the tree I found today. 

 

 
CBH  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=113&t=5856
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=103&t=5753#p25640
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=103&t=5753#p25640
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=783
http://forums.njpinebarrens.com/threads/the-mutha-of-all-cedars.2011/
http://forums.njpinebarrens.com/threads/the-mutha-of-all-cedars.2011/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12340&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25640#p25640
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12091&mode=view
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John D Harvey 

 

 

Old Growth report, Bear Swamp 

East explored w/pictures 

by JohnnyDJersey » Thu Sep 26, 2013 1:17 am  

The background 

 

Bear swamp is one of New Jerseys 4 remaining old 

growth forest. Located in the lower part of 

Cumberland County, it is also the most remote and 

least explored. There are several posts on the internet 

about this forest including a field report from Scott 

Wade of Pabigtrees.com who explored Bear Swamp 

West some time ago. This day I ventured into Bear 

Swamp East, slightly less traversed. The two parts 

are separated by a sand mining operation and various 

roads. Old growth species include but are not limited 

to; Sweetgum, Blackgum, American Holly, Tulip 

Poplar and, Red Maple.  

 

This is no Muir Woods 

 

There are no trails through this old growth forest. No 

one meditates under cathedral like canopies in awe of 

mother nature here. No tourists by the bus load or 

admission fees. You come to bear swamp, your going 

to get wet, your going to get hurt, your going to be 

down on all fours. Its that simple. Truthfully, except 

for the few exceptional tulip poplars, there are hardly 

any big trees here either. This is a forest for the few, 

the few who can recognize what their looking at. The 

first old growth tree I stumbled upon was a 9ft 

circumference black gum. Maybe 400 years old? Its 

hard to find a specimen over 4 feet in circumference 

anywhere else. Its bark rugged and mangled, its top 

broken off countless times, twisting towards the 

ancient sunlight. There were red maple and American 

beech between 10 and 12 cbh. I measured many 

American holly trees over 5 foot in circumference 

and the largest trees were tulip poplar with cbh of 15-

17ft. There were a couple dead tulip snags that were 

over 18 feet in circumference, white skeletons dead 

for countless years. The tallest tree I measured was 

115 foot high, the hurricanes that move through here 

over the last few hundred years have kept the canopy 

low.  

 

Artex, your sinking! 

 

Out of the 15 plus old growth forest I’ve wandered 

through, this by far was the hardest.  

I’m not bragging but I’m an experienced hiker, 34 

years old, can still dunk a basketball on a 10ft hoop, 

and beat a couple 21 year old Marines in the 50yd 

dash recently. That being said, this forest nearly 

broke me physically. The briars were 8 ft high in 

places and so thick that I literally found myself 

hanging with my feet off the ground tangled up in 

them on a couple occasions. Even with double 

layered long sleeves on, my arms look like they got 

into a brawl with cheese graters. There were 

hummocks throughout this swamp and I was trying to 

jump from one to the next when the briars weren’t 

that bad. I missed on a couple occasions and landed 

in waist deep mud, struggling to escape. I’ve lived in 

South Jersey for a while now and I’ve never seen 

spiders like there were in this swamp. Even 

recognizable marbled orb weavers were the size of 

silver dollars. The bugs bite continuously and silence 

is the only sound, reminding you how far away 

civilization is. This is New Jerseys last jungle, 

holding on to that title with the vengeance you would 

expect from the last of its kind. I wandered lost for 

nearly 7 hours. I became oblivious to the ancient 

wonder around me as my main focus became finding 

my way out. Eventually I stumbled out into a large 

sand mine and a worker there pointed me down a trail 

that lead back to the road I parked on.  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=103&t=5748&p=25578#p25578
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=103&t=5748&p=25578#p25578
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=783
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12088&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25578#p25578
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In retrospect 

 

I’m going back. There is still a lot of unexplored old 

growth there, trees to be measured, and photos to be 

taken. It is so dense in there that picture taking, 

especially this time of year, is almost impossible. 

Please enjoy the few photos I managed and the map 

I’ve posted below. 

                                         

                        map                 

                

                                        

                        9ft cbh black gum          

  

                      Old growth red maple                 

                

                        19ft CBH tulip poplar snag                 

                

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12056&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12057&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12058&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12062&mode=view
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                        old growth tulip poplar 15ftcbh             

    

                                        

                The clear blue water this area is famous for 

                

                        Clear blue water                 

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12063&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12064&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12065&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12066&mode=view
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                        big sweetgum                 

                        old growth holly 4+ cbh      

 

Red maple, with swamp base like cypress or water 

tupelo                 

John D Harvey 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12067&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12059&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12060&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12061&mode=view
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AF MGWG Report 

by dbhguru » Sat Nov 23, 2013 10:11 am  

Hi All, 

 

  The AF MGWG had its monthly telephone 

conference yesterday. We discussed the history of the 

National Register, the origin of the 1/4th crown 

spread factor, a database of maximums, when Level 4 

Cadre members would be called in to settle a dispute 

or measure a challenging tree, etc. I had  presented by 

email an extract of trees in the National Register 

database that were greatly mis-measured. We 

discussed the politics of challenging measurements 

passed up the line through state coordinators. It was a 

productive meeting. 

 

   What emerged through the discussions clearly for 

me is the overwhelming need for a national database 

of species maximums. The AF coordinator is often 

put in difficult political situations in sending 

nominations back for re-measurement. The 

coordinator needs ammunition for situations when a 

nomination is turned back. Lack of compliance on 

submitting all the relevant information is one reason. 

That is largely procedural. But when it comes down 

to the measurements, the coordinator needs strong 

justifications for not excepting a nomination. People 

are going to get miffed. 

 

   Since we don't have the people power to cover the 

whole U.S. and re-measure every suspect candidate, 

continuing to compile a database of species 

maximums eventually organized at the state level 

would provide AF with a filter to identify suspect 

nominations. It would be one of the most valuable 

contributions NTS could make. 

 

  In the meantime, Don and I continue to press 

forward on guidelines for Level 4 measurers, i.e. the 

National Cadre.  

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

 

 

 

NTS Organizational Update 

by dbhguru » Sat Oct 19, 2013 5:11 pm  

NTS, 

 

     As may of you know, for several years, we have 

been treating NTS as an arm of Friends of Mohawk 

Trail State Forest (FMTSF), a 501c3 organization. 

The reason for this was if we wanted to raise money 

for a cause or project, FMTSF gave us an 

organizational umbrella. The organizational 

affiliation also served us in projects between NTS 

and the Great Smoky Mountain National Park and the 

Blue Ridge Parkway. However, beyond those 

connections, there has never proven a long term need 

for the NTS-FMTSF affiliation. We accomplish our 

goals as NTS through volunteer efforts. Additionally, 

the FMTSF connection seems odd, since the mission 

of FMTSF is local to Massachusetts. As a 

consequence, NTS will no longer be organizationally 

connected to FMTSF. Ed has removed the references 

to FMTSF from the website and BBS.  

 

    We began as an Internet interest group and it is my 

I hope that we will remain so. If we absolutely need 

to establish ourselves as a separate not-for-profit 

group, we can pursue that course. Several among us 

favor NTS as a not-for-profit. But speaking only for 

myself, I have not seen a need to move in that 

direction. What drives us is our passion for trees. By 

utilizing the Internet, we are able to explore and share 

our tree mission and connections without the 

encumbrances of a formal not-for-profit organization 

with its required legal apparatus, an apparatus that 

eventually defines the organization as more inside 

than outside. I vote to keep the state and federal 

government out of NTS. BTW, I encourage anyone 

who hasn't done so to look at the federal rules and 

regulations governing not-for-profits?   

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5870#p26338
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=281&t=5787#p25845
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26338#p26338
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25845#p25845
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Updated Live Oak Listing 

by Larry Tucei » Mon Nov 18, 2013 5:00 pm  

An updated Live Oak listing with the newest 

members that Brian Beduhn's measured recently at 

Drayton Hall Plantation and Magnolia Plantation. 

The listing is now at 234 Live Oaks with CBH of 19' 

or greater. One of the Live Oaks at Drayton Hall 

Plantation Oak measured to 30' 5.5"!!!  The Live Oak 

does not reach this size often, the listing only 

contains 12 and I have measured nine of these.   

 Larry 

   

Copy_of_Copy_of_Live_Oak_Project_2007

0524.xlsx  

 

 

Delta National Forest Part I 

Sweetgum Natural Research Area 

by Larry Tucei » Sat Nov 09, 2013 12:26 pm  

NTS- Delta National Forest is the only remaining 

tract of Bottomland Forest in Ms that one existed all 

along the River. The Forest contains 60,898 acres of 

typical Bottomland species of trees. I visited the 

Sweetgum Research Natural Area located on the 

northern end of the Forest near campsite 6. Most of 

the Forest Canopy around this area was in the 120's 

but in the Research Area it reached mid 130's. I plan 

to come back in the winter and do a more in depth 

study of this fantastic place. The Forest here is very 

similar to Congaree in South Carolina. One 

difference there are no Conifer species are growing 

here, maybe Cedar. The other two Research Areas 

may have trees the same age and size. It will take a 

couple of trips to get to all these different areas. Delta 

NF is approximately 6-7 miles wide and 20 miles 

long. 

The Green Ash-Overcup Oak-Sweetgum Research 

Natural Areas within the Delta National Forest are 

rare examples of a pristine bottomlands hardwood 

forest. I just went to the Sweetgum Area for some 

data on them. Sunflower Management Area is 

throughout the Forest so a Daily Permit is required 

for usage. There are lots of Hunting and Fishing 

activities as well as a few Campsites which I will stay 

at in the future. 

Let’s take a look at the Forest coming in from one of 

the Check-in stations on the northeast side. The next 

photo is of Campsite 6 which is on the northeast 

corner of the Sweetgum Research Area. The third 

photo shows an ATV trail that runs east to west on 

the north end of the area. Let’s get to the Trees. The 

Sweetgum Research Area is a 40 acre tract and I only 

walked around in maybe a quarter of it.  Many other 

species are growing here but the dominate tree was 

big Sweetgums. The first tree I measured just off the 

trail was only 122.5' tall with a CBH of 11' 8". Just to 

get a feel of my TruPulse 200 and my Prostaff 440. 

It's the first time I've used them both to measure 

trees. I then spied a whopper just south of this one. 

I'll call it Sweetgum 1, I was OMG! The CBH was 

14' 7.5" and the Height was 135.5'. I also did a Crown 

Spread of 66' x 103.5'  A real beast and up to then the 

tallest and largest Sweetgum that I had ever 

measured! I stayed at that tree what seemed like 

forever, I was stunned by its presence. South and a 

little west of this beast was another, it measured 13' 4 

and had a Height to 136.5' another record!  Since I 

was just scouting the area I went back to the 

Campsite and followed the ATV trail west for .5 

miles. The Forest is filled with trees in the 120 class 

and I measured a few other species. A nice Willow 

Oak of 124.5' with a CBH of 12' 6", another 

Sweetgum to 126' with a CBH of 13'7", also a 

Overcup Oak to 121.5' with a CBH of 11' 4'. I was 

getting hungry so I walked by to the Campsite and 

had lunch. I then went back over to the Researh Area 

for one more look at that area and spied a 

MONSTER even larger than my biggest of the day. I 

was OMG! again, this tree was massive! It measured 

CBH 17' 1", Height to 135.5' and Crown Spread 52' x 

84'. The mass went way up the trunk, this was one 

big Sweetgum! I must have stayed at this tree for at 

least an hour and hated to leave it but it was gettting 

late. The Forest is filled with Sweetgum, Willow 

Oak, Water Oak, Water Hickory, Mockernut 

Hickory, Honey Locust, Overcup Oak, Scarlet Oak, 

and Nuttall Oak. The understory had much 

Hornbeam and large Saw Palmetto was everywhere!! 

 To be continued-    Larry 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=9&t=5863#p26297
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=59
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12496
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12496
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=95&t=5840#p26157
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=95&t=5840#p26157
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=59
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26297#p26297
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26157#p26157
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Delta National Forest  

 

 
Check in Station  

 
Campsite 6  

 

 
Sweetgum 1 CBH 14' 7.5" Height 135.5'  

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12392&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12391&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12390&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12389&mode=view
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Sweetgum 1a  

 

 
Sweetgum 1b  

 

 
Sweetgum 2 CBH 13' 4" 136.5'  

 
Sweetgum 2a  

 

 
Willow Oak  

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12388&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12387&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12386&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12385&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12383&mode=view
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Sweetgum 3 CBH 13' 7" 126’ 

 

 
Overcup Oak  

 

 
The Monster Sweetgum 17' 1" 135.5'  

 

 
 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12382&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12381&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12379&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12378&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12377&mode=view
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Sipsey Wilderness in November 

by Zachary S » Thu Nov 28, 2013 7:44 pm  

ENTS... 

 

On the morning of November 16th, for my 23rd 

birthday, my grandfather and I took a trip a couple of 

counties over to the Sipsey Wilderness of the 

Bankhead NF, as we do with some regularity. The 

weather was expected to be cool and cloudy with rain 

beginning by late evening, with pockets of dense fog; 

however, we dealt with bouts of unexpected rain. 

This led to humidity being rather extreme, but also 

bathed the landscape in an ethereal mist that perfectly 

complemented the stark late-fall landscape. 

 

 

 

Fall color is well past peak here, and the cool and 

windy conditions as of late have helped the stragglers 

drop their leaves fairly quickly. But the Sipsey 

Wilderness is gorgeous in any season. 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=64&t=5887#p26433
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=122
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12376&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12375&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26433#p26433
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Steep bluffs on either side of the Sipsey River 

provide a beautiful and imposing frame for the dense 

old-growth forest located within their shadow. 

 

 

 

 

The Sipsey River Picnic Area trail, probably the most 

heavily traveled trail in this part of the park, does not 

contain the largest trees in the Wilderness, but 

nevertheless is flanked by very tall tuliptrees and 

beech, among others. Not having height measuring 

equipment, and until I get some assistance in college 

not being that great at the mathematics required 

anyway, I can't be certain, but many of the trees in 

the more sheltered prongs and coves easily top 100' 

with some poking past into the 120' range. Other 

areas of the Wilderness contain taller trees and an 

even greater diversity of species. Regardless, the tall 

leafless spires of tuliptree trunks pierce the 

November sky like sentries, their stark contrast in the 

low light giving a breathtaking character to this 

magical landscape. 
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The largest tree that I have personally measured on 

the trail is a chestnut oak, which if I recall is roughly 

14' around at breast height. It's located well above the 

trail, between a large boulder and the bluff that it fell 

off of eons ago. 
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Of course, relevant to the group and Eastern forests 

in general, the most notable facet of the forest in the 

Bankhead NF is the disjunct population of Eastern 

hemlock, reaching very near the southernmost point 

of their native range in this area. While a large chunk 

of the national forest, which extends well past the 

border of what one would consider the 'core' with 

old-growth forest into drier hardwood and pine 

forest, is relatively devoid of hemlock, the coves in 

the core of the park are full of hemlock. They form 

nearly pure stands in some areas, casting a shade so 

deep that noon feels like daybreak. The picnic area 

trail contains countless smaller hemlocks and several 

very large trees, 6-8' in circumference.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The forest here has an increasingly rare distinction - 

dense hemlock coves completely free of adelgid.  
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In my years of visiting the forest, I've yet to see a 

single sign of the dastardly invader... but they're 

coming. The Forest Service expects them to arrive in 

the Bankhead NF probably by 2015-2017, and if 

nothing is done, they will make short work of this 

very small isolated population. My talks with a 

ranger have led me to believe that they have not put 

forth much effort to prevent or treat the spread of 

adelgid; one person I talked to even said she didn't 

believe they would ever thrive here because of the 

humidity. Being familiar with GSMNP, I can assure 

anyone that humidity is NOT too much of a factor in 

keeping adelgids under control. 

 

 

 

Until then, though, the forest remains gorgeous and 

lively, with the only widespread mortality being in 

pines which fell victim to beetles during a drought a 

decade ago and various trees that have fallen in the 

many storms that have swept through the forest in the 

last few years. Some trails have been absolutely 

devastated by storms, particularly in April of 2011, 

but the picnic trail only has a handful of fallen trees 

here and there, most of which have been dislodged 

from shallow rooting in the rocks and bluffs that 

flank the valleys. 
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For anyone who loves forests, the Bankhead is a gem, 

and arguably the most beautiful place in the entire 

state. The rest of Alabama has some of the most 

intensive and frequent logging found anywhere, 

despite being mostly forested, and such an 

undisturbed swath of forest is easily discernible even 

on satellite views.  

 

 

 

It's an absolutely magical place to visit, and a true 

diamond in the rough in a state with very few pockets 

of virgin wilderness. It's definitely worth a visit, even 

in the shadow of GSMNP just six hours away. This 

wilderness on the very southernmost tip of 

Appalachia is truly a treasure worth preserving for 

future generations. 

 

These images plus several others can be found in an 

Imgur folder I made whilst writing this post. 

http://imgur.com/a/lYN5P 

 

- Z S 

 

 

 

http://imgur.com/a/lYN5P
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State Champion Tulip, KY's tallest 

by Yeti » Thu Oct 31, 2013 6:30 pm  

In 2010, 3 of us went down to the Cumberland falls 

area to visit the Tallest tree in Kentucky.  Still today 

the most fun i've had doing a climb.  We were able to 

park about .34 miles from the coordinate set we had. 

 Hands full of all sorts of gear we hike the dense 

rhododendron, big leave mags, and all sorts of 

stickers.  So while search for the tree we were all 

gazing skyward looking for a 174' monster, but we 

found none and once 200' away the coord set we 

started thinking something was wrong, instead things 

were just about to get amazing! 

                                         

                                        

We didn't realize we were standing on a 125' cliff 

face and were virtually eye level to the canopy of 

these monster.  So before we ventured down we 

decided to shoot lines into the tree from the cliff 

since we didn't know if the big shot would have been 

good enough to get us up from the base. 

                                         

                                        

 (Red) Parking N36 53.010 W084 26.883 

(Yellow) Shot our throw lines N36 53.141 W084 

26.572 

(Blue) Tree N36 53.144 W084 26.550 

 

Once our lines set, Duane Hook and Tom Robison 

went down to manage the lines below while I stayed 

up top.  Once lines were rigged and ropes were 

attached I made my way down.  From there we were 

met with with this massive cylinder trunk going up 

85' before the first branch. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=82&t=5808#p25988
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Duane Hooks Photo    

 

                         

Duane Hooks Photo          

 

From there we climbed to the top to drop a tape, 172' 

tall!, 18'7" circumference. 

 

                         

Duane Hooks Photo      

           

                

 

                                         

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12212&mode=view
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SeeLevel vs 3-Point Tan Method 

by dbhguru » Thu Nov 28, 2013 10:40 am  

Hi Folks,   As Don and I continue investigating and 

developing new measurement methods for AF to use 

in the big tree program, a few surprises are occurring. 

Basically, there are four levels of expertise to tree 

measuring that AF will recognize in the future. Level 

four is NTS of course, or NTS techniques. Level one 

is the general public. Levels two and three are State 

Coordinators and certifiers. These two levels will 

unquestionably continue to use tangent-based 

measuring methods for the foreseeable future. Some 

will graduate to pure Level four techniques, but AF 

will be left with a large force who stay with the 

current technology. To exclude the techniques and 

the people who use them is tantamount to torpedoing 

the whole program. So, change will come about but 

step at a time. So, can we help out at Levels one 

through three. Certainly.  

 

   The 3-point tangent method that treats the target as 

vertical has been built into lots of hypsometers. But 

the measurer must commit to a cost of $400 or more 

for the hypsometers that have this height method. 

Now take a look at the results one can get from a 

$2.00 iPhone app named SeeLevel. 

                                        

  This little app can serve well as a substitute for 

much more expensive hardware and software. I am 

inclined to see its use at Levels one and two. My 

judgement is at Level three, tangent-based 

measurements should require crown cross-

trianguation. However, the iPhone app is available at 

all levels and can serve as one of the training tools at 

Level Four. I should point out that the app is nowhere 

near as flexible as the hypsometer. Optics are not as 

good and the method of use to take a measurement 

has more sources of error, however ....... The results 

above were totally unexpected. Don and I will 

continue evaluating iPhone apps for potential value in 

the champion tree programs. Anyone care to pitch in 

with us? 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: SeeLevel vs 3-Point Tan Method 

by dbhguru » Mon Dec 02, 2013 6:37 pm  

Patty, 

 

  Patty, I second what Don said. At the very least, the 

Theodolite app has a clinometer function that beats 

mechanical clinometers, and this feature alone makes 

the app worth the investment. However, Theodolite's 

photo documentation features provide us with a 

blueprint for what we can expect in future apps for a 

peanut-sized investment.   

 

NTS, 

 

  So far this topic has involved only Don, myself, and 

Patty. We'd like to hear from others of you in terms 

of your experience with iPhone measuring apps. 

Theodolite isn't going to make laser rangefinders 

obsolete, but it is a good investment. It can easily 

outperform mechanical clinometers. So, if you have 

an iPhone, or comparable product already, $3.99 will 

get you a crack clinometer that is easy to use. Or is 

it? Well, that is where evaluations from others 

become important. I'm sold on Theodolite, and 

obviously so is Don, having first brought the app to 

our attention, but we need others to weigh in. It is 

only $3.99. 

 

  On a related topic, i.e. tree measuring, let me say 

that the American Forests initiative to update the 

National Register and overhaul tree measuring 

methodology is turning into an extremely serious 

endeavor. AF wants to get it right, and the march 

forward has just begun. There are plans to hold 

Webinar training sessions next year, as well as 

moving forward with four levels of measuring 

guidelines, and eventually a Level-4 certifier 

certification program. Serious stuff. However, we in 

NTS need to be patient. The movement forward must 

be calculated and deliberate. A lot of baggage must 

be discarded along the way, but not everyone who 

presently supports the champion tree program would 

agree that it is baggage. Some state coordinators may 

see changes at the AF level as threats to their 

programs, even though the state efforts are 

independent. Some coordinators will want to retain 

what has essentially been a low stakes big tree 

popularity contest that trivializes the original 

objectives of the program as expounded by Fred 

Besley.  

 

Moving the state lightweights into the rarified air of 

tangent versus sine, volumes, areas, cloud maps, 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5886#p26432
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5886#p26498
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26432#p26432
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12575&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26498#p26498
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photo measuring, reticles, gee whiz iPhone apps, etc., 

is no minor undertaking. A new type of state-level 

big tree coordinator must emerge for the states that 

are behind. However, at this juncture, the last thing 

AF can afford to do is launch a shiny new program 

that may please us in NTS, but generates a lot of state 

opposition. So, in the interim, we explore, debate, 

develop, and test, moving forward only after careful 

deliberation. What we don't compromise on is our 

forward direction. How much participation will we 

have in the process? 

 

  Of the active, working members of the AF MGWG, 

NTS members make up half, and as of this point, 

Don's and my participation accounts for most of the 

group's collective effort and the results obtained. 

During our group deliberations, I've promised support 

from NTS. As a minimum, those of you who have 

agreed to being Level 4 certifiers will be asked, from 

time to time, to measure challenging trees for AF. 

This represents NTS group-level participation at the 

minimum.  

 

  I am very pleased to say that Sheri Shannon looks at 

NTS as the Cadillac group of tree measurers - the 

avant garde, numero uno. She recognizes that there is 

a natural role for us to play as a source of 

independent support to American Forests. Despite 

past misgivings about the National Register on the 

part of many (including me), the day has come for us 

to lend our full support. We will always be an 

independent organization, but that does not preclude 

us from providing various kinds of support to AF. 

For example, beyond what Don and I are doing as 

part of the AF MGWG, and all of us acting as Level-

4 certifiers, an immediate service that we can perform 

is providing AF with maximum tree dimensions 

organized by species and state. Matt Markworth's and 

Jess Riddle's efforts are critical to this mission. We 

would continually update the list for ourselves and 

AF. But NTS support can go even further. 

 

  Michael Taylor's continued efforts to establish state-

of-the-art measuring methods assures us of not 

lapsing into stodginess, content in measuring tree 

heights and girths using basically three devices: laser 

rangefinder, clinometer, and D-Tape. The current use 

of LIDAR certainly shows our innovativeness, but 

we can move forward on other fronts as well. Think 

iPhone apps, photo-measuring techniques, testing of 

advanced equipment, etc., etc., etc. 

 

   And now to my final point, the National Register 

has its origins in forestry. Most of the tree measurers 

down through the decades have been foresters. In 

recent decades amateur big tree hunters have burst on 

the scene employing common forestry measurement 

methods. However, it has become increasingly 

apparent that tree measuring for timber purposes 

needs to be separated from tree measuring used to 

crown champions based on concepts of size that must 

balance girth, height, crown spread, and maybe in the 

future, volumes. In any move to effect a separation 

between the two approaches to measuring, NTS 

should play a pivotal role, because we are the 

Cadillac that Sheri that imagines us to be. Consider 

some of the key players who are widely known 

and/or carry big credentials. 

 

1. Dr. David Stahle, cofounder and Director of the 

Tree-Ring Laboratory, University of Arkansas, and 

one of the top dendrochronologists on the planet. 

 

2. Dr. Lee Frelich  Vice President of NTS and one of 

the top forest ecologists on the planet - no 

exaggeration. 

 

3. Dr. Don Bragg, Editor of the Bulletin of the 

Eastern Native Tree Society and research forester 

with the U.S.F.S. and the editor of SAF's prestigious 

Journal of Forestry. 

 

4. Will Blozan, President of NTS and one of the 

outstanding tree-climbing tree measurers on the 

globe. I could go on a long time listing his 

accomplishments, but I think most of you are aware 

of them. 

 

5. Don Bertollette, President of WNTS and retired 

research forester for the Grand Canyon National 

Park, plus important positions in the U.S, Forest 

Service. 

 

6. Dr. Neil Pederson of Columbia University's 

Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory who maintains 

the records of the oldest trees of each species. 

 

7. Dr. Robert Van Pelt, possibly one of the three most 

celebrated tree-measurers on the planet. 

 

8. Michael Taylor, Vice President of WNTS and one 

of the celebrated three top measurers. 

 

The above list gives us bragging rights, but it is 

reasonable to believe that there are players outside of 

NTS in the game. For example, were we to search the 

halls of academia, within the professional forestry 

organizations, and through government forestry 

agencies, I'm sure we could find high level 

measuring-monitoring stuff either being developed or 

presently going on, but none of it would be directed 

toward champion tree measuring. At least if there are 
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such efforts, they are being kept as deep secrets, and 

aren't doing AF any good. So, forging an alliance 

with American Forests, the Nation's oldest 

conservation organization and keeper of the National 

Register, is an absolute natural for NTS. I hope others 

of you agree. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Re: Greensboro-The Grande/Bluffs 

Neighborhoods 

by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 02, 2013 1:21 pm  

I noticed that there was a small patch of forest I 

hadn't covered yet and it turned out to be a rather 

large swath running the entire length of the 

neighborhood.  I didn't get the entire swath measured 

but found a few nice trees.  Greensboro, fortunately, 

has a habit of leaving swaths of forest intact between 

neighborhoods, at least on the northeast side of town. 

 Some of these forests are quite productive. 

 

lirio tulip            123.3'   119.6'  117.2'  121.3'  124.3' 

carya glabra        104.6'  110.0'  112.4'  120.8'  127.6' 

carya septr          108.2'  115.2' 

liquid styrac         120.8'  113.0' 

quercus rubra       110.5'   123.1' 

pinus echinata      102.2'    

pinus virginiana    104.9'   101.1'   

pinus taeda           125.1'   130.5' 

 

current Rucker leaders 

 

pinus taeda           130.5' 

carya glabra           127.6' 

lirio tulip                124.9' 

quercus rubra          123.1' 

liquid styraci            120.8' 

quercus alba             118.2' 

quercus velotina        118.2' 

carya ovalis               115.3' may be glabra 

carya septro              115.2' 

platinus occident       111.4' 

 

r10 = 120.52' 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pinchot 

by dbhguru » Tue Dec 03, 2013 11:53 am  

Hi All, 

 

  Last Friday, returning from Killingworth, CT, 

Monica and I detoured to check up on the Pinchot 

Sycamore in Simsbury. It had taken some big hits in 

storms over the past year. Well, its crown is sparser, 

but it is alive and kicking. Its girth is 28.0 feet and its 

height is down to 94 feet. I didn't do its crown spread, 

but that has shrunk to probably around 135 feet 

average. Here are two images of Connecticut's largest 

tree. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=106&t=4761#p26493
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=106&t=4761#p26493
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=300
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=161&t=5895#p26508
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=54
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26493#p26493
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26508#p26508
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http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12621&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12622&mode=view
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  With the loss of crown, the Pinchot's point total 

drops well below that of New York's Pine Plains 

behemoth. However, the Pinchot is one of the 

relatively modest number of eastern trees with a 

legitimate trunk circumference of 28 feet. The 

Pinchot's point total is around 463. The Pine Plains 

sycamore is 476.  

 

 

Robert T. Leverett 

 

Stout Grove Jedediah Smith 

Redwoods SP 

by mdvaden » Tue Sep 24, 2013 7:10 pm  

Sure glad I jumped on going to the redwoods with the 

100% chance of rain forecast. Got the best of sun and 

rain last weekend. Took my laser and camera to look 

for tall maples on the edge of Stout Grove. Here's a 

7am sunrise beaming down the Smith River at Stout 

Grove. 

 

And the following day, after a 3 hour rain deluge 

subsided, there was a wedding there. Man in focus is 

the photographer getting ready for photos after the 

ceremony. 

                                         

                                        

                
 

                                         

                                        

                

Ever seen the opening in Stout Tree, that some might 

describe like a coin slot? I was curious how big the 

cavity is. Can't get my whole camera in it, but did put 

a flash in there and fired it remotely. Sometime 

before the wound closes entirely, I want to 

disassemble my lens and attach it again on the inside, 

but need a step stool. 

 

There's a wooden chimney going up a ways, 

charcoal, spider webs etc.. Apparently Stout grove 

had a lot of fallen branches and stuff on the forest 

floor there once upon a time. Unless it was a 

lightning strike that burned downward. But I suspect 

flames from bottom upward judging by other trunks 

in the grove.                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5746&p=25605#p25565
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5746&p=25605#p25565
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=232
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25565#p25565
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12049&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12050&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12051&mode=view
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Here's a few more shots from this last weekend.          

                                        

                                        

Here's another photo from after dark using a little 

LED lighting ...     Mario Vaden 

                                         

       

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12052&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12053&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12072&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12073&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12075&mode=view
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New State Champ Bitternut Hickory 

by Tyler » Sun Dec 01, 2013 9:20 pm  

NTS, 

 

After leaving the shumard oak I found this huge 

bitternut hickory. 10' 11.5" X 141.1' X 58.5' ACS 69' 

Max. This tree is now the girth and height record for 

bitternut in the park. It also becomes the 10th species 

to reach 140'+ at CONG. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

                                        

                

 

New State Champ Shumard Oak 

by Tyler » Sun Dec 01, 2013 5:33 pm  

NTS, 

 

I also found this huge Shumard Oak while at the park 

a few weeks ago. I guess rediscovered is a better 

word. Will and Jess measured this one in 2006 to 17' 

1" X 141.6'. New measurements came in at  18' 1" X 

137.1' X 69' ACS (72' Max). I'm attributing the lower 

height to the canopy being in full leaf. The tree is in 

great shape except for some rot in the bottom six feet 

on one side of the trunk. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5894#p26486
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=75
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5890#p26478
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=75
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26486#p26486
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12614&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12615&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26478#p26478
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Tyler 

 

 

Big Black Spruce 

by wrecsvp » Wed Dec 04, 2013 2:23 pm  

In November I visited a large tract of Acadian Forest 

in the vicinity of Ayers Lake NB.  This forest has 

large and old examples of trees such as Hemlock, 

Red Spruce, Yellow Birch, Sugar Maple, White Ash, 

and Red Oak.  I have a few significant findings from 

this trip, which I will post here from time to time, 

somewhat mirroring posts made on facebook here 

https://www.facebook.com/AyersLakeAndSurroundi

ngForest. 

I start with this fantastic Black Spruce I measured 

there: with my nikon 550 I got a an even 100' tall and 

a CBH of 72.5".  Didn't measure the crown spread, 

but this is both taller and has a slightly larger bole 

than the largest one in the American Forests DB:     

http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/picea-

mariana/ lists a tree in NH at 93' tall with a 

cirucumference of 71" 

                                         

                                        

                

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=100&t=5900&p=26523#p26523
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=434
https://www.facebook.com/AyersLakeAndSurroundingForest
https://www.facebook.com/AyersLakeAndSurroundingForest
http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/picea-mariana/
http://www.americanforests.org/bigtree/picea-mariana/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12611&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12612&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26523#p26523
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12650&mode=view
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I've repeatedly seen the claim in books of Black 

Spruce being "a small tree, which occasionally attains 

100 ft" (or the equivalent 30 m), but I had never seen 

Black Spruce even close to that until visiting this site.  

I measured 3 out of about a dozen large-looking 

Black Spruce within easy hiking distance of this one 

and all were over 90'. 

 

A couple of other big Picea mariana from the same 

site:                                         

                        91' tall, 56" CBH                 

                

 

                                         

                        93' tall                 

                

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12655&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12656&mode=view
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Black Hills trip 

by Jess Riddle » Tue Dec 03, 2013 10:55 pm  

NTS, 

 

This narrative is mostly a travelogue. I’m posting it 

as a reference for anyone planning a trip to the area, 

and to provide some context for later reports on 

individual sites.   

 

I had been looking forward to a trip to the Black Hills 

for months.  Then, the week before I was to go the 

federal government shut down.  The shutdown closed 

the Black Hills National Forest, manager of most of 

the region’s public land, Wind Cave National Park, 

Jewel Cave National Monument, Badlands National 

Park, and much of my planned itinerary.  Fortunately, 

71,000 acres in the east-central Black Hills were still 

open thanks to Custer State Park. 

 

Wildlife, rock formations, and proximity to 

destinations like Mount Rushmore and the Badlands 

draw a multitude of visitors to the state park each 

year.  An 18 mile loop road that traverses the prairie 

dominated southern portion of the park provides 

opportunities to see buffalo, other large grazers, and 

prairie dogs.  In the northwestern corner, Needles 

Highway serpentines through the parks highest 

elevations providing both distant and up close views 

of the granite pillars that give the road its name. 

 

Then two days before I left for Custer State Park, an 

exceptional snow storm hit the region.  When I called 

the park for information the line was down, and a 

sign on the interstate stating the interstate was closed 

from 40 miles east of the Black Hills to the Wyoming 

state line was not reassuring as I drove to the park. 

 Fortunately for me, the interstate was cleared by the 

time I got there, and I set up my tent on top of the 

snow.  A foot had fallen on the eastern fringes of the 

mountains while the wetter northern hills received as 

much as four feet.  Compounding the storm’s impact, 

all the hardwoods still had their leaves.  Broken 

branches and snapped trunks were scattered about the 

campground, and 26,000 people lost power. 

                                         

                         

Campsite                 

                

 

Clear skies and rapidly rising mercury got the next 

day off to a promising start, and I headed to the 

visitor center to ask about road conditions and where 

I might see impressive trees.  That promise started to 

fade when I found the visitor center dark and closed. 

 Driving up through the park restored some optimism 

though as impressive rock cliffs, a picturesque lake, 

and well-formed, but obviously old, ponderosa pines 

tried to pull my attention from the road. 

                                         

                         

Legion Lake                 

                

 

Needles Highway, the most scenic and direct route to 

Mount Harney and the high elevation areas I wanted 

to explore, was closed, so I opted to see about the 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=123&t=5898#p26516
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26516#p26516
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12634&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12635&mode=view
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French Creek Natural Area, the lowest elevation 

destination on my hiking itinerary.  The pick-up trunk 

standing slumped against a tree at the start of the dirt 

road leading to the natural area seemed like an ill 

omen; but the road had been plowed, so I pressed 

forward.  But not for very long.  It quickly became 

apparent that the snow had left the road saturated, 

and being able to make it down a hill was no 

guarantee of being able to make it back up.  I 

reluctantly turned around and headed for the wildlife 

loop. 

 

Being at low elevation and in the full sun of the 

prairie, the wildlife loop posed much less of a 

challenge for my compact car.  I felt like a tourist on 

the Cades Cove loop road in the Smokies, but the 

buffalo and a prong horn were very obliging and 

prairie dogs turn out to be much more entertaining in 

person.   

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

                                        

                

 

Having made sure my camera felt useful, I headed 

east out of the mountains towards Buffalo Gap 

National Grassland.  The area between the Black 

Hills and the badlands is famous for Fairburn agates 

and fossils, but a soggy road again stopped me short 

of my destination.  The bodies of cows peeking out of 

snow drifts along the highway reminded me of the 

severity of the storm. 

                                         

                         

Helpful sign                 

                

 

Having struck out on my hiking and rockhounding 

attempts, I headed back to back to Custer State Park 

and a stand of Black Hills spruce.  Black Hills 

spruce, a variety of white spruce endemic to the 

Black Hills, apparently made a strong impression on 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12636&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12637&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12638&mode=view
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the people of South Dakota since it is the state tree. 

 The population is also of interest as a southern 

outlier of the species’ vast transcontinental range.  In 

driving around, the stand of spruce I saw grew along 

a small meandering stream at about 5100’ elevation. 

 The site’s relatively deep soils, good moisture 

supply, and low elevation for the species made me 

wonder if the spruce in the grove might be 

exceptionally tall.  Later measuring would prove the 

trees to be fairly average, but getting out my 

rangefinder made me feel like the trip was getting 

make on track.  On the way back to camp, I checked 

out a few of the larger ponderosa pines along the 

road.  They seemed to reliably reach 100’ if given 

adequate moisture supply, but 110’ seemed like a 

good target for the next day’s hike. 

 

I opened my tent the next morning and was greeting 

by a pair of deer walking along the opposite side of 

the stream.  Given that auspicious start, I decided to 

try for the French Creek Natural Area again.  I was 

relieved to find the roads much drier, and had no 

problem making it to the edge of the natural area. 

 The rest of the day went similarly well with French 

Creek providing both spectacular scenery and 

impressive forests. 

 

With confidence starting to revive, I set out the next 

morning for Mount Harney.  The highest point in the 

Black Hills, Mount Harney (7242’) is the highest 

peak east of the Rockies, and the one place everyone 

mentioned when I asked what I should see in the 

Black Hills.  The most popular approach is from the 

south, but I opted to try the north side.  I knew the 

snow would be deeper on the shady side of the 

mountain, but the topography also looked more 

promising for tall trees on the north side.  The north 

side of the mountain also hosts the Upper Pine Creek 

Research Natural Area, one of the oldest Research 

Natural Areas in the country. 

 

I arrived to find the Forest Service road to the 

trailhead unplowed.  I parked at a nearby KOA 

campground, which appeared shuttered for the season 

but somewhat disconcertingly was still playing music 

over their PA system.  The road to the trailhead was 

short, but I quickly encountered a new problem on 

the trail.  The early snow had snapped or bowed most 

of the smaller aspen and birch.  Since those species 

were abundant along the stream, the trail would run 

along in 50 yard spurts before disappearing into a 

mass of hanging crowns.   

                                         

                         

Hiking trail has seen better days.  So have 

the aspen.                 

                

 

I slowly looped around the worst of those areas 

through the understory moderately thick with spruce 

saplings.  Eventually, the trail headed away from the 

stream and out of the aspen crowns.  Unfortunately, 

the trail grew faintly until it disappeared into the 

snow on top of a small ridge.  I later learned an old 

logging road intersected the trail at a sharp bend, and 

I followed the straighter snow covered path.  Heading 

back towards the trail, I found myself on a broad 

open slope that had once been a pure ponderosa pine 

forest.  Mountain pine beetle recently reduced the 

stand to a pure snag forest.  Paint rings marked some 

standing snags for salvage logging, and fallen trees 

littered the slope. 

 

A rock outcrop on the next ridge afforded excellent 

views of Mount Harney and the craggy Elkhorn 

Mountain, and I decided I had had enough of 

scrambling over fallen trees and hoping the snow on 

the other side wasn’t hiding an ankle breaker.  From 

the outcrop I could also look down on the largest 

aspen of the day, 4’8” cbh x 72.4’.  That tree came 

through the storm largely intact, but many of the 

surrounding aspen were shredded.  The storm also 

snapped many pine saplings, which the beetle 

epidemic had passed over.  I scurried back to my car 

as quickly as the snapped trees and my cold, soaked 

feet would allow me hoping to have time for another 

short hike.  I did stop to measure one of the larger 

and taller pines, an 8’6” cbh x 118.5’ snag. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12639&mode=view
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Elkhorn Mountain                 

                

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

                         

4'8" x 72.4' aspen                 

                

 

                                         

                         

Not getting back fast                 

                

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12640&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12641&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12642&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12643&mode=view
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This time I started at the picturesque Sylvan Lake, 

the main access point for Mount Harney and several 

other destinations.  A thousand feet higher than my 

last trailhead, the snow was deeper.  A handful of 

intrepid souls, and one smart person with skis, had 

already ventured up the trail.  I literally followed in 

their footsteps, but the floor of footprint occasionally 

gave way leaving me in over my knees. 

 

The hike was simultaneously spectacular and 

disappointing.  Stunning massive rock formations 

studded the ridges around the small, gentle valley the 

trail ascended, and they were easily visible from the 

trail.  Unfortunately, that visibility was a result of 

recent near complete clearing of the valley bottom. 

 Custer State Park’s efforts to control mountain pine 

beetle seemed most intense in this area.  Thinning of 

pine stands was ongoing as I hiked up the trail.  The 

roar of chainsaws cut through the stillness. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

The sounds of chainsaws faded as the light began to 

wane.  I had to break trail myself for the final 

segment, but I reached my goal, a population of 

limber pines. I would have been upset if the snow had 

caused me to miss seeing that species, which I had 

never encountered before.  I scurried around 

hurriedly taking a few measurements and a bunch of 

photos before racing the sunset back to my car. 

 

I opted for a road walk the next day, thinking that 

although my boots were still soaked, warm-wet feet 

would be a pleasant change from cold-wet feet.  I had 

discovered that while the scenic Needles Highway 

was closed to vehicles, a plow had made a nice dry 

path up the middle of the road.  Walking the road 

turned out to be a great way to see the range’s higher 

elevations and enjoy the spectacular scenery without 

having to without having to worry about pesky little 

things like whether or not I was about to run into a 

rock wall.  By the end of the day, I was convinced 

on-foot was the most enjoyable way to take 

advantage of Needles Highway. 

                                         

                         

Simultaneous incentive to look away and to 

keep your eyes on the road                 

                

 

I went to sleep that night planning to stop by the 

Badlands and make another attempt at agate 

collecting on my way out the next day.  I was also 

hoping to squeeze in some measurements of the low 

elevation hardwoods.  The next day dawned wet, 

both outside and inside my tent.  Apparently the 

snow I set my tent up on had hidden a slight 

depression that funneled runoff right under my tent 

and my ground pad wasn’t in position to stop it. 

 However, I realized I had bigger problems as a gust 

of wind lifted up one side of my tent and tried to 

vacuum seal me and my gear.  If I didn’t break down 

my tent in a hurry, it might be broken down for me. 

 After ten minutes of dashing around in the lite rain 

and whipping wind, my tent was a filthy wet mess in 

the trunk and I was soaked. 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12644&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12645&mode=view
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Out on the plains, the temperature was losing to the 

wind, 39 to 55.  Agate hunting was out, but I didn’t 

know if I would ever get another chance to see the 

badlands.  For some strange reason, Badlands 

National Park was completely deserted when I 

arrived.  I pulled over at the first overlook, and 

literally staggered to keep my feet with each gust of 

wind.  I decided to keep my distance from the cliff 

top.  Below me and out of most of the wind, a thick 

stand of junipers, probably rocky mountain junipers, 

nestled between typical badlands cliffs.  I enjoyed the 

topography, but didn’t even attempt to see what was 

upwind of me.  Creamy coffee streams carried away 

little bits of the badlands in the ravines, and the heavy 

gray clouds and rain made the barren ridges 

simultaneously more foreboding and vivid.   

                                         

                                        

                

 

I didn’t stay much longer, because the main road 

through the park was gated.  However, I was detained 

a little while by a heard of goats crossing the road. 

 They didn’t look any more pleased with the weather 

than people were.   

                                         

                         

The goats are coming                 

                

                         

The goats are here                 

                

 

By the time I reached the Missouri River in the center 

of the state, the sun was shining down on an idyllic 

scene of scattered puffy white clouds and cows 

grazing on rolling hills.  

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12646&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12647&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12648&mode=view
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Jess 

 

 

New Tallest Tree--Britain and 

Northern Europe 

by pattyjenkins1 » Mon Sep 23, 2013 8:52 am  

Post just spotted on The Tree Register and sent to me 

by Michael Spraggon: 

14 September 2013 

New tallest tree 

 

A new title-holder for Britain (and northern 

Europe's) tallest recorded tree has just been 

identified by Rob Lynley, using the latest laser 

technology. 

 

A plantation of Douglas Firs at Coed Craig 

Glanconwy, just south of Betws-y-Coed in 

Snowdonia, was planted by the Forestry Commission 

in 1921. When I first saw these trees in 2005, the best 

were approaching 60m in height - a height at which 

older American conifers in Britain have slowed right 

down or stopped growing taller - but they still looked 

full of growing. 

 

In September 2013, the tallest measured by Rob is 

over 65m and most probably 65.4m to the tip of the 

long, slender leading shoot (very difficult to hit with 

the laser-beam). It grows in a dip by the Ffordd 

Craiglan road at SH79545570 and, barring 

accidents, should celebrate its first 70m around 

2020! 

 

http://www.treeregister.org/news.php 

 

Then a follow-up email from Michael: 

I will have to climb it before anyone else does. The 

Forestry Commission said I can climb their trees as 

long as I don't tell them until afterwards! (so black-

ops Ninja at dawn it is then.) 

Patty Jenkins 

 

 

Re: New Tallest Tree--Britain and 

Northern Europe 

by KoutaR » Wed Dec 04, 2013 11:12 am  

A new record for conifers in Europe has been found 

in Scotland: Douglas-fir 66.4 m (218 ft). 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/gbr/s ... 

ack/15298/ 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/discussion/#12

14 

 

 

2 amazing Southern Live Oaks in 

Florida 

by tclikesbigtrees » Sun Dec 08, 2013 12:24 pm  

Has anyone seen these 2 Southern Live oaks. The 

first one is in Lake Griffin State park. We were able 

to check it out up close and personal. It has to be one 

of the most amazing trees that I have been able to get 

close to. The second is the Cellon Oak in its own 

little park. Three weeks before we were there in 

August, it had been struck by lightning. 

Unfortunately, the park was closed for that reason. 

We were able to see the tree from the parking area 

though. We were not able to get close like we were 

with the other tree. But at least we could see it.  

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=196&t=5741#p25548
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=196&t=5741#p25548
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=582
http://www.treeregister.org/news.php
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=196&t=5741#p26519
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=196&t=5741#p26519
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/gbr/scotland/inverness/7375_reeligglenmoniack/15298/
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/gbr/scotland/inverness/7375_reeligglenmoniack/15298/
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/discussion/#1214
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/discussion/#1214
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5909&p=26600#p26600
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=72&t=5909&p=26600#p26600
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1041
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12649&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=25548#p25548
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26519#p26519
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26600#p26600
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Cellon Oak                 

                

                         

Cellon Oak                 

                

 

                                         

                         

Lake Griffin State Park                 

                

                         

Lake Griffin State Park                 
                

 

Black Hills forests 

by Jess Riddle » Fri Dec 06, 2013 8:18 pm  

NTS, 

 

The Black Hills are black as pine.  Ponderosa pine 

(Pinus ponderosa var. scopulorum) covers the 

mountains from low elevations to high elevations, 

from north facing slopes to south facing slopes, from 

streamside to ridge-top.  This island of piney forest 

rises out of a vast prairie sea, now used as rangeland, 

thanks to the rainfall induced by the mountains’ base 

3000 foot base to summit rise. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=123&t=5904#p26575
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12705&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12704&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12703&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12702&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26575#p26575
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Ponderosa pine covered slope.  Hardwoods 

in midground are mostly planted and 

foreground actively managed.                 

                

 

While ponderosa pine covers some slopes and ridges 

without interruption, especially at lower elevations, 

on sites with more reliable moisture other tree species 

frequently add diversity to the forest.  Bur oak and 

green ash line the low elevation streams and 

sometimes entirely displace ponderosa pine.  Along 

with the Eurasian white willow, the plains 

cottonwood and peachleaf willow that shade the 

rivers flowing through the adjacent prairies grow 

scattered among the more abundant ash and oak. 

 Moving up the streams, all of the lowland 

hardwoods become scarce except for bur oak, but 

paper birch takes their place.  Bur oak grows 

throughout alluvial flats bordering the streams while 

paper birch clings more closely to stream-sides and 

nearby steep, shaded slopes.  Above about a mile in 

elevation, paper birch begins to spread farther from 

the streams, the bur oak population thins, and 

quaking aspen and black hills spruce, a variety of 

white spruce, become common riparian trees. 

 Ascending to the highest elevations, spruce becomes 

less topographically restricted and replaces ponderosa 

pine on moist sites. 

                                         

                         

Hardwood lined low elevation stream.  Most 

of the trees are green ash with a few larger 

cottonwoods.  Ponderosa pine on the foothill 

in the background.                 

                

                         

Bur oaks along French Creek                 

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12661&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12662&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12663&mode=view
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Ponderosa pine on rocky slopes and paper 

birch lining a small tributary                 

                

 

                                         

                         

Black Hills spruce                 

                

 

In addition to these common trees, a few species 

grow in association with extreme topography or as 

isolated individuals.  American elm, common in 

floodplain forests to the south and east, grows at very 

low densities along low elevation streams.  Similarly, 

the western riparian species narrowleaf cottonwood 

grows in a few small colonies along mid-elevation 

streams.  Rocky Mountain juniper grows on some 

large, north facing cliffs.  The wide ranging 

lodgepole pine grows in a few isolated populations. 

 Finally, South Dakota’s only population of limber 

pine, typically found at high elevations in the Rockies 

or Cascades, grows at the base of a high elevation 

cliff. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12664&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12665&mode=view
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Narrowleaf cottonwood                 

                

 

Woody shrubs are as at least as diverse as trees on the 

scale of both individual stands and the entire black 

hills.  On rocky sites common juniper is often… 

common.  As in other parts of its vast range, that 

species often associates with bearberry and 

buffaloberry.  At the opposite topographic extreme, 

willows frequently dominate swampy areas, either 

interior willow at low elevations or a different 

species (bebb?) at high elevations.  On other mesic 

sites, a serviceberry and a clonal cherry are often 

common.  On more intermediate sites, snowberry, a 

rose, and a ninebark are common. 

                                         

                         

Rose                 

                

 

Like many forests in semi-arid climates or other 

moisture limited settings, Black Hills forests are 

relatively open with the canopy often not quite 

closing.  Bur oak on low elevation alluvial flats and 

black hills spruce on alluvial flats with a high water 

table sometimes produce closed canopy stands, but 

rocky soils leading to woodland densities are much 

more common.  The vertical structure is often 

similarly sparse with a single well developed canopy 

layer.  Ponderosa pines may be twice as tall as the 

associated oaks and birch, but the hardwoods tend to 

grow between the scattered tall pines rather than as a 

midstory underneath them.  Moderately dense pine 

regeneration can produce a distinct understory, but 

that regeneration tends to be patchy.  Similarly, 

shrubs are scattered or patchy with bearberry and 

common juniper most likely to grow in large patches. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12666&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12667&mode=view
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Pondersoa pine and bur oak riparian forest 

with a few paper birch on the streams edge   

              

                

 

A quick glance from any overlook or many trails 

around Mount Harney, the highest peak in the Black 

Hills, reveals recent dramatic changes in forest 

structure and composition.  Mountain pine beetle has 

killed most of the ponderosa pine at high elevations 

over the past decade leaving mountain sides covered 

in skeletal forests.  However, the beetle does not 

attack young trees, and unlike many pests and 

pathogens that are currently devastating forests, 

mountain pine beetle is a native species.  The large 

scale of the recent outbreak has been attributed to 

drought and high stand densities stressing the trees. 

 In response, Custer State Park, which managers a 

small percentage but still large area the Black Hills, 

is now thinning all their high elevation stands and 

either burning or leaving the cut trees.  Historically, 

fires would have limited pine regeneration and kept 

stand densities lower. 

                                         

                         

North side of Mount Harney.  Green trees 

are a mix of ponderosa pine and black hills 

spruce while dead trees are ponderosa pine.   

              

                

                         

Ponderosa pine forest with abundant 

regeneration                 

                

 

Fire suppression and logging changed the age 

structure of Black Hills forests before the recent 

mountain pine beetle epidemic, but the Black Hills 

did not undergoing clearing to the same degree as 

eastern mountains.  While the lowest elevations were 

clear-cut perhaps a century ago and flat areas hold 

younger forest actively managed for timber, even 

within the state park, areas only moderately rugged 

contain at least scattered old trees.  Pines over 200 

years old are easily seen from state highways as they 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12668&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12669&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12670&mode=view
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wind through rocky creek basins, and old-growth 

stands with pines reported to be over 600 years old 

remain on some inconspicuous rocky hills. 

                                         

                         

Old ponderosa pine                 

                

 

                                         

                         

Another old pine                 

                

 

These descriptions are based on my observations in 

and around Custer State Park in the east-central 

Black Hills.  Different patterns of species abundance 

and distribution may occur in the wetter northern 

Hills or other parts of the mountain range. 

 

Jess Riddle 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12671&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12672&mode=view
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Jay Cooke State Park 

by Larry Tucei » Sat Dec 07, 2013 3:50 pm  

NTS,  Jay Cooke State Park in Minnesota is loaded 

with big White Pine, Red Pine, Hemlock, Black 

Spruce, Poplar, Ash, Red Oak, Maple, Northern 

White Cedar and Balsam Fir. I measured several 

White, and Red Pine during a recent visit to the Park. 

 The severe rains there a couple of years ago washed 

away the road, some slopes and their famous 

swinging bridge. It has since been rebuilt and the 

road into the Park is partially open. I came in on the 

east side at Oldenburg Parkway and stopped at a pull 

over to measure some trees I’d seen in the past. The 

terrain here is very steep and overlooks the St Louis 

River. The temperature was 15 degrees and very 

windy making the temperature around 0.                     

                    I went up and down some steep hills and 

measured White Pine to 105’, and Red Pine to 92.5’. 

The White and Red Pine dominated the area with an 

understory of Maple, Oak, Balsam, Ash, and Cedar in 

the 70’- 80’ range.  It was a fantastic site and needs 

some more exploration. The Whites were all 

averaging in the 100’ range with CBH’s near 12’. 

The place is loaded with big trees and I just scratched 

the surface here.                                                           

White Pine #1 was 91’ tall with a CBH of 10’ 7”, 

White #2 was 96’ and CBH 11’ 7”, White #3 was 

100.5’ with CBH 9’ and White Pine #4 was 103.5’ 

and CBH 10’ 4”. Red Pine #1 had a height of 87.5’ 

CBH 6’ 5” and Red Pine #2 Height 92.5’ and CBH 7’ 

5”.  Given the severe climate here these are some big 

trees and I would imagine them to be in the 100-200 

year old class.                                                               

                                         Lat  N 46 39.989  Long  W 

92 17.096 and Elevation was 770’. 

http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/state_parks/ ... index.html 

                                         

                         

St Louis River                 

                

                                         

                         

Red Pine #2                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=94&t=5907&p=26587#p26587
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=59
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/state_parks/jay_cooke/index.html
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26587#p26587
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12680&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12681&mode=view
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Red Pine #2                 

                

                                         

                         

Red Pine #1                 

                

                                         

                         

Red Pine #1                 

                

                                         

                         

Red and White Pine                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12682&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12683&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12684&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12685&mode=view
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Red Pine, Cedar and White Pine                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 4                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 4                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 4                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12686&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12687&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12688&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12689&mode=view
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White Pine 4                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 3                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 3                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 3                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12690&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12691&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12692&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12693&mode=view
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White Pine 2                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 2                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 1                 

                

                                         

                         

White Pine 1                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12694&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12696&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12697&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12698&mode=view
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Washout                 

                

                                         

                         

Washout                 

 

 

Re: Jay Cooke State Park 

by Larry Tucei » Tue Dec 10, 2013 8:52 am  

Thanks Bob, I really enjoy the Northwood’s. Like 

you say it has to be a really good site and the Whites 

are over 200 years old as at Cathedral Pines, with 

trees to 153'. Like this bad boy. I can only imagine 

what the northern Forests were like when filled with 

White Pines such as this one and much taller before 

the Paleface.   Larry 

                                         

                                        

                                         

                                        
                                         

                                        

                

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=94&t=5907&p=26587#p26628
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=59
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12699&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12700&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26628#p26628
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12738&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12739&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12740&mode=view
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Fall Brook Natural Area, Salt 

Springs State Park, PA 

by George Fieo » Sat Dec 07, 2013 12:47 pm  

NTS, 

 

I made a road trip up to Salt Springs State Park on 

11/12/2012.  The parks main attraction is the Fall 

Brook Natural Area that features a steep gorge with 

several small waterfalls surrounded by old growth 

eastern hemlocks.  Hemlocks 8' in girth and 90' in 

height are common.    Hemlocks above the east side 

of the gorge are repeatedly battered by the elements. 

 Dead falls, snags, and blown out tops with 

reiterations create large canopy gaps where hemlock 

recruitment is high.  Unfortunately the largest 

hemlock I saw was down and had a girth of 11.1'. 

The tallest hemlock grows on the east wall of the 

gorge at mid slope and measured 10.6' x 125.6'.  

 

 

The main purpose of this trip was to see and 

document these old hemlocks.  Some are more than 

300 years old.  I did take lots of photos but they are 

locked in laptop that no longer works.  Sorry.  There 

were not enough species within the natural area to do 

a RHI10. 

 

 

Species                            GBH          Height         

 Comment   

A Basswood                      7'              89.4' 

A Basswood                      6.3'           110.2' 

A Beech                           6.4'           96.9' 

Bigtooth Aspen                5.5'           78.3' 

Bigtooth Aspen                4.2'           79.3' 

Black Cherry                    8.1'           92.3' 

Black Cherry                    9.1'           112.9' 

E Hemlock                      11.1'                               

 Stump 

E Hemlock                      10.6'          90.7'               

Top out 

E Hemlock                      10.4'          91.1'  

E Hemlock                      8.7'            100.7'             

Top out 

E Hemlock                     ~8'              100.7'     

E Hemlock                     ~9'              110.8' 

E Hemlock                      9.6'            112.3' 

E Hemlock                      8.4'            122.6' 

E Hemlock                      10.6'          125.6' 

E Hophornbeam              1.8'            48.6' 

E Hophornbeam              1.2'            52.5' 

Red Maple                      7.1'            102.2' 

Striped Maple                 NA             47.4' 

Striped Maple                 1.7'            58'                 

 GBH @ 4.5' of largest stem 

 

George 

 

South Dakota limber pines 

by Jess Riddle » Mon Dec 09, 2013 8:22 pm  

NTS, One of my priorities when I visited the Black 

Hills was to see the only native stand of Limber Pine 

in South Dakota, which is also the easternmost stand 

of the primarily Rocky Mountain species.  The limber 

pines seem to have garnered more attention than most 

disjunct plant populations.  The National Park 

Service designated the grove a Registered Natural 

Landmark, and the trees are pointed out in trail 

descriptions and signs at the trailhead. 

                                         

                                        
                

 

The pines’ spectacular setting probably accounts for 

some of the attention.  The grove of about 200 trees 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=150&t=5906&p=26580#p26580
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=150&t=5906&p=26580#p26580
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=73
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=123&t=5916#p26619
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26580#p26580
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26619#p26619
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12732&mode=view
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grows at the foot of one of the most famous rock 

formations in the Black Hills.  The Cathedral Spires 

rise over 300’ out of the shoulder of Mount Harney. 

 The horse tooth like rock pinnacles run southwest-

northeast and the pines grow mostly on the north side 

of the east end.  That puts the pines in a classic 

location for a disjunct population; shade from the 

cliffs combines with high elevation, 6600-6800’, to 

produce a regionally exceptional microclimate. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

                                        

                

 

The limber pines grow in an open forest amongst 

many Black Hills spruce and a few ponderosa pines. 

 Common juniper, bear berry, and prostrate, shrubby 

spruce grow amongst scattered rocks on the forest, 

and spend the winter buried under snow. Custer State 

Park recently thinned the stand to deter mountain 

pine beetle infestation, but they marked the limber 

pines beforehand to prevent accidental cutting.  In 

addition to a ring of blue flagging and a numbered 

aluminum tag, each limber pine sports what looks 

like a blank business card in a clear plastic sleeve 

nailed to the trunk.  Behind each card in the sleeve is 

a sheet of webbing.  I assume the webbing is 

impregnated with pheromones to deter pine beetle 

attack.  

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12731&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12733&mode=view
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I had too little time to thoroughly explore the stand, 

but I tried to locate the tallest and thickest 

individuals.  The largest trees I located were 3’5” cbh 

x 48.0’ and 3’11” x 40.6’. 

                                         

                         

3'5" cbh x 48.0' tall limber pine                 

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12734&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12735&mode=view
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3'11" cbh x 40.6' tall limber pine                 

                

 

A study on the population that Thilenius published in 

1970 gives us an unusual opportunity to compare 

current maximum sizes in the stand to the largest 

from decades ago.  He recorded trees up to 43.5’ tall 

(no measurement method given) and 17.9” dbh, 

though he also mentions a 24.0” snag.  Coring proved 

to be a good way to find hollow trees, be he found up 

to 175 rings on a core. 

                                         

                         

An adjacent rock outcrop with a stray limber 

pine just visible clinging to the right hand 

edge                 

                

 

Jess 

 

Thilenius, J. F. (1970). An isolated occurence of 

limber pine (Pinus flexilis James) in the Black Hills 

of South Dakota. American Midland Naturalist, 

84(2), 411-417. 

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12736&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12737&mode=view
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My Rangefinders TruPulse200X, 

Leica and Nikon 

by Karlheinz » Sat Dec 07, 2013 10:07 am  

Hi measuring Folks, 

 

 Now that I am measuring the height of tall European 

trees for more than two years, I would like to report 

about my experiences with my instruments. I have 

the following rangefinders with built-in 

inclinometers: 

 

       Leica Disto D8                (bought in July 2011 ) 

       Nikon550AS                (bought in Sept. 2012 ) 

       TruPulse200X                (bought in Nov. 2013 ) 

 

With the Leica I was not satisfied because sine 

measurement to the top of tall trees was successful 

only under particularly favorable conditions (no 

wind, twilight). With the Nikon finally I was no 

longer satisfied, because the inclinometer fidgets so 

much, the measurement result is too dependent on 

experience, skill and a steady hand of the measurer.  

 

Now for a few days the TruPulse200X is new to the 

market and I was able to get one of the first units 

(firmware version 1466), thanks to good relations to 

the German distributor. Main reason for buying this 

expensive device was the expectation of being able to 

measure treetops more easily and accurately than 

before.  

 

 

 

1) My first, preliminary report on experience with 

TruPulse200X 

                                         

                                        

                

 

Exactly these above-mentioned expectation does the 

TP200X fulfill! After my first test experience, I can 

say that the measurements are accurate and 

reproducible, but concrete comparison measurements 

with Leica set as the reference are still pending. 

Distance is displayed in increments of 1 cm and 

inclination in steps of 0.1 ° (Leica shows on in steps 

of 1 mm and 0.05 °). The Filter Modes "Closest", 

"Farthest" and "Gate" work effective. Hiding 

unwanted reflections when measuring through 

cluttered environments succeeds in surprising many 

situations where my other devices have long ceased. 

The effort to search for a reasonably free measuring 

corridor should thus be much lower in the future. 

Whether or to what extent the accuracy decreases 

when measuring with filter functions through clutter, 

I can’t judge yet. 

 

The automatic adjustment of the laser at the distance 

and the reflective qualities of the target works well 

and easily. According to the manual the TP200X is 

specified for a measurement range of 0 m to 2,500 m. 

Such large range is not available with the other 

devices. I was able to test that the laser actually does 

not need any minimum distance, it measures from 

just a few centimeters. - But this specification of the 

manufacturer is misleading! The built-in scope can’t 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5905#p26577
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5905#p26577
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=773
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26577#p26577
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12676&mode=view
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focus at close range below about 10 meters, it has no 

setting option for distance. The ring on the eyepiece 

is intended to focus the in-scope display. Thus, 

precise sighting and the differentiation between 

closely-spaced small targets in this distance range is 

no longer possible. Relying on this specification I had 

expected, I can use the TP200X in tape-drop actions 

for measuring the rest to the top. After climbing to 

the crown of a beech I wanted to scan their tips. But 

whether it still makes sense with the washed-out 

target image is doubtful. 

 

The scope of the TP200X has in contrast to Nikon a 

high-quality optics, the clear view through the scope 

is less tiring and can be used also in twilight. Also for 

digiscoping the scope of TP200X is well suited. LTI 

offers an iPhone holder, but totally overpriced with $ 

300. I 'll probably try it with a self-construction, 

where I can flip a compact camera in front of the 

eyepiece. I think that in future we will see more 

target photos taken through the eyepiece of a scope. 

 

The laser of the TP200X is an infrared pulse laser. 

About beam width you will not find any information 

in the technical specifications. Derrick Reish from 

LTI did not respond to my emails. The German 

distributor Breithaupt told on request: The laser spot 

of the TP200X is an ellipse, at 50 m distance 10 cm 

wide and 7.5 cm high. Thus, the beam is about three 

times wider than on the Leica. The beam width is 

always a compromise. With a wide beam you do not 

need to aim so accurately, but it may not select small 

targets separately. I prefer a narrow beam like the 

Leica has it. 

 

 

I do not want to conceal: The TP200X leaves an 

ancient impression on me. The development of 

modern electronic equipment from computer and 

smartphone technology seems to have gone 

completely past at the TruPulse. A much more 

modern impression makes, for example, the new 

Leica Disto D810 with touch-screen display, where 

menus, measured values and target photos are clearly 

displayed and stored in the device. 

The TP200X has no display on the housing. Only 

when looking through the scope you will see an 

illuminable, rough structured internal display. It 

shows the crosshair for envisaging the target and 

various icons and after the measurement one each 

measured or calculated value. The four belonging 

together values of a measurement point can’t be 

represented together at same time. They can only be 

displayed stepwise singly one after by pressing an 

arrow key. 

 

After 90 seconds all values will be deleted. I found 

no way to stop or to delay this expiration. If you want 

to write down all four values, you need quickly and 

cleverly play with your eyes switching between 

eyepiece and book and your hands switching between 

button, book and pen. I hope that this problem can be 

solved via firmware update. But that is not so easy, 

the unit must be returned. 

 

I have not found a solution as I can document this 

four values of one measurement point. When copying 

by hand, errors can creep in, this is no 

documentation. Should I take, for example, four 

individual photos through the eyepiece after each 

measurement? With Leica and Nikon I can do it by 

taking one photo of the external display, with Leica 

also later by retrieval from memory. Nevertheless, a 

device of this price range should offer more! The 

transmission of a measured value via Bluetooth or 

serial port is apparently possible only during 

measurement. I have not tested this, because I would 

have to carry and set up a corresponding receiving 

device out in the woods. That would be another story. 

Why doesn't LTI install a memory chip so that I can 

retrieve the data on my PC at home later? 

 

The operation principle of TP200X with the four 

push-buttons is learned fast. However, I have 

continuously difficulties in finding the keys with my 

fingers without visual control. I wished for better 

palpable keys and I think the arrow keys are 

ergonomically unfavorably arranged. Probable the 

designers have prevailed over the engineers. The 

enclosed neck strap I would not trust, I fear the 

expensive device could be pulled out from the 

buckle. 

 

The manual is currently available only in the English 

version as a pdf file. Here, as usual, the three-point 

measurement method is described again as the 

standard method for tree height measurement. To the 

inherently much higher accuracy of the two point 

sine measuring method isn't pointed out. So that once 

again is preprogrammed that crowds of foresters in 

spite of precise measuring instruments again will 

produce only second-class readings. They have 

learned and internalized that the forest-customary 

measurement towards treetop only needs the angle. In 

the past when good devices for sine measurements to 

treetop not were available, the three-point 

measurement had its authorisation. At least now with 

the abilities of TP200X the situation has changed. 

But apparently LTI has not the courage to enlighten 

this large group of their customers in the forestry and 

timber industry, it might be understood as an 

unreasonable instruction. 
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It would be interesting to compare with the previous 

model TP200 and whether the significant additional 

expenditure for the TP200X are worthwhile. On this 

topic someone should speak who knows both 

devices. 

 

 

 

2) My experiences with the Leica Disto D8 

                                         

                                        

                

 

The Leica Disto D8 measures with a tightly focused 

red laser beam (6 cm in diameter per 100 m), which 

is visible as a red point when hitting an object. With 

visual contact to this red point of impact you can 

steer the beam accurately at a target. Perhaps field 

glasses will render good services here. Thus even thin 

twigs can be targeted and measured selectively to the 

millimeter. This is more accurate than aiming by the 

crosshairs of the TP200X. Alternatively you can use 

the built-in digital aim camera with 4x-zoom for 

targeting. 

 

If one assumes the specifications of the 

manufacturers, the Leica measures by a factor of 40 

more accurate than the TP200X, especially in the 

near distance range up to 10 meters. By comparing 

measurements with steel measuring tape I was able to 

convince me that this high accuracy in the mm range 

really is achieved. Even with larger distances to good 

reflecting targets each repetition of the measurement 

leads to almost identical values. From such a 

reproducibility of the measured values Nikon owners 

can only dream about! 

 

The display shows the distance in meters to three 

decimal places (mm). For better clarity and because I 

do not need the millimeters when measuring trees, in 

the options menu I have reduced the display by one 

decimal place to show only the centimeters (cm).  

 

For reasons of eye safety the power and thus the 

range is limited. A measurement to treetop succeeds 

in bright daylight to about 20 m, at twilight I had 

success up to 80 m. But with such weak targets at the 

limit of what is possible, the measurement accuracy 

decreases. For reflective targets in shaded woods the 

measuring range is about 200 m. The photo shows 

the measurement setup with Leica and rifle scope to 

the top of Bavaria's highest tree, which is a Douglas 

Fir.  

                                         

                         

Sine-measuring the treetop of Bavarias 

tallest tree, with Leica Disto D8 and rifle 

scope, with no wind and at twilight  

<http://www.monumentaltrees.com/de/deu/b

ayern/aschaffenburg/6889_imkaltengrundabt

eilunglangruck/13867/>                 

                

 

 

3) My experiences with the Nikon550AS 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12674&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12673&mode=view
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The Nikon measures like the TruPulse with an 

invisible pulse laser. Beside the display in the 

eyepiece it has yet an additional display outside of 

the housing, where all values of a measurement point 

are clearly displayed. It has no internal memory for 

permanent storage of measured values. The measured 

values fall irrevocably when turning off the device. 

This occurs automatically when more than 30 

seconds no key has been pressed. It is specified as a 

handheld device and has no tripod mount. There is no 

specific measurement accuracy guaranteed. The 

height is displayed in increments of 20 cm. This is 

compared to the other devices just little and 

particularly unsatisfactory at close range. Below 10 

m measurement is not possible, the range is up to 500 

m. The more expensive Nikon Forestry Pro 

additionally masters the three-point measurement 

program, it brings in my opinion no rewarding 

benefits. Higher measurement accuracy do I get by 

mounting on tripod using a self-made rubber mount. 

 

 

 

4) Summary 
 

The Leica convinces by unsurpassed accuracy at 

short to medium distances. Due to its limited range, it 

is as the only instrument for tree height measurement 

less advisable. The TruPulse has its strengths at 

medium to long distances and under difficult 

conditions. Nikon is the affordable entry-level 

device. 

 

As the great difference in price can be expected, the 

TruPulse200X is the Nikon clearly superior in all 

measurement disciplines. Anyone who previously has 

struggled with the Nikon in dense forest to find a 

measurement position with reasonably clear line to 

the treetop, will be surprised now how easily a 

measurement with the TP200X succeeds. The filter 

functions to penetrate clutter are convincing. You can 

combine the filter modes Farthest and Gate, that I 

found is the best to penetrate clutter. I think this is a 

step forward in measuring technology. However, I do 

not know how well the previous TP200 already could 

handle the job with the filter mode Farthest. 

Somebody who owns both TruPulses should 

comment. On the other hand, you should also not 

expect any miracles from the filter functions, 

somewhere there are limits. 

 

At Nikon I stated the tolerance range when 

measuring a tall tree with about 1% (up to 2%). At 

TP200X I hope to be able to reduce the tolerance 

down to +/- 0.2%. Whether this assessment is correct, 

remains to be seen in future. Comparative 

measurements with other instruments or other 

measurement methods are still required. Our most 

precise so far measured values we believe to have 

achieved with the tape-drop method, there we 

estimate the tolerance also at about +/- 0.2%. 

 

 

The ability to measure the distance to the treetop 

directly, easily and reliably, even under difficult 

conditions, and with high measurement accuracy, 

that's the really big plus point of the TP200X. None 

of the other devices that I know can match that. I 

wouldn't like to do without the TP200X anymore! 

There I have to accept its old-fashioned 

inconvenience and weakness at close range. 

 

For measurements in trunk and forest floor areas, in 

particular for the calibration of intermediate reference 

points and at short distances the Leica Disto D8 (or 

D810) is by far the most accurate and my preferred 

instrument. In future will appear whether the 

exactness of the TP200X in the close and medium 

distance range is sufficient for me, to do without 

carrying along the Leica as second equipment. 

 

In order to compare the measured values of Leica and 

TruPulse, I will build me a mounting plate where I 

can mount both devices side by side on a tripod. And 

I can use the scope of TP200X as a tool for the Leica 

to align the red laser beam on the target. In order to 

increase the measurement accuracy of the TP200X, I 

will initiate the measurement process without shaking 

or wobbling by using a remote trigger cable. With the 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12675&mode=view
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Leica I start the measurement process by using the 

timer. 

 

As a future development, I would like to see a 

modern device with a large display, a watch chip and 

a GPS chip, camera and data storage that combines 

the two lasers and the capabilities of both devices in 

one housing. The measured values must be 

documented with photo finish, time and GPS stamp. 

Both laser beams must be accurately calibrated to the 

same direction. Then I could use the red laser as a 

targeting device for the invisible pulse laser and 

increase its measurement accuracy 

 

The Nikon is now dispensable for me. Nevertheless, I 

want to keep the Nikon for use as an "always have 

with me" device for quick first measurements and as 

a spare device. The Nikon will continue to keep its 

importance as a reasonably priced entry-level device. 

With its modest display accuracy, it puts me never 

ceases to amaze how accurate measuring results 

trained users can achieve with it. Still, I could 

imagine that at the European tree measurers the 

current dominance of Nikon equipment is ending. 

 

Important for accurate measurement is: It must not 

wobble during the measurement. This requires a 

stable high tripod with a video-pan-tilt head that 

provides smooth, jerk-free guiding. Also touching the 

case and pressing the release button with your hand 

are disturbing factors, that you can turn off by using a 

self-timer or a remote release cable. 

 

Bob, Robert T. Leverett from NTS, has announced to 

publish field tests about the TP200X 

viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5517 , I'm looking forward 

to the results. 

 

Furthermore, I wish you a lot of fun and success with 

tree measuring! 

 

Karlheinz 

 

 

(This article is published at 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/ and 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/ ) 

 

 

 

Re: My Rangefinders TruPulse200X, 

Leica and Nikon 

by Karlheinz » Mon Dec 09, 2013 12:50 pm  

The problem with the wind and my Leica 

 

The more precise the instrument focuses the beam, 

the greater becomes the problem with the wind. Even 

small, barely perceptible movement of air lets swing 

the top of a large conifer by decimeters. At a distance 

of 70 m the red laser beam of the Leica Disto is not 

larger than about 4 cm, which is of the same order as 

the width of the top shoot of a douglas fir. You can 

certainly imagine how quickly the beam disappears at 

the slightest movement of air in the empty 

background of the sky. And for a successful 

measurement the laser spot must have to remain on 

the top shoot for a few seconds. Thus it is clear that 

my Leica Disto is strongly affected by the wind 

problem. 

 

For the measurement I strive to align the red laser 

point about the middle of the range of variation and 

then no longer alter its position (not touch the 

device). Then by timer I start a continuous 

measurement and the device then tries to detect 

measuring points. If several measuring points could 

be successfully detected, only that one with the 

maximum distance is displayed and stored. It may be 

that only after several minutes a first reading comes 

about, there you must have patience. 

 

Unfortunately, for security reasons, the power of the 

red laser can not be increased. Will there be added 

further adverse conditions such as long distance or 

bright daylight, a measurement will quickly become 

impossible. Therefore, a point measurement to the 

top of a tall tree with the Leica often will require a 

great deal of time and effort and is not very 

practicable. I am glad that for this job now I have the 

TP200X. 

 

Karl 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5517
http://www.monumentaltrees.com/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5905&start=10#p26611
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5905&start=10#p26611
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=773
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26611#p26611
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Iphone Theodolite 

by Don » Sat Dec 07, 2013 5:27 pm  

Karl- 

Very informative report! 

Towards a more perfect all-in-one device, I have 

been looking at a software application for the iPhone 

called Theodolite.   

On the positive side: 

1)it uses accelerometers and gyros to take vertical 

angle measurements 

2)measures azimuth 

3)assigns real world coordinates (I believe they're cell 

phone-based) 

4)measures lean 

5)creates a log of data collected 

6)has email communication (through iPhone), that 

can transmit log, images to another site for storage 

7)has digital image capture, as well as video (through 

iPhone) 

                                         

                         

Theodolite App image                 

                

 

 

On the negative side: 

1)its digital image resolution is limited (iPhone 4, 

less so with iPhone 5S with its zoom) 

2)iPhone needs case or other mechanism to be 

attached to a tripod (Belkin has hardware to attach to 

tripod, and another device to remote control shutter. 

 

To increase digital image resolution, I searched the 

internet and discovered that Sony had just released a 

new lens (QX10, which has been "extricated" from a 

Sony DSC-WX200 camera. For example see 

 

http://www.photographyblog.com/reviews/ ... 

10_review/ or search on QX10) 

 

The advantage here is that the lens attaches to iPhone 

(as well as a number of other Smartphones), 

communicates through WiFi with iPhone transmitting 

image and associated data either to memory chip in 

lens, or to iPhone (new iPhone 5S has 64 Mb 

memory). The best part?  The QX10 lens is 10 power 

(has the 35mm camera equivalent of a 25mm to 

250mm zoom lens).  

The down side is that the software program Sony 

uses to communicate between their lens and the 

iPhone is a bit, hmmm, proprietary and ineffective so 

far.  A number of software solutions are expected, but 

not yet come forward. 

 

I've been in contact with the Theodolite's developer 

(Craig Hunter, Hunter Research and Technology, 

LLC) who has shown interest in my efforts to pair the 

Sony lens with the iPhone and Theodolite app.  It's 

been more difficult to make headway with Sony, 

although they have released an API 

(http://camera.developer.sony.com/) for those who 

are capable with software development and 

integration. 

 

I do think it's promising, and hope that contacts such 

as mine, and yours (if you're interested) may alert 

them to our effort. 

 

Your photos have revived my interest in pairing my 

iPhone with a 5x rifle scope I have, for a targeting 

mechanism for another iPhone App called 

Clinometer (another accelerometer-based vertical-

measure software). 

 

-Don 

Don Bertolette - President/Moderator, WNTS BBS 

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=235&t=5905#p26588
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=56
http://www.photographyblog.com/reviews/sony_cybershot_dsc_qx10_review/
http://www.photographyblog.com/reviews/sony_cybershot_dsc_qx10_review/
http://camera.developer.sony.com/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26588#p26588
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12701&mode=view
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big tulip trees 

by tclikesbigtrees » Tue Dec 10, 2013 2:00 pm  

This tulip tree in Haddonfield is the biggest one that I 

have seen in New Jersey. I know there are other big 

ones around that I haven't seen. Tulip trees are one of 

my favorites and I was wondering what big tulip trees 

that others have seen in NJ other then this one. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

                                        

                

This tree in Salem county was in my opinion the 

largest tulip in Jersey and maybe the oldest until it 

fell last year. The tree was never really documented 

or even recognized except by a couple locals who 

knew of it. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=103&t=5918&p=26635#p26633
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1041
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26633#p26633
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12741&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12742&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12743&mode=view
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Tulip tree 12.jpg  

 

Here are a few more from the PA/Jersey area of note. 

The PA champ at the Tyler Arboretum in Media is 

really worth the drive to see. 

                                         

                         

PA champ, over 22ft CBH                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12744&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12746&mode=view
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Multitrunk but still nice TP Gettysburg         

        

                

                                         

                         

19ft5in CBH Gettysburg Cem                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12747&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12748&mode=view
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Deerfield UMC Salem Co 17'5" CBH           

      

                

                                         

                         

17ft CBH Glassboro NJ                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12749&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12750&mode=view
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Salem NJ TP 17'9" CBH                 

                

                                         

                         

Friends Cemetery Woodstown NJ 17ft CBH 

                

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12751&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12752&mode=view
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17ft4in CBH Saddlers woods Old Growth 

Forest                 

                

John D Harvey 

 

Canary Island pine – the tallest pine 

of Europe… or Africa 

by KoutaR » Fri Dec 13, 2013 7:45 pm  

NTS, 

 

Europe’s tallest pine species is Canary Island pine 

(Pinus canariensis). It is endemic to five western 

Canary Islands: El Hierro, La Palma, La Gomera, 

Tenerife and Gran Canaria. Large forests mostly 

grow at altitudes between 850 and 1800 m (2800 and 

5900 ft). Today, many pine forests are planted. 

 

Of course, it is questionable if the species is 

European. The Canary Islands are politically a part of 

Spain but they are much closer to Africa than to 

continental Europe. However, in the flora there are 

more links to the south-western corner of the Iberian 

Peninsula than to north-western coast of Africa. If the 

species is considered African, then it is Africa’s 

tallest pine species. Curiously, the closest relative is 

P. roxburghii in the Himalayas, 8000 km (5000 mi) 

from the Canary Islands! 

 

There are two big old pines above Vilaflor at an 

altitude of approx. 1500 m (4900 ft) on Tenerife, the 

taller of which, “Pino de las Dos Pernadas”, has been 

said to be the tallest Canary Island pine, the official 

height given on a signboard at the tree is 56.03 m 

(183.8 ft). Recently I had a possibility to laser-

measure these trees, with my brother Tuomas. The 

trees are growing along a road that connects the 

southwest coast (incl. a huge hotel concentration 

called Playa de las Américas) to the Teide Volcano. 

                                         

                         

Teide (3,718 m = 12,198 ft) photographed 

from about 2050 m = 6700 ft. The shrubs 

are Cytisus supranubius, endemic to the 

Canary Islands.                 

                

 

The taller tree is located above the road and the other 

tree, “Pino Gordo” which is claimed to be the 

biggest, below the road. Our first thought on seeing 

the taller tree was that it might reach a bit more than 

40 m (130 ft) at the most, but my preliminary quick 

measurement showed it to be really almost 60 m. The 

measuring conditions were excellent, the whole tree 

being clearly visible. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=403&t=5923#p26678
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=403&t=5923#p26678
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=107
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12753&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26678#p26678
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12769&mode=view
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Pino de las Dos Pernadas (57.0 m = 187 ft)   

              

                

 

                                         

                         

Pino de las Dos Pernadas (57.0 m = 187 ft)   

              

                

 

My brother held his hand on the trunk and I measured 

from the top to his hand – 55.8 m. Then we defined 

the average ground level, which was 1.25 m below 

the point where he had held his hand, so the whole 

height was 57.0 m (187 ft). The official measurement 

is given to a centimetre and it is possible that it has 

been obtained by a climber (at least the “Pino Gordo” 

has been climbed, see 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/photos/4777/). 

If so, why did I get a height one metre more? Some 

possible explanations: 

1. The tree has grown. The signboard is clearly not 

new. There is an emerging shoot which is now the 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/photos/4777/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12770&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12771&mode=view
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tallest point. 

2. The official measurement has been done to the 

highest ground level, like the foresters usually do. 

The difference between the highest and average 

ground level is about 50 cm (1.6 ft). 

3. The climber did not get high enough in the tree and 

has made a mistake when measuring the uppermost 

part of the tree. 

4. I over-measured the tree. Applying our 1% rule for 

Nikon laser-clinometers, the tree could be 56.4–57.6 

m. 

5. Upwards pointing needles are not included in the 

official measurement. The needles may be as much as 

30 cm long (1 ft). 

                                         

                         

Needles of Canary Island pine                 

                

 

Also for the other tree, “Pino Gordo”, my 

measurement was one metre more than the official 

one: 46.2 m (152 ft) vs. 45.12 m. This tree has 

several tops that are at about the same height. 

                                         

                         

Pino Gordo (46.2 m = 152 ft) with my wife 

and son                 

                

 

The diameters of these trees are usually given as 2.5 

m and 3 m. However, both trees are clearly multi-

trunked – Pino de las Dos Pernadas 2-trunked and 

Pino Gordo 3-trunked. 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12772&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12773&mode=view
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Pino de las Dos Pernadas from the high side 

clearly showing two fused trunks.                 

                

 

I estimated the volume of the taller (and bigger) trunk 

of Pino de las Dos Pernadas to be about 60 m3 (2000 

cu ft). I made the estimate based on the measured 

dimensions and the relations measured from my 

photos. The whole Pino de las Dos Pernadas (two 

fused trunks) may be over 100 m3 (3500 cu ft). My 

CBH measurement was 833 cm (328 in). 

                                         

                         

Pino de las Dos Pernadas (57.0 m = 187 ft) 

and Tuomas                 

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12774&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12775&mode=view
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Pine forest photographed from Pino Gordo   

              

                

 

As these two remnants are the only old trees, 

surrounded by much younger pine forest, it is not 

difficult to imagine that the original forest has been 

truly impressive, maybe a bit similar to the ponderosa 

pine (P. ponderosa) forests of the western United 

States. The potential maximum height in a protected 

forest site could be well over 60 m. Canary Island 

pine forests are more or less monospecific. On 

October, the forest was very dry; the ground is 

covered by dead needles. Wildfires are definitely an 

essential part of the ecology of this forest. Canary 

Island pine is well adapted to fires. Protective thick 

bark makes older trees fire-resistant and the species is 

capable of sprouting from numerous adventitious 

buds even on severely damaged trunks and branches. 

However, the cones are not serotinous. 

                                         

                         

My son (106 cm) holding cone of Canary 

Island pine                 

                

 

There were fires in 2012 and we saw large areas of 

burned forest at higher elevations. The fires had 

killed most other tree species but the pines had 

sprouted vigorously. The pine forests at higher 

elevations are protected in Teide National Park but 

the productive forests around the two big pines have 

a less restrictive protection status (parque natural) 

that probably allows tree cutting. We saw some pines 

about one metre in diameter. 

 

Besides being the tallest pine of Europe or Africa, 

Canary Island pine is one of the tallest pines in the 

old world as a whole. Other tall species include P. 

roxburghii with a height claim of 64.63 m (*) and P. 

merkusii in Sumatra with 70 m (**). 

 

We also conducted some “pioneering” laser-

measuring in the laurel forest of neighbour island La 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12776&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12777&mode=view
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Gomera. Read measuring report here: 

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/report/1245/ 

 

 

* Dhawan, V. K., Joshi, S. R. & Rana, I. (2008): 

Protected Trees in the Forests of Uttarakhand. Indian 

Forester, July 2008. 

 

** Whitmore, T. C. (1985): Tropical Rain Forests of 

the Far East. Oxford. 

                                         

                         

Tenerife from La Gomera ferry early in the 

morning. The highest top is Teide Volcano 

(3,718 m = 12,198 ft)                 

                

 

 

Kouta 

http://baumzaehlen.de 

 

Girthy Swamp White Oak (SW OH) 

by Matt Markworth » Sat Dec 14, 2013 7:08 pm  

Hi All, 

 

Girthy isn't a word, but it seems more fitting than 

other adjectives when I describe a tree with great 

girth. There are probably Swamp White Oaks out 

there with a greater girth, but this is the girthiest 

(oops, did it again) one that I've seen. 

 

I was driving along a road that I frequently travel and 

noticed a big Oak crown about a third of a mile away. 

The tree is on the grounds of a retirement village with 

surrounding terrain that is very flat. The first 4 photos 

were taken on Nov 9th and as you can see many of 

the leaves were down. The 5th photo was taken 

today. The last photo shows the long stalk of the 

Swamp White Oak's acorn. 

 

Girth: 17'2" 

Ht: 82.9' 

Avg Spread: 90' 

                                         

                                        

   

                                        

http://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/report/1245/
http://baumzaehlen.de/
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5924#p26691
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12778&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26691&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b#p26691
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12784&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12785&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
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Matt 

 

Re: Girthy Swamp White Oak (SW 

OH) 

by Steve Galehouse » Sat Dec 14, 2013 7:48 pm  

Matt, NTS- 

 

Here are a couple of pics of a swamp white oak in a 

Cleveland metropark, 15'10'' cbh x 103'. Swamp 

white and bur oak are very similar in their bark and 

growth characteristics.  

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5924#p26693
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5924#p26693
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=55&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12786&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12787&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12788&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12789&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26693&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b#p26693
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Re: Girthy Swamp White Oak (SW 

OH) 

by Matt Markworth » Sun Dec 15, 2013 7:05 pm  

Steve, All, 

 

Here's one that is located in Centerville, OH.  

 

As shown in the last photo, the teeth of the leaves are 

not as rounded as the leaves on the first tree in this 

post. 

 

Girth: 15' 

Ht: 84.3' 

Avg Spread: 87' 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5924#p26705
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=111&t=5924#p26705
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=815&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12800&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12801&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26705&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b#p26705
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12808&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
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Matt 

 

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12809&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12810&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12811&sid=de285cf2214a53a7a97bf9bdb0c2676b&mode=view
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Costa Rica Big Trees in our 

neighborhoud 

by Connie Lentz » Sat Dec 21, 2013 1:54 pm  

Bart and I have been exploring the area around our 

coffee farming village and we've found a few big and 

interesting trees. 

                                         

                         

Bart in front of a strangler fig, probably 

Ficus aurea 23'9" circumference above 

buttresses. Height 105'                 

                

                                         

  

                       

Stitched panorama of Strangler Fig               

  

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=5935&p=26754#p26754
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=5935&p=26754#p26754
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1068
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26754#p26754
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12840&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12841&mode=view
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The back of Ficus aurea. The low point of 

the back of the trunk was 18' below the front 

in previous photos with Bart of the tree.         

        

                

                                         

                         

Has odd looking flat spines with a central 

spike                 

                

                                         

                         

Close-up of spines. Not a good climbing 

tree!         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12842&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12843&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12844&mode=view
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Maximum Dimension List - WV - 

2013 

by tsharp » Mon Dec 23, 2013 6:59 pm  

NTS: Attached is a maximum dimension list for WV 

updated through 5/17/2013. The list only includes 

trees and shrubs native to West Virginia.  

                                         

2013 WV Maximum Dimension List-ENTS.xls     

                                             

(150 KiB) Downloaded 14 times                 

                

 

 

My intention to include naturalized species has been 

put ff for another year. A number of the changes have 

been included  from  posts made previously. 

Additional changes are noted below: 

 

Paper Birch (Betula papyrifera) 2.6’ x 67’ x 22’ 

New  WV record for girth, height, and crown spread 

 

Honey Locust (Gleditsia tricanthos) 15.3’ x # x 98’ 

Bitternut Hickory (Carya cordiformis) 12.3’ x # x 71’ 

New WV record for girth and crown spread 

 

Pin Oak (Quercus palustris) 17.4’ 

Black Walnut (Juglans nigra) 16.8’ 

New WV record for girth only 

 

Balsam Fir (Abies balsamea)  # x 48.8’ x 34’ 

New WV record for height and crown spread 

 

White Oak (Quercus alba)  # x # x 116.75’ 

New WV record for crown spread only 

 

All crown spreads are an average of two 

measurements. One taken at widest spread and 

another at a right angle to the first. 

Any comments, questions  or corrections are 

appreciated. 

 

Turner Sharp 

 

 

 

 

 

Croft State Park, Spartanburg, SC 

by bbeduhn » Mon Dec 23, 2013 5:21 pm  

I did a race at Croft a couple of years ago and was 

very much unimpressed with the forest there.  I did 

that same race a few weeks ago with a different 

course and I instantly changed my mind.  The upland 

forests were productive but when I got to the 

floodplain, I was duly impressed.  Croft has a bit of a 

Congaree feel to it.  The floodplain is quite large and 

very productive.  I shot five SC records in a small 

part of the forest.  On Saturday, Will Blozan, Mike 

Davie and I spent some time there.  We didn't see the 

mystery river birch that I measured during the race 

but still found a record river birch.  Will and Mike 

have some different measurements.  I'm just posting 

what I measured. 

 

betula nigra    river birch         84.0' 84.3' 85.2' 86.5' 

88.1' 87.9' 88.6' 89.8'  

                                             90.4' 90.7' 90.8' 91.3' 

91.9' 93.6' 94.6' 96.7' 

 

Liriodendron tulipfera  tuliptree   130.2' 130.9' 134.2' 

135.3' 136.6' 137.0' 146.4' 

 

Liquidambar styraciflua sweetgum  118.5'  134.7' 

 

Platinus occidentalis  sycamore    121.3' 129.3' 135.8' 

 

Juglans nigra  black walnut          111.3' 116.5' 

 

Quercus alba   white oak         110.9'  111.6' 115.7' 

122.5' 125.7' 

 

Quercus rubra rubra  P red oak  123.0' 129.5' 

 

Quercus shumardii  shumard oak  118.1' 118.7' 

 

Quercus coccinea   scarlet oak     119.5' 

 

Quercus falcata   southern red oak  121.8' 

 

Quercus velotina   black oak           95.0' 

 

Quercus nigra    water oak            115.7'  119.2' 

 138.4'  

 

Fagus grandifolia  american beech   107.2' 

 

Fraxinus pennsylvanicum   green ash   119.3' 119.4' 

 

Ulmus alata  winged elm                  97.4' 98.4' 

 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=5949#p26797
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=131&t=5949#p26797
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=98
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12859
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=122&t=5947#p26792
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=300
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26797#p26797
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26792#p26792
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Celtis laevigata  sugarberry             81.7' 

 

Gleditsia triacanthos   honey locust   96.1' 

 

Ilex opaca   american holly               63.3' 

 

Carpinus caroliniana  american hornbeam  57.1' 

 

Populus deltoides    cottonwood        115.7'  120.0' 

 

Diospyros virginiana  persimmon      100.1'  103.8' 

 

Prunus serotina    black cherry            90.1' 

 

Carya alba   mockernut hickory          120.2' 

 

Carya cordiformis  bitternut hickory   104.1' 116.5' 

 

Carya ovata   shagbark hickory           101.3'   125.0' 

(Will) 

 

Carya pallida  pale hickory                  99.2' 

 

Pinus echinata  shortleaf pine            106.7' 108.1' 

108.8' 109.3' 112.3' 117.6' 118.9' 

 

Pinus taeda  loblolly pine                    117.4' 118.3' 

118.6' 

 

Pinus virginiana  Virginia pine            104.2' 

 

Juniperus virginiana  redcedar           75.4' 77.0' 81.9' 

83.5' 83.6' 86.6' 91.1'  

 

I'll head back and spend more time on the uplands 

and try to locate the phantom river birch I thought I 

hit at 100'+. 

 

Brian 

 

I forgot the Rucker index, so far: 

 

R10  129.75' 

R20  122.13' 

 

Death Valley Cottonwood 

by Yeti » Tue Dec 24, 2013 12:22 am  

Death valley is home of a record setting 134F temp, 

even though set back in 1913, and averages about 2 

inches of rain a year. so imagine my surprise to see 

this!!  (Near Scotty's Castle) 

                                         

  

 

French Creek, SD 

by Jess Riddle » Tue Dec 24, 2013 9:56 pm  

NTS, 

 

General Custer’s men found gold in French Creek in 

1874, and triggered a boom of European settlement in 

the Black Hills.  Despite setting off exploitation of 

the region, by way of an industry known from 

reducing mountains to rubble no less, French Creek 

retains one of the least disturbed areas in the Black 

Hills.  Straddling lower French Creek in the heart of 

Custer State Park, the French Creek Natural Area 

preserves about 2000 acres of forest and rock. 

 

Rugged terrain has preserved the natural area.  The 

stream ping-pongs between vertical cliffs like an out 

of control driver on a mountain road careening 

between guard rails.  However, many of the cliffs rise 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=69&t=5953#p26807
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=1032
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=123&t=5956#p26824
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26807#p26807
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12870&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26824#p26824
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directly out of surprisingly calm water.  Cattails 

fringe sunny pools, and riffles rather than rapids 

separate the flat-water stretches.  Opposite each cliff, 

flats separated the stream from rocky slopes. 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

                                        

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12879&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12880&mode=view
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Those highly sheltered flats and a series of north 

facing coves along French Creek caught my eye 

when I was trying to figure out where in the Black 

Hills I might find productive forests.  A regional 

travel guide also noted that one of the largest 

ponderosa pines in the state grew along the French 

Creek Trail. 

 

I parked in a valley south of French Creek, and 

walked up a gated road/horse trail through thin stands 

of young, even aged, actively managed ponderosa 

pines to a deep gap 500’ above French Creek. 

 Descending into the natural area via a gentle, 

sheltered, north-facing cove, the forest immediately 

changed.  Ponderosa pine still made up the entire 

overstory, but they were now uneven aged with many 

old trees.  In the understory, patchy thickets of pine 

regeneration surrounded old fire-scarred trees. 

 Underneath them grew a patchy and fairly sparse but 

diverse shrub layer that included common juniper, 

bearberry, and ninebark.  A few cut stumps and 

possibly the remains of an old road bed also lay on 

the forest floor, but those signs of past disturbance 

disappeared farther down the cove.  Rock replaced 

them.  Soils in the upper part of the cove were rocky, 

but in the lower cove a mini canyon occupied the 

center and a large talus slope swept in from the side. 

 Despite the favorable looking topography, the 

rockiness apparently limited pine heights to around 

100’.  A few paper birch took advantage of the more 

reliable water supply in the lower cove.   

                                         

                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12881&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12882&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12883&mode=view
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Fire scarred old ponderosa pines surrounded 

by dense regeneration                 

                

 

                                         

                         

Talus slope and lower cove                 

                

 

A distinctly two-tiered forest of bur oak below and 

ponderosa pine above occupies all the flats along 

French Creek.  A trail cut pine showed roughly 222 

rings, and some of the oaks certainly reach that age 

too.  Ponderosa pines also occupy the surrounding 

slopes, but paper birch forms woodlands in the shady 

talus below the larger cliffs.  A band across the 

middle of the largest cliff also supports rocky 

mountain juniper. 

                                         

                         

Two tiered forest in flat along French Creek 

                

                         

Ponderosa pine and bur oak along French 

Creek                  

                         

Paper birch on north facing talus slope 

below cliff                 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12884&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12885&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12886&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12887&mode=view
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Horse traffic from the camp at the upstream end of 

the natural area had entrenched the trail, and the 

melting snow filled it with icy slush.  That situation 

and the need to cross the melt swollen stream every 

couple hundred yards made for slow hiking. 

 However, the open forests made for easy measuring, 

and I measured my way upstream.  Pine heights 

where I hit the trail were in the 100-110’ range, 

similar to what the taller trees I had seen driving 

around Custer State Park.  Pines in the flats appeared 

consistently taller than those of slopes, and the 

heights gradually inched up as I moved upstream. 

 

I eventually came to a sharp bend in the stream where 

steep coves descended the opposite north to northeast 

facing slope.  A grove of spruce and a few aspen 

saplings grew at the bottom of the slope, the lowest 

elevation populations I saw of either species.  At the 

edge of the spruce grove, stood a few tall pines.  I 

roughed out the lowest and tallest of the pines, and 

realized it was at least 10’ taller than any of the pines 

I had measured in the flats.  My initial measurement 

turned out to be short. The pine was 144.4’. 

                                         

                                                 

FrenchCreekMeasurements.JPG (41.8 KiB) 

Viewed 249 times                 

                

 

                                         

                         

8'7" cbh  x 126.9' tall ponderosa pine on the 

left and 10'0" cbh x 130.5' tall pondersoa 

pine in middle distance on the right               

  

                

 

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12889&mode=view
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The largest diameter pondersoa pine seen, 

10'6" cbh x 119.6' tall                 

                

 

                                         

                         

The tallest ponderosa pine see, 7'5" cbh x 

144.4' tall                 

                

 

Re: French Creek, SD 

by Iowa Big Tree Guy » Wed Dec 25, 2013 9:47 

pm  

Jess, 

 

I measured trees in South Dakota in 1995 and in 

1998. At that time, I was primarily looking for 

champion trees so I was concentrating on trees that 

would have the most points.  I'm sure I over looked 

many tall trees. Here is a list of some of the trees I 

measured in the Black Hills: 

 

Species                             Common Name        CBH   

Height  Spread  Index                    Location 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=123&t=5956#p26840
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=336
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12890&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12891&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26840#p26840
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Crataegus chrysocarpa  fireberry hawthorn        1'9"   

   16'       17'     41.25  Wildlife Loop Rd Custer State 

Park 

 

Prunus americana         American Plum             2'4"     

                                  Wildlife Loop Rd Custer State 

Park 

 

Betula papyrifera           paper birch                  5'2"     

56'       33.5'  126       Near Little Devils Tower Trail 

Head 

                                                                                      

                           Custer State Park 

 

Populus tremuloides     quaking aspen               4'11"   

 82'       28.5'  148      Near Little devils Tower Trail 

Head 

                                                                                      

                          Custer State Park 

 

Populus angustifolia     narrowleaf cottonwood 

 11'10"   84'        53'     239      Near City of Spearfish 

Campground 

 

Populus angustifolia     narrowleaf cottonwood  11'2" 

    91'        47'     237      Near City of Spearfish 

Campground 

 

Populus angustifolia     narrowleaf cottonwood  12'     

   97'        61'     256      Spearfish City Park 

 

Pinus ponderosa          ponderosa pine            12'5"     

 92'        53'     254       E. of For. Rd. 134, .5 mi. N. of 

# 85 

 

Pinus contorta             lodgepole pine               5'10"   

 78'        27'     155       S. of Rd. # 2062A, Black Hills 

Nat. Forest 

 

Picea glauca (densata) Black Hills spruce           7'8"   

   116'      31'     215.75   W. of Hwy 89, Black Hills 

Nat. Forest 

 

Picea glauca (densata) Black Hills spruce           9'2"   

   101'      30'     218.5    W. of Hwy 89, Black Hills 

Nat. Forest  

 

Picea glauca (densata) Black Hills spruce           8'4"   

   114'      31'     221.75  W. of Hwy 89, Black Hills 

Nat. Forest 

 

Picea glauca (densata) Black Hills spruce           8'3"   

   116'      29'     222.25   W. of Hwy 89, Black Hills 

Nat. Forest 

 

Picea glauca (densata) Black Hills spruce           8'5"   

   114'      30'     222.5     E. of Hwy 85,  S.W. of 

Cheyenne Crossing 

 

Picea glauca (densata) Black Hills spruce           8'9"   

   122'      27'     233.375  E. of Spearfish Creek 

(private land) 

 

Picea glauca (densata) Black Hills spruce           9'6"   

   114'     28.5'   235.25    E. of Spearfish Creek 

(private land) 

 

Since it has been quite some time since I measured 

these trees, some are probably gone and others have 

probably grown. The tallest spruce which grows near 

Spearfish Creek was nominated for the South Dakota 

big Tree Register. The state coordinator sent a 

nomination to Bill Cannon who was the national 

coordinator at the time but for some reason, I don't 

think it ever made the National Register.  

 

The last spruce on the list is the largest one on points 

and it is larger than the current national champion. I 

received permission from the owner to nominate the 

tree, but it was about that time I learned that Picea 

glauca var. densata would no longer be recognized on 

the National Register. That was many years ago and 

P. glauca var. densata was still on the list the last time 

I checked. Since I already have the national 

champion Black Hills spruce I just let it ride. 

 

Mark 

Iowa Big Tree Guy 

 

Sielbeck Forest State Natural Area, 

IL 

by Jess Riddle » Thu Dec 26, 2013 10:13 pm  

NTS, 

 

Illinois does not come within 400 miles of the ocean, 

and eroded hills, mountains in miniature, cover most 

of the southern end of the state.  However, the low 

ground in southern Illinois supports forests striking 

similar to southern bottomland hardwoods found in 

places like Congaree National Park, and supports 

such iconic southern species as bald cypress.  Much 

of the flat area has been drained and converted to 

agriculture, but the Sielbeck family preserved a 125 

acre block of forest for decades.  The Nature 

Conservancy then purchased the tract at auction and 

transferred it to the state to create the Sielbeck Forest 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=78&t=5963#p26865
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=78&t=5963#p26865
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=83&sid=e0b7d260b9c61ddbb79f1fda5c431a6e
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26865&sid=e0b7d260b9c61ddbb79f1fda5c431a6e#p26865
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State Natural Area (Davis, 2003). 

 

Only a few miles off the interstate, the site sounded 

like a convenient old-growth stand to stop at as I 

traveled cross country for the holidays, but I almost 

turned around before I got there.  Each stream I 

crossed as I approached was over its banks from the 

recent storm, and flooded fields greeted me as I 

turned off the interstate.  I found the site mostly 

shallowly inundated, but some areas adjacent to the 

uplands were merely squishy with abundant puddles. 

 Consequently, I saw only a little of the site, and did 

not visit the wetter cypress-tupelo portion.  

 

The forest sits in the middle of a crescent of 125’ 

high rounded hills that opens to the north and 

occupies most of the half mile wide valley bottom. 

 The state has abandoned the agricultural lands that 

surround the forest to provide a buffer.  Dense 

thickets of 20’ tall sweetgums with an occasional 

sycamore of swamp white oak now occupy the old 

fields.  Sweetgum also forms the overstory with the 

help of cherrybark oaks and, in slightly wetter areas, 

pin oak.  Green ash, swamp white oak, overcup oak, 

shagbark hickory, and sycamore grow much more 

widely scattered in the overstory.  Green ash is also 

common in the well-developed midstory along with 

Carolina red maple, sugarberry, and a mixture of 

elms.  Saplings of those midstory species combine 

with spicebush, paw paw, greenbrier, and a few 

possumhaw to create a surprisingly think understory. 

                                         

                                                 

SielbeckMeasurements.JPG (27.77 KiB) 

Viewed 112 times                 

                

 

Three foot diameter trees are common except in 

swaths where storms hade broken up the overstory. 

 The trees were probably taller before a severe ice 

storm hit the region in February 2009.  All of the 

upper branches of the red oaks and sweetgum ended 

in roughly four inch diameter stubs surrounded by a 

dense bush of new growth.  The white oaks on the 

other had appeared to suffer little damage from the 

ice. 

                                         

                         

11'4" cbh x 111.9' tall pin oak                 

                

 

The dominance of early successional species and 

their evenness of size make me question whether the 

site is really old-growth or not.  Some of the small 

streams that converge in the stand are ditched and 

have an artificial levee on one side.  The sweetgums 

appear to regenerating, but I saw only one small oak. 

 

I think this site could prove very valuable for helping 

to understand how species sizes vary across their 

ranges.  Cherrybark oak, overcup oak, sweetgum, 

bald cypress, water tupelo, all, to varying degrees, 

approach their northern range margins in the area, 

and I explored only a fraction of the site. 

 

Jess 

 

Davis, M. B. (2003). Old Growth in the East: a 

survey. Appalachia-Science in the Public Interest. 

Mt. Vernon, KY. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12912&sid=e0b7d260b9c61ddbb79f1fda5c431a6e&mode=view
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Huge Trees of Carara National Park 

Costa Rica 

by Bart Bouricius » Sat Dec 28, 2013 8:18 pm  

Last August after setting up our new little rental 

house in Alto Del Monte Costa Rica, Connie and I 

visited Carara National Park with good friend Craig 

Goldstein.  We did plenty of birding and searching 

for arthropods, however trees were not neglected, and 

I found a new personal height record for the 

Neotropics.  Carara National Park is on the Pacific 

Coast and is in a transition zone between the drier 

forests of the Northwest and the wet forests of the 

Southern Pacific, so there is quite a mix of tree 

species.  

 

We also found some quite impressive Wild Cashew 

or "Espavé" trees.  According to Robin Foster, 

botanist with the Field Museum, Espavé means "look 

out", literally it comes from "es pa ver" (it's to see), 

since these huge trees were climbed to see great 

distances during early expeditions.  My hope is that 

this is the first post of several from national parks in 

Costa Rica.  The two Pterygota excelsa trees were 

199.5'(60.8 meters) and 207' (63.1 meters) in height 

respectively.  I can find no common name for this 

species in English or Spanish.  It was not even listed 

in The Trees of Panama and Costa Rica so I had to 

rely on Robin for help in it's identification sending 

him pictures of leaves and bark.  It is in the family 

Malvaceae, sub family Bombacoideae.  

 

The entire environment where these trees were found 

is primary flood plain forest.  Much more to find in 

this park.  One note here, I neglected to bring my 

notes on the heights and girths of these trees with me 

in the packing rush to get ready for our return flight 

to Costa Rica on Dec. 10th.  I do however have the 

statistics on the 3 tallest trees and know that all the 

pictured wild cashews were over 20' (6m) in 

circumference.  I figure this has been put off long 

enough, so I will post the most significant trees 

adding some additional trees and wildlife images to 

the post later. 

 

 

                                         

                         

This Pterygota excelsa tree shot above my 

previous height record of a 192' (58.5m) 

Cedrelinga cateniformis  in Peru.  The P. 

excelsa was 207' (63.1m) tall, but only 13' 

(3.96m) in diameter, a relative needle of a 

tree.                 

                

                                         

                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=5970&p=26888#p26888
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=5970&p=26888#p26888
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=156
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26888#p26888
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12920&mode=view
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Using the Nikon 440 rangefinder using a 

vertical shot, I could get 199.5' (60.82m) in 

height and no higher.  This first discovered 

Pterygota excelsa  was 13.5' (4.1m) in 

circumference.                 

                

                                         

                         

after over 100 poses as a for size model, 

Craig finally looses it. Another 20' (6m) 

circumference wild cashew.                 

                

                                         

                         

Craig poses in the rain for this picture of a 

behemoth wild cashew that was 25' 1" 

(7.65m) in circumference and 165' (50.3 m) 

in height.                 

                

                                         

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12922&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12923&mode=view
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Craig poses in the rain for this picture of a 

behemoth wild cashew that was 25' 1" 

(7.65m) in circumference and 165' (50.3 m) 

in height.                 

                

                                         

                         

Some large wild cashews send out above 

ground roots for over 50'                 

                         

Our first wild cashew Anacardium excelsum 

over 20'(6m) in circumference.  We found 9 

in all.    

 

Re: Huge Trees of Carara National 

Park Costa Rica 

by Bart Bouricius » Sun Dec 29, 2013 7:42 am  

Other images of life at Carara National Park. 

  

 

                         

Here is a view of the front of the flower         

        

                                      

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=5970&p=26893#p26893
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=93&t=5970&p=26893#p26893
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=156
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12923&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12924&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12925&mode=view
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26893#p26893
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Dutchman's Pipe genus Aristolochia, which often 

uses flies for pollination.  To people they don't smell 

nice. This vine was on a fallen tree and had been in 

the canopy.                 

                

                                         

                

                                         

                         

The black iguana Ctenosaura simili is quite 

colorful as a juvenile, though adults are 

usually gray. These lizards can weigh the 

same as green iguanas, but are shorter and 

more robust.         

 

 

  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/download/file.php?id=12926&mode=view
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Salmon Rover, Idaho 2013 

by tsharp » Mon Dec 30, 2013 7:57 am  

NTS: 

August 2013: It is the time again to head west for our 

annual river trip out west with friends I was 

somewhat reluctant to go since I acquired a new knee 

in May. With some help and encouragement from 

wife and friends I was able to make the trip. 

This years trip was eighty-one miles on the Salmon 

River from Corn Creek to Carey Creek.  Participants 

included Susan Sharp, Turner Sharp, Kathleen 

Simpson, Mike Gilzow, Tom Connelly, Bridget 

Tincher, Heath Henson, Nancy Ward, Jess Parks, and 

Christina Peraino. Craft included 3 Catarafts, 2 

Kayaks, 2 Rafts, and 1 IK. Low summer flows make 

this trip  Class II-III in difficulty, This was Nancy 

and Christina's first self supported river trip. 

This was the same trip we did in August of 2010 and 

other information may be found at: 

 

http://www.ents-

bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=77&t=2067#p7758 

 

Day 1: Found ten of us at the Corn Creek Forest 

Service campground which is used to marshal gear 

and let the Forest Service Ranger inspect the river 

permits and give an orientation and safety talk. We 

were informed of the location of two new rapids 

caused by a blow out in Black Canyon. We were also 

warned of thunderstorms with high winds predicted 

for the afternoon. As a bonus the ranger commented 

that this summer was the worst infestation of Yellow 

Jacket ever seen. It was to be a seven day trip with 

one layover day scheduled. Most of the  first day was 

spent loading boats, but I did get to measure some 

trees I had previously measured 3 years ago at this 

site 

 

Blue Elderberry (Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulae) 2.0’ x 

24.8’ 

The Ponderosa Pines measured on the previous trip 

showed no growth at all. 

 

Our destination was Upper Devils Teeth Camp at 

mile 12.9. Somewhere near mile nine the predicted 

thunderstorms arrived. There was not much rain but 

the roar of the wind higher up on the canyon walls 

was impressive. Then we started hear trees snapping 

which was not unusual because of all the fire 

damaged timber. It then got serious with large 

perfectly health trees torn out of the ground and pitch 

poled down the mountain side. Some of these trees 

had substantial root balls with embedded rock.  Some 

of our group were very close to the cascade of rocks 

bouncing down the mountain. Some of the rocks 

were basketball size and actually hit the opposite 

shore. No one was hit. As soon as we realized how 

lucky we were another down burst struck from the 

opposite direction but any rock fall did not come our 

way although it did blow a kayaker over.What a 

welcome! 

Day 2: Made Sandy Hole Camp at mile 23.8’. I 

missed seeing the fir trees on river left at Salmon 

Falls. At the time i was more interested in observing 

the small riffles where a major rapid called Salmon 

Falls used to be. It has disappeared underwater 

because of a blowout of side canyon that backed the 

river up for three plus miles. It also created a new 

significant rapid pictured below. 

 

 

Photo by Tom Connelley 

The blowout was on river right and created this 10-12 

foot stairstep drop. One of the kayakers decided to 

run part of this rapid upside down and got a mild 

concussion. She did roll up at the bottom. 

 

We made a mandatory stop at Hot Tub Springs for 

about an hour soak.  

The only tree measured was a Ponderosa Pine (Pinus 

ponderosa var. ponderosa) 11.6’ x 92.7’ 

Day 3: We pulled over at Magpie Creek (mile 29.5) 

and take a lunch break while I did some tree ID and 

measuring. Trees measured included: 

Grand Fir (Abies grandis)  # x 115.9’, 3.9’ x 93.5’ 

Douglas-fir (Psuedotsuga menziesii var. glauca) # x 

134.1’, 10.6’ x # (top out) 

Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa var. ponderosa) 

10.8’ x 163.0’ 

This is the tallest Ponderosa pine I have ever 

measured anywhere in the Salmon River drainage.  

http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=77&t=5976#p26902
http://www.ents-bbs.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=98
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=77&t=2067#p7758
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?f=77&t=2067#p7758
http://www.ents-bbs.org/viewtopic.php?p=26902#p26902
http://straycat.smugmug.com/Trucks/Salmon-River-2013/32816523_JgGJJ8#!i=2994356971&k=rZVpd85&lb=1&s=A
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Grand Fir is near the eastern edge of its range at this 

location along the river. They are relict populations 

surviving in some of the deep and wet side canyons 

and indicative of a previous wetter and cooler 

climate. One could encounter other Pacific Northwest 

species such as Pacific Yew and Black Cottonwood. I 

also saw  a Red Alder trunk in a driftwood pile along 

the creek. 

The best and tallest Firs proved to difficult for me to 

measure being stuck down among boulders along the 

creek and surrounded by White Alders. Nancy Ward 

measured the smaller Grand Fir did fine with her first 

effort with a clinometer and range finder. A possible 

lady ENT? 

Day 4: Camped at Rhett Creek at mile 46.6 

There were plenty of Alders along this creek with the 

largest measured at: 

White Alder (Alnus rhombifolia) # x 64.5’, 6.6’ x 

47.4’ 

This species was tough to measure because most of 

them grew in clumps of 2-8 stems with the tops many 

times intertwined plus it is rough going in the creek 

bed.  

We stopped at Buckskin Bills at Five Mile Bar to get 

necessities such as beer, ice cream, and water. The 

compound is like an oasis in very arid surroundings 

with green grass and a vegetable  garden irrigated 

from nearby creek I also noted the presence of 

various nut and fruit trees including Black Walnut, 

Peach, Cherry, and Apricots. I measured an English 

Walnut girth  Juglans regia  at 6.2'.  

Day 5 & 6: Swimming Hole Camp at mile 60.6 

What a pleasant way to spend an extra day. There 

were trees to measure, a mile long sandy beach and a 

killer swimming hole with cliffs to dive from. The 

dry hill side behind the camp caught my attention by 

being filled with Blue Elderberries and Mountain 

Mahogany. 

Trees measured included: 

Blue Elderberry ( Sambucus nigra ssp. cerulea) 2.5’ x 

18.6’ 

Curl-leaf Mountain Mahogany (Cercocarpus 

ledifolios) 3.2’@3 1/2’ x 20.1’ 

Ponderosa Pine (Pinus ponderosa var. ponderosa) 

12.6’ x 149.9’ x 48’(maximum spread) 

Netleaf Hackberry (Celtis laevigata var. reticulata) 

5.6’ x 35.6’ 

This variety of Hackberry is found in the driest and 

most inhospitable locations on a site. Usually pinched 

up against rocks or in a rock crevice and receiving 

plenty of sun with a southwestern exposure  

Day 7: Johnson Beach camp mile 75.7 

Measured a large Douglas-fir above the beach and 

pictured below: 

 

 

Rocky Mountain Douglas-fir (Psuedotsuga menziesii 

var.glauca) 13.6’ x 132’. 

Photo by Susan Sharp 

 

Some typical scenery along a placid section of river. 

 

Photo by Susan Sharp 

 

http://straycat.smugmug.com/Trees/Psuedotsuga-menzeesii/15239009_nFZjxx#!i=2737286117&k=HfFwRQm&lb=1&s=A
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Take out at Carey Creek is at mile 80.9 and the boat 

ramp is usually busy with people derigging and 

wondering how they will get everything stuffed back 

into vehicles. We were the first ones their and got a 

good head start. The ever present yellow jackets got 

their last lick in and the only ones not stung as of yet 

got stung. We made it to Mountain Home, Idaho to 

camp. The next day we dropped of several at the Salt 

Lake City airport and then made camp at the Gros 

Ventre campground in the Grand Teton National Park 

and headed east. 

A complete listing of trees measured measured may 

be found on the Trees Datatbase site at: 

 

http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/10862/

Details 

Turner Sharp 

 

Whitesboro Red Oak, NY 

by tomhoward » Sun Nov 03, 2013 3:43 pm  

NTS: 

 

On Oct. 24, 2013 my brother Jack Howard and I went 

to Whitesboro (in Oneida County west of Utica) to a 

funeral. In a small park near the church in the old 

historic part of Whitesboro, we saw an enormous Red 

Oak, that is the largest Oak I have ever seen. It is just 

jaw-droppingly huge. 2 days later we measured this 

tree by the NTS method. It has a single trunk 76.2" 

dbh (19.95 ft. cbh) and is at least 101 ft. tall with an 

estimated branch spread of about 95 ft. or more. We 

did not have time to make more detailed 

measurements (and we may have attracted too much 

attention if we did). 

 

Here is a picture of the Oak:  

                                         

  

                       

Red Oak 76.2" dbh, Whitesboro                 

                

 

 

Tom Howard 

  

http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/10862/Details
http://treesdb.azurewebsites.net/Browse/Sites/10862/Details
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The passing of a great Ent 

by dbhguru » Sun Dec 22, 2013 10:16 pm  

Hello Everyone, 

 

 It is with the  greatest sadness that I must announce 

the passing of my great friend and colleague 

Professor Gary Beluzo. He fought gallantly against 

the cancer that had metastasized, and in a final act of 

defiance, willed his body to the American Cancer 

Society for research. 

 

Gary was an environmental science professor at 

Holyoke Community College, the Executive Director 

of Friends of Mohawk Trail State Forest, and my 

partner in a variety of projects accomplished for the 

Massachusetts DCR relating to old growth forests. 

He also was my partner in the series of conferences 

collectively entitled the Forest Summit Lecture 

Series, offered as a public service. He was the lead 

conceptualizer and most productive member of the 

pair of us in a project to refine the boundaries of 

Liriodendron tulipifera in the Northeast. Gary was a 

member of NTS and was a regular contributor before 

a cancer operation.  

 

  Gary had many nature passions. He especially loved 

the Great Smoky Mountains National Park and spent 

time there over a period of many years. He conducted 

classes via the Internet from the Smokies. Gary's 

mentor was the late, great scientist Dr. Lynn 

Margulis. But Gary had another mentor, who was 

also Lynn's mentor: Mother Nature. He was happiest 

when in the field doing his research and communing 

with denizens of the forest, lakes, and ponds.  

 

  When my first wife Jani died, Gary and Lisa sat up 

with me all night, giving me emotional support. He 

was that kind of friend. For several years Gary, John 

Knuerr, and I roamed the forests together comically 

presenting ourselves as the "Tree Amigos." During 

that period, we also inventoried and mapped the old 

growth forest remnants of Massachusetts. Those were 

golden days that I shall never forget.  

 

   It is my intention to write an essay in memory of 

my great friend. It is the only way I know how to do 

my part in telling a piece of a larger story about this 

wonderful human being whom so many of us loved. 

Lisa, Gary's devoted wife, has lost her husband and 

best friend. Gary's children have lost a model father. 

Many have lost a treasured friend. The Earth has lost 

a dedicated warrior. But I wouldn't want to paint 

Gary only as an environmental scientist. He was a 

great husband, a great father, a giving friend, a fine 

musician, and a spiritual seeker. We shall miss him 

very much. 

 

Robert T. Leverett 
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About:   eNTS:  The Magazine of the Native Tree Society 

This magazine is published monthly and contains material that is compiled from posts made to the NTS BBS. 

http://www.ents-bbs.org  It features notable trip reports, site descriptions and essays posted to the BBS by NTS 

members.  The purpose of the magazine is to have an easily readable and distributable magazine of posts available 

for download for those interested in the Native Tree Society and in the work that is being conducted by its members. 

This magazine serves as a companion to the more formal science-oriented Bulletin of the Eastern Native Tree 

Society and will help the group reach potential new members.  To submit materials for inclusion in the next issue, 

post to the BBS.  Members are welcome to suggest specific articles that you might want to see included in future 

issues of the magazine, or point out materials that were left from a particular month’s compilation that should have 

been included.  Older articles can always be added as necessary to the magazine.  The magazine will focus on the 

first post on a subject and provide a link to the discussion on the website.  Where warranted later posts in a thread 

may also be selected for inclusion.   

Edward Frank – Editor-in-Chief 
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